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Introduction
Section 8302 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA), as amended by the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA),1 requires the Secretary to establish procedures and criteria under which, after
consultation with the Governor, a State educational agency (SEA) may submit a consolidated State plan
designed to simplify the application requirements and reduce burden for SEAs. ESEA section 8302 also
requires the Secretary to establish the descriptions, information, assurances, and other material required to
be included in a consolidated State plan. Even though an SEA submits only the required information in its
consolidated State plan, an SEA must still meet all ESEA requirements for each included program. In its
consolidated State plan, each SEA may, but is not required to, include supplemental information such as its
overall vision for improving outcomes for all students and its efforts to consult with and engage
stakeholders when developing its consolidated State plan.

Completing and Submitting a Consolidated State Plan
Each SEA must address all of the requirements identified below for the programs that it chooses to include
in its consolidated State plan. An SEA must use this template or a format that includes the required
elements and that the State has developed working with the Council of Chief State School Officers
(CCSSO).
Each SEA must submit to the U.S. Department of Education (Department) its consolidated State plan by
one of the following two deadlines of the SEA’s choice:
●
●

April 3, 2017; or
September 18, 2017.

Any plan that is received after April 3, but on or before September 18, 2017, will be considered to be
submitted on September 18, 2017. In order to ensure transparency consistent with ESEA section
1111(a)(5), the Department intends to post each State plan on the Department’s website.

Alternative Template
If an SEA does not use this template, it must:
1) Include the information on the Cover Sheet;
2) Include a table of contents or guide that clearly indicates where the SEA has addressed each
requirement in its consolidated State plan;
3) Indicate that the SEA worked through CCSSO in developing its own template; and
4) Include the required information regarding equitable access to, and participation in, the programs
included in its consolidated State plan as required by section 427 of the General Education
Provisions Act. See Appendix B.

Individual Program State Plan
An SEA may submit an individual program State plan that meets all applicable statutory and regulatory
requirements for any program that it chooses not to include in a consolidated State plan. If an SEA intends
to submit an individual program plan for any program, the SEA must submit the individual program plan by
one of the dates above, in concert with its consolidated State plan, if applicable.

1

Unless otherwise indicated, citations to the ESEA refer to the ESEA, as amended by the ESSA.
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Consultation
Under ESEA section 8540, each SEA must consult in a timely and meaningful manner with the Governor,
or appropriate officials from the Governor’s office, including during the development and prior to
submission of its consolidated State plan to the Department. A Governor shall have 30 days prior to the
SEA submitting the consolidated State plan to the Secretary to sign the consolidated State plan. If the
Governor has not signed the plan within 30 days of delivery by the SEA, the SEA shall submit the plan to
the Department without such signature.

Assurances
In order to receive fiscal year (FY) 2017 ESEA funds on July 1, 2017, for the programs that may be
included in a consolidated State plan, and consistent with ESEA section 8302, each SEA must also submit a
comprehensive set of assurances to the Department at a date and time established by the Secretary. In the
near future, the Department will publish an information collection request that details these assurances.
For Further Information: If you have any questions, please contact your Program Officer at
OSS.[State]@ed.gov (e.g., OSS.Alabama@ed.gov).
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Cover Page
Contact Information and Signatures
SEA Contact (Name and Position):

Telephone:

Phyllis Unebasami, Deputy Superintendent
Hawaii Department of Education

(808) 586-3313

Mailing Address:

Email Address:

P.O. Box 2360
Honolulu, HI 96804

Phyllis_Unebasami@hawaiidoe.org

By signing this document, I assure that:
To the best of my knowledge and belief, all information and data included in this plan are true
and correct.
The SEA will submit a comprehensive set of assurances at a date and time established by the
Secretary, including the assurances in ESEA section 8304.
Consistent with ESEA section 8302(b)(3), the SEA will meet the requirements ofESEA sections
1117 and 8501 regarding the participationof private school children and teachers.
Authorized SEA Representative (Printed Name)

Telephone:

Dr. Christina M. Kishimoto, Superintendent
Hawaii Department of Education

(808) 586-3313

Signature of Authorized SEA Representative

Date:

Governor (Printed Name)

Date SEA provided plan to the
Governor under ESEA section 8540:

Governor David Y. Ige

June 26, 2017
Signature of Governor

Date:
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Programs Included in the Consolidated State Plan
Instructions: Indicate below by checking the appropriate box(es) which programs the SEA included in its
consolidated State plan. If an SEA elected not to include one or more of the programs below in its
consolidated State plan, but is eligible and wishes to receive funds under the program(s), it must submit
individual program plans for those programs that meet all statutory and regulatory requirements with its
consolidated State plan in a single submission.
րCheck this box if the SEA has included all of the following programs in its consolidated State plan.
or
If all programs are not included, check each program listed below that the SEA includes in its consolidated
State plan:
տ Title I, Part A: Improving Basic Programs Operated by Local Educational Agencies
տ Title I, Part C: Education of Migratory Children
տ Title I, Part D: Prevention and Intervention Programs for Children and Youth Who Are Neglected,
Delinquent, or At-Risk
տ Title II, Part A: Supporting Effective Instruction
տ Title III, Part A: English Language Acquisition, Language Enhancement, and Academic Achievement
տ Title IV, Part A: Student Support and Academic Enrichment Grants
տ Title IV, Part B: 21st Century Community Learning Centers
տ Title V, Part B, Subpart 2: Rural and Low-Income School Program
 ܆Title VII, Subpart B of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act: Education for Homeless
Children and Youth Program (McKinney-Vento Act)

Instructions
Each SEA must provide descriptions and other information that address each requirement listed below for
the programs included in its consolidated State plan. Consistent with ESEA section 8302, the Secretary has
determined that the following requirements are absolutely necessary for consideration of a consolidated
State plan. An SEA may add descriptions or other information, but may not omit any of the required
descriptions or information for each included program.
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Hawaii Consolidated State Plan:
A Commitment to Equity and Excellence
“Together, we will make progress toward a public education system that includes the basics and adds new
skills that prepare all our people to meet the challenges of the 21st century.”
– Governor David Y. Ige
"When we unite with the success of our students in mind, great things are possible."
– Kathryn Matayoshi, former Superintendent of Education

Public Education in Hawaii
Hawaii envisions an education system in which “Hawaii’s students are educated, healthy, and joyful
lifelong learners who contribute positively to our community and global society.” This has been the vision
of the Hawaii Department of Education (HIDOE) since the onset of the Hawaii Department of Education &
Board of Education Strategic Plan 2011-2018. In December 2016, the Hawaii Board of Education (BOE)
approved the Hawaii Department of Education & Board of Education Strategic Plan 2017-2020
(HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan), which continues our commitment to the above-stated vision and the HIDOE
mission:
We serve our community by developing the academic achievement, character, and social-emotional
well-being of our students to the fullest potential. We work with partners, families, and
communities to ensure that all students reach their aspirations from early learning through college,
career, and citizenship.
To help advance our mission, HIDOE established a framework of outcomes that reflects HIDOE’s core
values and beliefs in action throughout our public education system. In June 2015, the BOE approved the
Hawaii Board of Education policy E-3 (Ends Policy 3): Nā Hopena A‘o – hopena meaning “end goals” and
a‘o meaning “learning and teaching”. Nā Hopena A‘o, or HĀ (“breath” in the Hawaiian language), which
was developed through a widespread community process of dialogue, feedback, and co-creation, includes
competencies designed to develop a strengthened sense of Belonging, Responsibility, Excellence, Aloha,
Total well-being, and Hawaii (“BREATH”) in all students and staff at all levels within the HIDOE
community. HĀ has grounded the development of the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan in the values and
traditions that are unique to Hawaii. With implementation being led by HIDOE’s Office of Hawaiian
Education, the HĀ philosophy is being infused into every aspect of work and learning in HIDOE and also in
partner agencies.
The Nā Hopena A‘o competencies, or statements, represent a starting point – a lens that can be used to
guide behavior in everyday practice, both in the schools and in the state offices, for students as well as staff.
Nā Hopena A‘o describes the learning environment that we strive to have for our students. It encompasses
academic achievement in the competency of “excellence” but expands to include broader perspective on
academic mindsets needed to succeed in college, careers and in our local and global communities. HĀ is a
philosophy through which we educate our students in a holistic learning process that is place-based and
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grounded in the values and traditions of
our state’s host culture and that also
represents the working environment we
aspire to for our employees and
stakeholders.
Stakeholders’ familiarity with the Nā
Hopena A‘o competencies organized and
described as HĀ is developing. However,
a commitment to Nā Hopena A‘o is
shared among key documents guiding the
future of public education in Hawaii – the
HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan; Hawaii’s
Blueprint for Public Education, an
aspirational document that conveys the
Governor’s vision for education reform;
and this consolidated state plan.
For the HIDOE, it is our vision, our
mission, and our core values of HĀ that
guide our work for our students and the
future of the state.
Hawaii’s Unique Educational Structure
Hawaii has a unique educational structure
as the only state with a P-20 continuum
supported by a single governing body for K-12 public education and higher education: The State of Hawaii
Board of Education and the University of Hawaii Board of Regents, respectively. HIDOE serves as both
the State Education Agency (SEA) and the Local Education Agency (LEA), and the University of Hawaii
System encompasses the state’s ten colleges and universities from our community college campuses to our
Carnegie R1 flagship university. Ensuring articulation across the P-20 continuum is the Hawaii P-20
Partnerships for Education, a statewide collaboration between the Executive Office of Early Learning
(established in 2012), HIDOE, and the University of Hawaii System with the goal of improving educational
outcomes throughout the state. Hawaii’s P-20 collaboration has endured more than a decade and is
organized around the statewide goal of “55 by ‘25”, a statewide workforce development goal to have 55
percent of working age adults hold a 2- or 4-year degree by the year 2025.
HIDOE’s 256 K-12 public schools and 34 public charter schools, which are located on seven of Hawaii’s
eight main islands, collectively make up the 10th largest school system in the nation, serving approximately
180,000 students. The HIDOE-operated schools are organized into 42 complexes, made up of a high school
and its feeder middle/intermediate and elementary schools. Complexes, in turn, are grouped on a
geographic basis into 15 complex areas.
Article X of the Hawaii State Constitution authorizes the Hawaii State Board of Education (BOE) as the
policy-making body of the Hawaii K-12 public education system. The BOE consists of nine voting
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members appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate; a public high school student
who is selected by the Hawaii State Student Council and serves as a non-voting member; and a military
representative who is appointed by the senior military commander in Hawaii and also serves as a nonvoting member. As set forth in Hawaii Revised Statutes 302A-1101, the BOE is the governing board for
public education and has statutory responsibility for adopting standards and assessment models, monitoring
school success, appointing the superintendent of education who serves as chief executive officer, and
appointing members of the Hawaii State Public Charter School Commission who are responsible for
authorizing public charter schools.
The BOE appoints the superintendent of education (Superintendent), who serves as both the Chief State
School Officer and organizational head of HIDOE.2 The Superintendent has direct line authority over all
employees in both administrative units and schools, more than 20,000 including approximately 11,000
teachers. Together with the Governor and the Board of Education, the Superintendent negotiates with the
collective bargaining units representing teachers (Bargaining Unit 5, Hawaii State Teachers Association)
and educational officers, including school principals (Bargaining Unit 6, Hawaii Government Employees
Association). The Superintendent also oversees the state offices of Hawaiian Education, Monitoring and
Compliance, Civil Rights Compliance, Community Engagement and Strategy, Innovation and Performance
and appoints the Deputy Superintendent, who serves as the chief academic officer, and the Senior Assistant
Superintendent, who has oversight over four offices within HIDOE: the Office of Fiscal Services, the
Office of School Facilities and Support Services, the Office of Human Resources, and the Office of
Information Technology.
The Deputy Superintendent oversees the Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support and the
School Transformation Branch. In addition to the state offices, the Deputy Superintendent supervises the
fifteen Complex Area Superintendents who are appointed to lead each complex area and maintain direct
supervisory connection to HIDOE’s fifteen school complex areas. Specifically, the Complex Area
Superintendents oversee personnel, fiscal and facilities support; monitor compliance with applicable state
and federal laws; and oversee curriculum development, student assessment, and staff development services
– all with the goal of increasing student achievement.
The BOE oversees the State Public Charter School Commission (the Commission). Currently, the
Commission is the only public charter school authorizer in Hawaii. However, the BOE has recently
approved a policy to allow for multiple public charter school authorizers who would have the authority to
approve, deny, reauthorize, and revoke charter contracts. The charter authorizers are also responsible for
ensuring the public charter schools’ compliance with the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
and applicable federal laws as cited in Act 130, Session Laws of Hawaii 2012. Consequently, the BOE, by
way of its authority over all charter authorizers, is also responsible for ensuring the public charter schools’
compliance with applicable federal laws.
Hawaii’s Educational Reform Efforts – Recent Leg of Our Journey
Our belief in the ability and potential of each and every child in our public schools led the BOE and HIDOE
to set clear statewide standards linked to high expectations for all students. In a rapidly changing world, we
2

For more information about the HIDOE organizational structure, see
http://www.hawaiipublicschools.org/ConnectWithUs/Organization/Pages/home.aspx
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cannot know what our entering kindergarteners will one day dream of achieving when they graduate from
high school or the opportunities and challenges that they will face as they grow into leaders locally and
globally. Our job is to equip these students with the knowledge and capabilities to succeed at their chosen
path in life.
The establishment of the first joint HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan in 2012 built upon reforms we began ten
years ago in response to critical challenges: Hawaii’s student achievement lagged nationally and students
who struggled to meet proficiency in core subjects were unable to progress successfully through their K-12
journey. Too many of our high school graduates were not meeting the entry requirements for workforce,
college, apprenticeship programs, or military service options. We focused our efforts on ensuring students
had the skills, values, and supports necessary or their next steps in life.
To best support students’ goals in 2012, we implemented comprehensive statewide supports. We focused
on rigorous standards-based instruction and ensuring the quality of the high school diploma. We continued
to invest heavily in collecting, reporting and supporting the use of transparent, real-time data so we could
better understand and mobilize around students’ needs and progress. We established teacher induction and
mentoring programs statewide and focused professional development and feedback on improving teachers’
professional foundation for educators to support students, including a common language and high
expectations for teachers’ professional practice and student learning. We used our federal waiver from No
Child Left Behind to implement the Strive HI Performance System, a school accountability system focused
on college- and career-readiness and based on multiple measures, in School Year (SY) 2012-13. We
adopted and implemented Hawaii Common Core Standards, which define the knowledge and skills students
need to succeed in college and in their careers, and the Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBA) in mathematics
and English Language Arts/Literacy (ELA), which are aligned to the Hawaii Common Core Standards. The
Hawaii Common Core Standards were fully implemented in SY 2013-14 and the SBA was first
administered statewide in SY 2014-15.
In 2015, HIDOE’s Office of Hawaiian Education was established under the Superintendent following a
policy audit and revised Board policies on Hawaiian Education (BOE Policy 105-7) and Ka Papahana
Kaiapuni (BOE Policy 105-8). This is part of a commitment to strengthening our Hawaiian education,
language and culture. By Article XV of the State Constitution, Hawaii recognizes two official state
languages: English and Hawaiian. HIDOE provides opportunities for K-12 education delivered through the
medium of the Hawaiian language through (1) full Hawaiian language immersion schools in which all
students are enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni, the Hawaiian language immersion program; (2) Hawaiian
language immersion schools in which majority of the students are enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni and
the students not enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni receive instruction in English; and (3) Kaiapuni
Educational Programs in English medium schools. Ka Papahana Kaiapuni is currently offered at 17 of the
256 HIDOE schools and 6 of the 34 public charter schools. Of the 17 HIDOE Kaiapuni schools, two are
Hawaiian language immersion schools and 15 are English-medium schools with Hawaiian language
immersion programs on campus. Hawaii is innovating in addressing education in indigenous languages.
Hawaii has adopted Hawaiian Language Arts Standards (aligned to Common Core Standards in English
Language Arts/Literacy) and is pioneering standards-based assessments in the Hawaiian language.
The Kaiapuni Assessment for Educational Outcomes (KAEO), a Hawaii Common Core-aligned Hawaiian
language assessment for Hawaiian language arts and mathematics, is currently administered to students in
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grades 3 and 4 enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni so that students may be assessed in the language of
instruction, consistent with ESSA regulation provisions in 34 CFR Section 200.6(j) and (k). KAEO
instruments were developed in the Hawaiian language. The KAEO for Hawaiian language arts and
mathematics were field tested in SY 2014-15 and operational in SY 2015-16. Hawaii was granted a waiver
for SY 2014-15 and 2015-16 to administer the KAEO in lieu of the SBA for English language arts and
mathematics to students enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni to avoid double-testing students. Students’
KAEO results have been included in the school accountability system since the assessments were
operational in SY 2015-16. The KAEO for science was field tested in SY 2015-16 and operational in SY
2016-17. Grade 4 students enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni took both the KAEO science field test, based
on the subsequently-adopted Next Generation Science Standards, and the Hawaii State Science Assessment
(HSA-Science), based on the Hawaii Content and Performance III Science Standards, in SY 2015-16.
Hawaii plans to expand the KAEO to grades 5-8 with field tests in Spring 2018 and will require that Ka
Papahana Kaiapuni students in grades 5-8 take either the KAEO field tests or the English-based assessments
– SBA and HSA-Science – as statewide assessments of language arts, mathematics, and science standards
in their respective grade levels. The Hawaiian Language Arts Standards, adopted by the BOE in Spring
2017, and KAEO assessments will be submitted to the U.S. Department of Education for peer review as
required by ESSA.
With a new infrastructure in place and a great deal of hard work on
the part of educators, students, families and key community
partners, Hawaii has achieved steady progress in students’
educational outcomes, whether in academic achievement or college
enrollment. Hawaii was one of two states that led the nation in
overall gains in mathematics and reading proficiency as measured
by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) over
ten years. This accomplishment was recognized by the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce in 2015
(https://www.uschamberfoundation.org/reports/laggards-leadershow-three-states-found-their-way-forward). Students’ participation
in advanced course-taking and early college programs in which
high school students earn college credit have both increased
substantially. More students are going onto higher education and
are more prepared to succeed once they matriculate. In May 2017, the Education Commission of the States
recognized Hawaii for our education improvement efforts by awarding HIDOE the Frank Newman Award
for State Innovation.
We are inspired by the growth to date; however, our students are not succeeding equally and we see
persistent gaps in achievement between students. Hawaii, like many states across the country, continues to
struggle with an “achievement gap” that separates the engagement and achievement of high-needs students
from that of their non-high-needs peers. We also know that all our students need to graduate from high
school prepared for careers – whether those careers require post-secondary education or not – because their
personal and families’ futures as well as the future of our state depends on it. Despite an improving
economy and low state unemployment rates, many families continue to struggle financially. Currently,
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more than 50 percent of Hawaii’s public school students are economically disadvantaged compared with 38
percent in 2008. We must consider the needs of students in ethnic groups that are historically
underrepresented in career, college and community success metrics. It is also important to recognize the
role of multiculturalism and multilingualism in providing a meaningful and equitable education for student
achievement. Achieving positive outcomes for all our students and becoming nationally recognized as an
educational leader requires that HIDOE, the public charter schools, state agencies, and family and
community stakeholders come together in new ways. Together, we can address the challenges facing our
state and keiki (children).
Hawaii’s BOE-authorized consolidated state plan for ESSA builds on a comprehensive and coherent reform
agenda that is reflected by the Blueprint for Public Education and Hawaii’s updated HIDOE/BOE Strategic
Plan. Hawaii’s Consolidated State Plan has been developed to ensure progress towards the Governor’s
aspirations for our public education system and to closely align with the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, which
outlines HIDOE’s goals and objectives for 2017-2020.
The Hawaii Department of Education & Board of Education Strategic Plan
The HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan (Appendix B) provides a common foundation of expectations and supports
for all students in Hawaii’s public schools and recognizes both of Hawaii’s official languages. The
HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan is a compact between the BOE, HIDOE, and the community about Hawaii’s
goals for public education and the support and investment necessary to achieve these goals. To build upon
progress made under the 2012 update of the Strategic Plan and to refine and focus our efforts to achieve our
goals for our students, HIDOE and the BOE reviewed its plans during 2016.
On December 6, 2016, following a 10-month process of reflection, analysis, research and extensive
community engagement, the BOE approved an updated HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan for 2017-2020. The
updated HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan influences the educational opportunities and outcomes for all public
school students. The HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan provides a common foundation of expectations for three
goals – 1) student success, 2) staff success, and 3) successful systems of support – and establishes statewide
indicators and targets. Each of the goals has identified objectives, which outline broad sub-objectives to
clarify each goal. Figure 1.1 outlines the three goals in the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan. At the center as
the focus of HIDOE is Goal 1 - Student Success, surrounded by Goal 2 - Staff Success, which is supported
by the Goal 3 - Successful Systems of Support. All three goals are encompassed within the learning
environment of Nā Hopena A‘o.
Figure 1.1. HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan Goals
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While state goals are shared by schools statewide, there is flexibility in how schools and complex areas
develop their plans to meet these goals and objectives because each community has different strengths,
challenges, priorities, and resources. The updated HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan strikes a new balance
between maintaining shared expectations for all schools and students and supporting diverse approaches
and community-based objectives. Hawaii acknowledges the diverse perspectives that schools, complex
areas, and communities have on defining, measuring, and achieving success and allows schools and
complex areas to address statewide expectations set forth in the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan while
prioritizing actions and strategies that are meaningful to their students, schools, and community.
The BOE and HIDOE will align investments and processes to achieve strategic plan goals. HIDOE’s trilevel structure provides the means to ensure all levels – state, complex area, and school – are actively
engaged in efforts to implement and supports the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan (Table 1.1). The
HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan informs the state’s consolidated state plan for ESSA; HIDOE state offices’,
complexes’, and schools’ planning; education budget requests to the legislature; priorities for initiatives; the
focus of performance management and continuous improvement; and other policies and practices.
Achieving the goals and objectives for all of Hawaii’s students requires complementary actions at schools,
complex areas, and state offices in partnership with families, the community, and state government.
Table 1.1. HIDOE Tri-Level Structure

State

● Facilitates school improvement activities at the state level
● Provides differentiated supports to schools identified for comprehensive or targeted
support and improvement and complex areas with such schools
● Provides professional development activities to increase student learning
● Supports complex areas and schools in ensuring equitable access to excellent educators
● Monitors the use of Title I funds and Title I compliance
● Charter Commission: Renews performance contracts for the public charter schools

Complex Area

● Provides differentiated support to schools and acts as the liaison for school improvement
between the state and the schools
● Facilitates and monitors school improvement activities at the complex area level
● Monitors the progress of schools identified for comprehensive and targeted support and
improvement in meeting the objectives outlined in their school improvement plans

School

● Guides the implementation of school-wide initiatives designed to increase student
achievement with the support of complex area staff or the Commission's Federal
Programs team
● Monitors progress and school improvement activities at the school level
● Communicates with the complex area staff or the Commission's Federal Programs team
to ensure school improvement needs are met

Statewide Conversations on Public Education
Hawaii places a high priority on meaningfully engaging all stakeholders in the development, review, and
adoption of the consolidated state plan. Over the last year, there have been unprecedented opportunities for
education stakeholders to learn about education and share their dreams, hopes, experiences, expertise and
ideas to shape our state’s education future. There have been forums about aspirations for education, action
plans for education, and ESSA held by the Governor, legislative education leaders, BOE, HIDOE, teachers’
union and community organizations.
17
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In late April of 2016, Governor David Ige convened an “ESSA Team” focused on creating a “blueprint” for
education. Hawaii’s Blueprint for Public Education (Blueprint for Public Education; Appendix C),
finalized in May 2017, is intended to be an aspirational and visionary document, a broad view of education
including early childhood, higher education and labor. As part of the process, the Governor and his ESSA
Team held an Education Summit on July 9, 2016 with more than a thousand participants and hosted
meetings with the BOE to ensure alignment of the Blueprint for Public Education with the HIDOE/BOE
Strategic Plan.
HIDOE coordinated its efforts between the development of the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan and the
consolidated state plan to obtain input from multiple stakeholder groups (Appendix D). Stakeholders are
valued as a critical part of the development of the state framework and a wide range of engagement
methods were utilized to gather feedback at various time periods throughout the development, review and
adoption process. HIDOE employed strategic engagement methods to appropriately match the audience
with the decision points and, most importantly, to provide participants with a venue to engage in
meaningful dialogue.
To update the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, which informs the consolidated state plan for ESSA, the BOE
and HIDOE embarked on an in-depth process that included conversations with thousands of education
stakeholders – students, parents, educators, community partners, elected officials, employers, and higher
education – as well as analyses of progress, data, and research. The process engaged the community in
reflecting on progress made, stubborn challenges, lessons learned, and new approaches that are needed to
support achieving our goals for Hawaii’s children and for our island home.
Additionally, there were ESSA-specific forums as well. The National Governors Association, National
Council of State Legislatures, and Senate education committee Chairman Lamar Alexander and his staff
were among the ESSA architects and influencers who shared information with various Hawaii
stakeholders. In addition to the outreach for the Blueprint for Public Education and HIDOE/BOE Strategic
Plan, HIDOE held over 200 meetings with stakeholders specifically about ESSA in preparing the plan and
made thirteen formal presentations in public BOE meetings on a variety of ESSA topics (Appendix E). The
Hawaii Consolidated State Plan was posted for public comments from April 18, 2017 through May 18,
2017. Feedback was provided through an online survey, written letters, and discussion groups (a summary
of the online survey results can be found in Appendix F).
Therefore, the Hawaii Consolidated State Plan has been informed by thousands of educators and residents
and is aligned with the Blueprint for Public Education’s vision and aspirations as well as the HIDOE/BOE
Strategic Plan’s objectives and action plans to achieve equity and excellence for our students and state.
Next Steps
With ESSA, HIDOE intends to take full advantage of the flexibility and opportunities to concentrate on the
whole child while maintaining the emphasis on closing the academic achievement gap. Most importantly,
the components of Hawaii’s consolidated state plan for ESSA are well-aligned with the updated
HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan to meet the visionary goals of the Blueprint for Public Education and allows for
the flexibility and the innovation to take place at the schools and complex areas, which are instrumental in
the implementation of the work. This shift in focus for all students enables and empowers each complex
area and school to be able to construct and implement a well-balanced education plan to meet the needs of
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their specific learners.
Hawaii, with its unique island culture and diversity, has an opportunity to implement a plan that meets the
needs of all learners. While the consolidated state plan calls for new initiatives to be implemented, HIDOE
will also continue with initiatives previously implemented to provide consistency in our efforts:
●

Focus on the whole child;

●

Use of the Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle for continuous improvement at all levels of implementation
(state, complex and school);

●

Flexibility and latitude for schools and complexes to design programs and measures that meet the
needs of their student population; and

●

Coordinated supports for students and schools.

These initiatives will allow HIDOE to better meet the goals and objectives outlined in the HIDOE/BOE
Strategic Plan.
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General Education Provisions Act (GEPA)
The Hawaii State Department of Education (HIDOE) adheres to Section 427 of the General Education
Provisions Act (GEPA) and will take the steps necessary to ensure equitable access to and participation in
the included programs for students, teachers and other program beneficiaries with special needs for
federally-funded programs.
Under Hawaii State Board of Education Policy 305-10, a student shall not be excluded from participating
in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to harassment, bullying, or discrimination under any
program, services, or activity of HIDOE because of their race, color, national origin, sex, physical or mental
disability, and/or religion.
Examples of steps HIDOE is taking to meet GEPA Section 427 requirements include:
x
x
x
x

printing materials in multiple languages;
offering multilingual services for participants and others as needed and appropriate;
conducting outreach efforts and target marketing to those not likely to participate; and
transportation assistance, on an as needed basis, to qualified students who face a barrier to
participation in school activities due to lack of transportation.
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A. Title I, Part A: Improving Basic Programs Operated by Local
Educational Agencies (LEAs)
1. Challenging State Academic Standards and Assessments (ESEA section 1111(b)(1) and (2)
and 34 CFR §§ 200.1−200.8.)3
Hawaii currently administers the Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBA), an English
language arts and mathematics assessment, to assess students’ achievement of the Hawaii
Common Core Standards. However, for students enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni, the
Hawaiian language immersion program, Hawaii administers the Kaiapuni Assessment for
Educational Outcomes, a standards-based assessment in the Hawaiian language. The State
of Hawaii and the BOE recognizes the Hawaiian language as an official language of the
state in addition to English (Article XV, Hawaii State Constitution). The State constitution,
in Article X, provides for a Hawaiian education program consisting of language, culture
and history in the public schools. Hawaii state law (Hawaii Revised Statute 302H-1)
provides for the establishment of a Hawaiian language medium education program, where
students are instructed in the Hawaiian language, in the state.
The Kaiapuni Assessment of Educational Outcomes (KAEO) is a series of high-quality
assessments of state academic content and performance standards that were developed and
are administered in the Hawaiian language. KAEO assesses students’ academic progress in
the language of instruction for students who are enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni. The
decision to create an assessment written in the Hawaiian language was made to provide
students in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni with an assessment based on the indigenous culture and
native language in which their learning occurs, consistent with 34 CFR 200.6(j) and (k).
HIDOE’s Office of Hawaiian Education, teachers from the Ka Papahana Kaiapuni schools,
the University of Hawaii at Manoa’s College of Education, and community partners
participated in the development of the assessment from item writing and review to scoring
and alignment studies.
KAEO for Hawaiian language arts and mathematics is currently administered to grades 3
and 4 students enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni. The KAEO science assessment, which
assesses the BOE-approved Next Generation Science Standards, are administered to grade
4 students enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni. KAEO will be submitted for peer review in
Fall 2017 with evidence from prior administrations.
Hawaii plans to expand the administration of the KAEO to grades 5 through 8 in Spring
2019 with field tests in Spring 2018. During the Spring 2018 field tests for KAEO, grades
5-8 students enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni (approximately 775) will be expected to
take an assessment of language arts and mathematics – either the KAEO field tests or SBA
– and grade 8 students in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni will take either the HSA-Science (a bridge
version based on standards common to both Hawaii Content and Performance Standards III
and the Next Generation Science Standards) or the KAEO Science field test, based on the
3

The Secretary anticipates collecting relevant information consistent with the assessment peer review process in 34 CFR §
200.2(d). An SEA need not submit any information regarding challenging State academic standards and assessments at this time.
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Next Generation Science Standards. Hawaii will not produce individual student
interpretive, descriptive, and diagnostic reports regarding achievement for students who
participate in the Spring 2018 KAEO field tests due to the lack of sufficient data from the
field test on which to provide a student report or include results for school accountability.
Hawaii will request a waiver from the reporting requirements for students who took the
KAEO field test so that students do not need to take both KAEO and SBA in Spring 2018.
Hawaii will continue to monitor its assessment program to ensure it is effectively
measuring student achievement and school and system performance and will evaluate the
ESSA Innovative Assessment Demonstration Authority opportunity when the US
Department of Education issues the application.
2. Eighth Grade Math Exception (ESEA section 1111(b)(2)(C) and 34 CFR § 200.5(b)(4)):
i.
Does the State administer an end-of-course mathematics assessment to meet the
requirements under section 1111(b)(2)(B)(v)(I)(bb) of the ESEA?
 ܆Yes
ր No
ii.

If a State responds “yes” to question 2(i), does the State wish to exempt an eighthgrade student who takes the high school mathematics course associated with the
end-of-course assessment from the mathematics assessment typically administered
in eighth grade under section 1111(b)(2)(B)(v)(I)(aa) of the ESEA and ensure that:
a. The student instead takes the end-of-course mathematics assessment the
State administers to high school students under section
1111(b)(2)(B)(v)(I)(bb) of the ESEA;
b. The student’s performance on the high school assessment is used in the
year in which the student takes the assessment for purposes of measuring
academic achievement under section 1111(c)(4)(B)(i) of the ESEA and
participation in assessments under section 1111(c)(4)(E) of the ESEA;
c. In high school:
1. The student takes a State-administered end-of-course assessment
or nationally recognized high school academic assessment as
defined in 34 CFR § 200.3(d) in mathematics that is more
advanced than the assessment the State administers under section
1111(b)(2)(B)(v)(I)(bb) of the ESEA;
2. The State provides for appropriate accommodations consistent
with 34 CFR § 200.6(b) and (f); and
3. The student’s performance on the more advanced mathematics
assessment is used for purposes of measuring academic
achievement under section 1111(c)(4)(B)(i) of the ESEA and
participation in assessments under section 1111(c)(4)(E) of the
ESEA.
 ܆Yes
 ܆No

iii. If a State responds “yes” to question 2(ii), consistent with 34 CFR § 200.5(b)(4),
describe, with regard to this exception, its strategies to provide all students in the State
the opportunity to be prepared for and to take advanced mathematics coursework in
middle school.
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3.
i.

Native Language Assessments (ESEA section 1111(b)(2)(F) and 34 CFR §
200.6(f)(2)(ii)) and (f)(4):
Provide its definition for “languages other than English that are present to a
significant extent in the participating student population,” and identify the specific
languages that meet that definition.
Hawaii defines a language other than English that is present to a significant extent
in the participating student population as a primary language used by a student
group that exceeds 5 percent of the student population in the state. Should no
language used as a primary language by a student group exceed 5 percent of the
student population, the most populous language other than English used by a
student group would be identified as a language other than English that is present
to a significant extent in the participating student population. Currently, no
language other than English is used as a primary language by more than 5 percent
of the student population. English is the most populous primary language used by
students (89.5%) followed by Ilokano (2.2%), Tagalog (1.4%), and Chuukese
(1.1%). Thus, Ilokano is identified as the language other than English that is
present to a significant extent in the participating student population.
To determine the languages other than English that are present in the participating
student population, HIDOE considers the data collected through the home language
survey that is completed upon registration into a school, English Language Learner
program data inputted in the electronic Comprehensive Student Support System,
and observational data from resource teachers at the school and complex area
levels.

ii.

Identify any existing assessments in languages other than English, and specify for
which grades and content areas those assessments are available.
Hawaii currently does not have any existing assessments in languages other than
English and Hawaiian.

iii.

Indicate the languages identified in question 3(i) for which yearly student academic
assessments are not available and are needed.
Hawaii will analyze the need for an academic assessment in Ilokano. While
Hawaii has identified Ilokano as the most populous language other than English
present to a significant extent in the participating student population, the percentage
of students whose primary language is Ilokano is low and this population of
students includes students who are proficient in English and are able to participate
in the English version of the annual statewide assessments as well as students who
are recently-arrived English learners who are excluded from the annual statewide
assessment.
Hawaii will monitor the languages present in the student population annually to
determine if academic assessments are needed in any language other than English.
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iv.

Describe how it will make every effort to develop assessments, at a minimum, in
languages other than English that are present to a significant extent in the
participating student population including by providing
a. The State’s plan and timeline for developing such assessments, including a
description of how it met the requirements of 34 CFR § 200.6(f)(4);
b. A description of the process the State used to gather meaningful input on
the need for assessments in languages other than English, collect and
respond to public comment, and consult with educators; parents and
families of English learners; students, as appropriate; and other
stakeholders; and
c. As applicable, an explanation of the reasons the State has not been able to
complete the development of such assessments despite making every
effort.
Hawaii will continue to analyze the need to develop assessments in Ilokano
on a yearly basis. Hawaii has not received a substantial number of requests
via survey responses or community meetings for an assessment in a language
other than English and Hawaiian. In a meeting with the state’s English
learner advocates, participants voiced a desire to have the state focus on
supporting students in attaining English language proficiency rather than
spending time and effort on translating the statewide assessment due to the
small percentage of English learners for each language present.
Hawaii would like to note that the Smarter Balanced Assessment for
Mathematics (grades 3-8 and 11) offers a supplemental glossary-based
feature translating content-irrelevant terms in eleven languages: Arabic,
Cantonese, Filipino, Korean, Mandarin, Punjabi, Russian, Spanish,
Ukrainian, Vietnamese, and Yupik. As a participating member of the
Smarter Balanced Consortium, Hawaii continues to provide students with the
language options that are supported by the consortium.

4. Statewide Accountability System and School Support and Improvement Activities (ESEA
section 1111(c) and (d)):
The Strive HI Performance System (Strive HI) measures schools’ progress towards
ensuring all students are demonstrating they are on a path toward success in college, career,
and citizenship [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan Goal 1]. Hawaii implemented Strive HI,
which applies to both HIDOE and public charter schools, as our school accountability
system in SY 2012-13 as part of Hawaii’s ESEA Flexibility Waiver.
With the advent of ESSA, Hawaii’s Strive HI school accountability system will focus on
providing information about each school’s progress on the Strategic Plan Student Success
Indicators and ESSA-required indicators. The Strive HI School Report will be more a
comprehensive report on school performance. These annual public reports will provide
information on schools’ progress on the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan indicators and
federally-required indicators based on common statewide measures as well as school- or
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complex-selected measures to provide a more comprehensive picture of each
school. Strategic Plan Student Success Indicators include chronic absenteeism rate; school
climate; inclusion rate; third-grade literacy; ninth-grade on-track; academic achievement in
language arts, mathematic, and science; achievement gap in language arts and mathematics;
high school graduation; career and technical education concentrator; and college-going
rate. New Strive HI reports will organize reporting of the indicators by the four Goal 1 Student Success objectives of the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan:
Objective 1. Empowered: All students are empowered by their learning to set and
achieve their aspirations for the future.
Objective 2. Whole Child: All students are safe, healthy and supported in school
so they can engage fully in high quality educational opportunities.
Objective 3: Well-Rounded: All students are offered and engage in a rigorous,
well-rounded education so that students are prepared to be successful in their posthigh school goals.
Objective 4. Prepared and Resilient: All students transition successfully
throughout their educational experiences.
As stated in the Blueprint for Public Education, “A core goal of ESSA is to enable parents
and other stakeholders to engage meaningfully with their education systems” (p.24). The
Strive HI reports will provide information for stakeholders to empower them to make datadriven decisions and “participate more effectively in developing solutions for challenges
facing the schools and students in their communities” (Blueprint for Public Education, p.
24).
As recommended to the BOE, Hawaii proposes that ESSA statewide accountability
requirements be targeted in their use. ESSA statewide accountability, based only on the
federally-required indicators, will be used to identify schools with the most struggling
students for comprehensive support and improvement and schools with the most struggling
subgroups of students for targeted support and improvement.
For ESSA statewide accountability, Hawaii will include academic achievement as
measured by language arts and mathematics proficiency, academic progress as measured by
median Student Growth Percentile, graduation rate, progress in achieving English language
proficiency, and school quality/student success as measured by chronic absenteeism
rates. This will allow HIDOE to focus on identifying the needs of our students, especially
our struggling subgroups, so that we may better provide the supports and resources needed
to improve student success and ensure continuous school improvement. Table A.1 shows
the measures Hawaii will include in the Strive HI Performance System and as part of the
ESSA statewide accountability.
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Table A.1. Strive HI Performance System and ESSA Statewide Accountability
Strive HI Performance System
Measures

ESSA Statewide Accountability
Measures

x Language Arts proficiency rate
x Mathematics proficiency rate
x Language Arts median Student Growth

x Language Arts proficiency rate
x Mathematics proficiency rate
x Language Arts median Student Growth

Percentile (elementary and
middle/intermediate schools only)

Percentile (elementary and
middle/intermediate schools only)

x Mathematics median Student Growth

x Mathematics median Student Growth

Percentile (elementary and
middle/intermediate schools only)

Percentile (elementary and
middle/intermediate schools only)

x Graduation rate (high schools only)
x On-track to English Language
proficiency rate

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x Graduation rate (high schools only)
x On-track to English Language
proficiency rate

x Chronic absenteeism

Chronic absenteeism
Science proficiency rate
School climate
Inclusion rate
Third-grade literacy rate
Ninth-grade on-track rate
Language Arts achievement gap
Mathematics achievement gap
Career & Technical Education
concentrator rate

x College-going rate
x School-/Complex-selected measure(s)
Hawaii decided on this approach through an in-depth development process with our
stakeholders. An Accountability Design Workgroup was formed to address the issues
surrounding school accountability and school improvement efforts. This workgroup
consisted of representatives from the various HIDOE offices – the Office of the Deputy
Superintendent; the Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support; the Office of
Strategy, Innovation, and Performance; the Office of Human Resources; the School
Transformation Branch; the Monitoring and Compliance Office (formerly the Special
Projects Office); the Civil Rights Compliance Office; and the Charter School Commission
– and external groups – Hawaii P-20; Kamehameha Schools, an educational trust; Hui for
Excellence in Education (HE’E), a statewide coalition of diverse stakeholders (including
parents and community members) committed to working collaboratively to identify
opportunities to improve public education in Hawaii; and McREL. The Accountability
Design Workgroup deliberated on the components of the school accountability system over
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a span of six meetings to help construct a proposed accountability framework.
HIDOE also convened a workgroup of school administrators and public interest groups for
feedback on the proposed accountability framework. In addition to convening workgroups,
HIDOE also sought feedback from school principals through principal feedback sessions
and principal meetings, from teachers through the Teacher Leader Work Group workshops,
and from community organizations through a community outreach meeting.
i.

Subgroups (ESEA section 1111(c)(2)):
a. List each major racial and ethnic group the State includes as a subgroup
of students, consistent with ESEA section 1111(c)(2)(B).
Hawaii has identified the following major racial and ethnic groups to
include as subgroups of students in its statewide accountability system:
● Native Hawaiian (26.0% of the student population);
● Filipino (22.1%);
● White (17.0%);
● Asian, not including Filipino (15.5%);
● Pacific Islander (9.4%);
● Hispanic (3.6%); and
● Black (2.8%).
To ensure we address the needs of our multicultural student body,
Hawaii has added Native Hawaiian, Filipino, and Pacific Islander as
subgroups of students to include in our statewide accountability system.
In Hawaii, Native Hawaiian and Filipino are the two most prevalent
ethnicities of our students. We are also including Pacific Islander as a
subgroup because this subgroup of students struggles the most on the
academic indicators amongst our racial and ethnic groups of students.
We want to ensure that our school accountability system is appropriate
for our student population.
b. If applicable, describe any additional subgroups of students other than
the statutorily required subgroups (i.e., economically disadvantaged
students, students from major racial and ethnic groups, children with
disabilities, and English learners) used in the Statewide accountability
system.
Hawaii will not be including any subgroup of students in addition to the
statutorily-required subgroups.
c. Does the State intend to include in the English learner subgroup the
results of students previously identified as English learners on the State
assessments required under ESEA section 1111(b)(2)(B)(v)(I) for
purposes of State accountability (ESEA section 1111(b)(3)(B))? Note
that a student’s results may be included in the English learner subgroup
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for not more than four years after the student ceases to be identified as an
English learner.
ր Yes
 ܆No
The objective of the language instruction education program is to
develop the English language skills necessary for English learners to
meaningfully access and succeed in school without program support and
exit the program. For the academic achievement and academic progress
of the English learner subgroup, Hawaii will include students who have
exited from the English Language Learner (ELL) program for up to two
years for accountability and reporting purposes.
This time frame is consistent with our programmatic approach to
monitoring our students who have exited from the ELL program for two
years. This will allow HIDOE to monitor the effectiveness of our
language instruction education program, ensuring that students who have
exited the program acquired the skills necessary to succeed in the
classroom and beyond. Hawaii recognizes that appropriate transition
support must be provided in the first two years of exit in particular.
Including former English learners in the subgroup will also allow schools
to be recognized for the progress they have made in supporting English
learners toward meeting the state academic standards over a period of
time.
d. If applicable, choose one of the following options for recently arrived
English learners in the State:
ր Applying the exception under ESEA section 1111(b)(3)(A)(i); or
տ Applying the exception under ESEA section 1111(b)(3)(A)(ii); or
տ Applying the exception under ESEA section 1111(b)(3)(A)(i) or under
ESEA section 1111(b)(3)(A)(ii). If this option is selected, describe how
the State will choose which exception applies to a recently arrived
English learner.
Hawaii will not administer the Smarter Balanced English Language
Arts/Literacy Assessment to recently arrived English learners if the
English learner participates in the administration of the English language
proficiency assessment WIDA ACCESS 2.0.
ii.

Minimum N-Size (ESEA section 1111(c)(3)(A)):
a. Provide the minimum number of students that the State determines are
necessary to be included to carry out the requirements of any provisions
under Title I, Part A of the ESEA that require disaggregation of
information by each subgroup of students for accountability purposes.
Hawaii has selected a minimum number of 20 students as necessary to
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meet the requirements under Title I, Part A of ESEA that require
disaggregation of information by each subgroup of students for
accountability purposes, including annual meaningful differentiation and
identification of schools. This number is the same for all students and
for each subgroup of students in the state for accountability purposes.
b. Describe how the minimum number of students is statistically sound.
Hawaii is keenly aware of the necessity for and challenges in balancing
both validity of the accountability model through the inclusion of as
many schools as possible and maintaining an acceptable level of
reliability on individual measures. Excessively large margins of error
will increase the likelihood of ‘false positives’ within the identification
of schools with the most struggling students. Erroneously identifying
schools for comprehensive support and improvement not only
misallocates limited supports and funding to such schools, but
unwittingly deprives resources from schools where such needs truly
exist. While the reliability of annual results is important, Hawaii
believes it is equally, if not more, important to ensure results represent a
valid picture of each schools' population. Large n-sizes effectively
increase the number of subgroups excluded in a school’s accountability
results. Such exclusions can ‘mask’ a school’s true performance given
all of its students and their diverse needs. To the extent that sampling
error is applicable to selected measures, a minimum n-size of 20 – or
minimum number of 20 students – produces a maximum margin of error
of +11 percent at 1 standard error. Hawaii believes this level of
reliability, balanced with fewer students excluded from its accountability
results, ensures that schools with the most struggling students are
accurately identified and appropriately supported. Table A.2 indicates
the number and percentage of HIDOE and public charter schools that
may be excluded based on the minimum number of students.
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Table A.2. Number and percentage of schools excluded based on n-size
Student group

Count<40

Count<30

Count<20

Count<10

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

All Students

5

2%

4

1%

4

1%

4

1%

Economically disadvantaged

12

4%

8

3%

5

2%

4

1%

Children with disabilities

126

43%

86

30%

44

15%

15

5%

Recently Exited SPED

113

39%

76

26%

40

14%

13

4%

English learners

171

59%

142

49%

103

36%

60

21%

Native Hawaiian

44

15%

30

10%

16

6%

12

4%

Filipino

103

36%

87

30%

63

22%

35

12%

White

141

49%

119

41%

97

33%

56

19%

Asian (excluding Filipino)

142

49%

118

41%

92

32%

43

15%

Pacific Islander

163

56%

140

48%

114

39%

72

25%

Hispanic

103

36%

75

26%

43

15%

24

8%

Black

271

93%

262

90%

254

88%

226

78%

Total number of schools = 290
Note: Based on SY 2016-17 official enrollment count

c. Describe how the minimum number of students was determined by the
State, including how the State collaborated with teachers, principals,
other school leaders, parents, and other stakeholders when determining
such minimum number.
Hawaii considered the feedback received from the Accountability Design
Workgroup, the workgroup of school administrators and public interest
group representatives, principals, teachers, and community members in
determining the minimum number of students to include in the school
accountability system. HIDOE determined that 20 would be the most
appropriate minimum number of students to ensure the inclusion of the
maximum number of schools and subgroups without compromising the
reliability and validity of the school accountability results. Stakeholders
agreed that 30 was too large of a minimum number and 10 was too small.
The agreed-upon compromise based on the data presented was 20.
d. Describe how the State ensures that the minimum number is sufficient to
not reveal any personally identifiable information.4
Hawaii will not publicly report data resulting in 0 percent, 100 percent if

4

Consistent with ESEA section1111(i), information collected or disseminated under ESEA section 1111 shall be collected and
disseminated in a manner that protects the privacy of individuals consistent with section 444 of the General Education Provisions
Act (20 U.S.C. 1232g, commonly known as the “Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974”). When selecting a
minimum n-size for reporting, States should consult the Institute for Education Sciences report “Best Practices for Determining
Subgroup Size in Accountability Systems While Protecting Personally Identifiable Student Information” to identify appropriate
statistical disclosure limitation strategies for protecting student privacy.
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it reveals negative information about students, and a count fewer than 20
students.
e. If the State’s minimum number of students for purposes of reporting is
lower than the minimum number of students for accountability purposes,
provide the State’s minimum number of students for purposes of
reporting.
Hawaii will use the minimum number of 20 students for both the
purposes of accountability and reporting to maintain student privacy.
iii.

Establishment of Long-Term Goals (ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(A)):
a. Academic Achievement. (ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(A)(i)(I)(aa))
1. Describe the long-term goals for improved academic achievement,
as measured by proficiency on the annual statewide
reading/language arts and mathematics assessments, for all
students and for each subgroup of students, including: (i) baseline
data; (ii) the timeline for meeting the long-term goals, for which
the term must be the same multi-year length of time for all students
and for each subgroup of students in the State; and (iii) how the
long-term goals are ambitious.
ESSA requires that states set long-term goals and measurements of
interim progress for all students and for all student subgroups.
Goals must be set for achievement as measured by the annual
statewide assessment of academic standards, graduation rates, and
English language proficiency for students who are English
learners. Hawaii’s goals operationalize the vision outlined in our
Blueprint for Public Education for “accountability and evaluation
processes (that) provide clear, coherent and inspiring expectations
and visionary goals.”
The long-term goals are based on the vision that “Hawaii will be
acknowledged as having the nation’s top public education system
in 2025” (Blueprint for Public Education, p. 25). Through high
expectations for all students, Hawaii will foster equity and
excellence. Setting ambitious goals illustrates Hawaii’s
commitment to increasing the achievement of all students and to
accelerating the progress of the subgroups of students who are
currently lagging behind (Table A.3.a). By meeting the proposed
long-term goals for academic achievement as well as for
graduation rate, Hawaii will not only have high-achieving students
and high-performing schools, but will also have made great strides
in increasing the achievement of our high-needs student subgroups
to progress towards closing the achievement gap. This
accomplishment will serve as evidence of a high-performing public
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education system.
HIDOE’s long-term goals reflect our belief that all students can
achieve college- and career-readiness while providing schools with
challenging but attainable targets that reflect their current
performance. Hawaii proposes a goal of reducing by half the
percentage of students who are not proficient on the annual
statewide assessments in language arts and mathematics in the “All
Students” group and in each subgroup based on the School Year
2015-16 baseline data. Achieving this goal by SY 2024-25 will
not only increase student achievement for all students, but will also
help close the achievement gap between the “All Students” and
higher-achieving subgroups and the lower-achieving subgroups.
Example:
Baseline Year (SY 2015-16) language arts achievement rate =
51%
Percentage of students not proficient = 49%
Reduce percentage of students not proficient by ½ = 24.5
percentage points
Distribute 24.5 percentage points across nine years = 24.5/9
Per-year increment of growth = 2.72 percentage points
HIDOE aims to meet the long-term goals set for the ESSA
Academic Achievement indicator by the year 2025. The long-term
goal target year aligns with Hawaii P-20’s campaign to achieve
Hawaii’s education goal of 55% of working age adults having a
college degree by the year 2025. The 55 by ’25 initiative urges all
stakeholders and community organizations to make education a
high priority from early childhood through college completion,
recognizing that student success throughout the education
spectrum is necessary to increase the number of adults earning
college degrees. Increasing student achievement as well as the
graduation rate will increase the number of students who are
college-ready and who will continue their education beyond high
school at a post-secondary institution.
The target year of 2025 also affords Hawaii the time to restructure
our Special Education and English Language Learner programs to
ensure the appropriate curricula, instructional strategies, and
supports are implemented to increase the achievement of students
in these subgroups which have historically struggled the most. The
proposed timeline will allow for three years of designing, training,
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piloting, and measuring the impact of new instructional programs
followed by six years of full implementation. To increase the
achievement of all students, we must address the needs of our
students who are struggling the most.
Table A.3.a. Long-term Goals for Academic Achievement

All Students
Economically disadvantaged
Children with disabilities
(SPED)
English learners (ELL)
Native Hawaiian
Filipino
White
Asian (excluding Filipino)
Pacific Islander
Hispanic
Black

Language Arts
(% proficient on statewide
assessments)
Long-term
Baseline
Goal
SY 2015-16 SY 2024-25
51%
76%
39%
70%

Mathematics
(% proficient on statewide
assessments)
Long-term
Baseline
Goal
SY 2015-16 SY 2024-25
42%
71%
31%
66%

13%

57%

11%

56%

21%
36%
54%
65%
71%
29%
49%
54%

61%
68%
77%
83%
86%
65%
75%
77%

22%
28%
44%
53%
64%
22%
35%
37%

61%
64%
72%
77%
82%
61%
68%
69%

2. Provide the measurements of interim progress toward meeting the
long-term goals for academic achievement in Appendix A.
The near-term measurements of interim progress for statewide
achievement and graduation rate are aligned with the HIDOE/BOE
Strategic Plan’s targets for 2020 which were established to be
ambitious but achievable in the plan’s three-year timeframe.
Hawaii will use the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan Academic
Achievement 2020 target as our measurement of interim progress
toward achieving our long-term goals for the Academic
Achievement indicator for the “All Students” group and set targets
based on incremental progress towards meeting the long-term
goals from the SY 2015-16 baseline for each subgroup of students
(Table A.3.b). Currently, there is significant variation in student
achievement among student groups of different characteristics as
measured by the statewide assessments and these measurements of
interim progress identify statewide increases for all students. The
proposed measurements of interim progress for our student
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subgroups are based on Hawaii’s target of closing the achievement
gap in an accelerated yet attainable fashion.
Table A.3.b. Measurements of Interim Progress for Academic Achievement
Language Arts
(% proficient on statewide
assessments)

All Students
Economically disadvantaged
Children with disabilities
(SPED)
English learners (ELL)
Native Hawaiian
Filipino
White
Asian (excluding Filipino)
Pacific Islander
Hispanic
Black

Baseline
SY 2015-16
51%
39%

Measurement
of Interim
Progress
SY 2019-20

Mathematics
(% proficient on statewide
assessments)
Measurement
of Interim
Progress
SY 2019-20

61%
53%

Baseline
SY 2015-16
42%
31%

13%

32%

11%

31%

21%
36%
54%
65%
71%
29%
49%
54%

39%
50%
64%
73%
77%
45%
60%
64%

22%
28%
44%
53%
64%
22%
35%
37%

39%
44%
56%
63%
72%
39%
49%
51%

54%
46%

3. Describe how the long-term goals and measurements of interim
progress toward the long-term goals for academic achievement
take into account the improvement necessary to make significant
progress in closing statewide proficiency gaps.
Hawaii believes all students can achieve excellence with the
appropriate supports and expects all groups of students to meet or
exceed the long-term goals and measurements of interim progress
toward the long-term goal to progress towards closing the
achievement gap. Thus, schools will need to ensure they are
aggressively addressing the needs of the lagging subgroups
through interventions to accelerate their progress to meet the
targets set for 2020 and 2025. All goals and measurements of
interim progress were determined to ensure the closing of the
achievement gaps in an ambitious yet attainable timeframe.
b. Graduation Rate. (ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(A)(i)(I)(bb))
1. Describe the long-term goals for the four-year adjusted cohort
graduation rate for all students and for each subgroup of students,
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including: (i) baseline data; (ii) the timeline for meeting the longterm goals, for which the term must be the same multi-year length
of time for all students and for each subgroup of students in the
State; and (iii) how the long-term goals are ambitious.
Hawaii proposes to set the long-term goal for graduation rate at 90
percent for all students and all subgroups of students (Table A.4.a).
HIDOE has aligned the long-term goals for graduation rate with
the high school graduation target set by the HIDOE/BOE Strategic
Plan. The HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan states, “We strive to
increase our graduation rate to 90 percent by 2025” (p. 12).
Table A.4.a. Long-Term Goals for Graduation Rate

All Students
Economically disadvantaged
Children with disabilities (SPED)
English learners (ELL)
Native Hawaiian
Filipino
White
Asian (excluding Filipino)
Pacific Islander
Hispanic
Black

Baseline
Class of 2016
83%
78%
59%
69%
79%
89%
82%
91%
68%
74%
77%

Long-term goal
Class of 2025
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
> 91%*
90%
90%
90%

* Long-term goal was adjusted to exceed the baseline rate of 91% due to the baseline
rate exceeding the state goal of 90%.

2. If applicable, describe the long-term goals for each extended-year
adjusted cohort graduation rate, including (i) baseline data; (ii) the
timeline for meeting the long-term goals, for which the term must
be the same multi-year length of time for all students and for each
subgroup of students in the State; (iii) how the long-term goals are
ambitious; and (iv) how the long-term goals are more rigorous than
the long-term goal set for the four-year adjusted cohort graduation
rate.
For ESSA purposes, Hawaii will rely on the Four-Year Adjusted
Cohort Graduation Rate rather than adding an extended-year
adjusted cohort graduation rate as a measure for identifying
schools requiring comprehensive or targeted support and
improvement. Schools may select an extended-year graduation or
completer rate as a locally-selected measure for Strive HI, the
state’s school accountability and performance reporting system.
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3. Provide the measurements of interim progress toward the longterm goals for the four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate and
any extended-year adjusted cohort graduation rate in Appendix A.
Hawaii proposes to set the long-term goal for graduation at 90%
for all students with measurements of interim progress for
graduation rate based on the same methodology used to determine
measurements of interim progress for academic achievement –
dividing the difference in points between the baseline data and the
goal of 90% by 9 for the per-year increments. Doing so will not
only increase the percentage of students graduating, but will also
close the gap in graduation rates between the “All Students” and
higher-achieving subgroups and the lower-achieving subgroups.
HIDOE has aligned our measurement of interim progress for the
“All Students” group with the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan High
School Graduation 2020 target (Table A.4.b).
Table A.4.b. Interim Progress Targets for Graduation Rate

All Students
Economically disadvantaged
Children with disabilities (SPED)
English learners (ELL)
Native Hawaiian
Filipino
White
Asian (excluding Filipino)
Pacific Islander
Hispanic
Black

Baseline
Class of 2016
83%
78%
59%
69%
79%
89%
82%
91%
68%
74%
77%

Measurement of
Interim Progress
Class of 2020

86%
79%
73%
78%
84%
89%
86%
> 91%*
78%
81%
83%

* Measurement of Interim Progress was adjusted to exceed the baseline rate of 91% due
to the baseline rate exceeding the state 2025 goal of 90%.

4. Describe how the long-term goals and measurements of interim
progress for the four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate and any
extended-year adjusted cohort graduation rate take into account the
improvement necessary to make significant progress in closing
statewide graduation rate gaps.
Hawaii expects all groups of students to meet or exceed the same
ambitious long-term goals and measurements of interim progress
toward the long-term goal regardless of their baseline. Hawaii
believes all students can achieve excellence and graduate high
school within four years with the appropriate supports. Thus,
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schools will need to ensure they are aggressively addressing the
needs of the lagging subgroups of students through supports and
interventions to increase graduation rates to meet the 90 percent
target set for 2025. The measurement of interim progress ensures
our schools are making progress at the rate needed to meet the
long-term goal.
c. English Language Proficiency. (ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(A)(ii))
1. Describe the long-term goals for English learners for increases in
the percentage of such students making progress in achieving
English language proficiency, as measured by the statewide
English language proficiency assessment including: (i) baseline
data; (ii) the State-determined timeline for such students to achieve
English language proficiency; and (iii) how the long-term goals are
ambitious.
Hawaii has been a member of the WIDA Consortium since SY
2009-10, when we adopted the WIDA English Language
Development Standards. HIDOE administers the ACCESS for
ELLs 2.0 (ACCESS 2.0) as an annual measure of English language
progress and proficiency for students identified as English
learners. The ACCESS 2.0 assesses proficiency in the four
language domains: Listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The
language development levels include 1-Entering, 2-Emerging, 3Developing, 4-Expanding, 5-Bridging, and 6-Reaching. Students
are deemed functionally English proficient when they achieve a
composite score on the summative assessment that places them in
5Level 5 (Bridging). HIDOE will include all tested English
learners from kindergarten through grade 12 in the English
language proficiency rate as measured by ACCESS 2.0. Targets
will be based on the student’s initial ACCESS 2.0 results.
Hawaii will implement a growth-to-target methodology to measure
students’ progress in achieving English language proficiency.
HIDOE has been collaborating with the WIDA Consortium
Research Department to determine an appropriate growth-to-target
measure and to determine the long-term goal and measurements of
interim progress toward the long-term goal.
Using the growth-to-target model, which is based on an English
learner’s initial scale score, students will have predetermined
individual growth expectations toward the proficient criteria with
students at the lowest levels given the most time to grow to Level
5, the Bridging level. For example, a kindergarten student at an
overall English learner proficiency level of 1 on the initial baseline
test will have five years to attain Level 5, meeting the exit criteria
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by the end of grade 4. Annually, there is an incremental growth
expectation, generally one proficiency level per year, towards
meeting proficiency using the initial score and targeted exit scale
score (Overall 5.0 proficiency level). The student’s goal remains
the same throughout the student’s participation in the English
Language Learner program.
Data from SY 2016-17, the first year of statewide implementation
of WIDA ACCESS 2.0, were used as the baseline to establish the
long-term goal (Table A.5.a). The percentage of English learners
who maintained their growth-to-target trajectory, thus showing
progress towards achieving English language proficiency, was 36
percent. Hawaii’s long-term goal is to increase the percentage of
students making progress towards achieving English language
proficiency to 75 percent by SY 2024-25. Given the wide range of
schools’ abilities to meet the growth-to-target expectations of their
English learners based on baseline data, both realistic and yet
ambitious goals were set as targets. To accomplish our long-term
goal, schools will need to ensure English learners who are on-track
to achieving English language proficiency continue to progress as
well as ensure new and lower-achieving English learners are
progressing at greater rates by providing appropriate supports and
services.
Table A.5.a. Percentage of students making progress towards
achieving English language proficiency

English learners

Baseline
SY 2016-17

Long-term goal
SY 2024-25

36%

75%

Currently, all English learners are expected to meet the same longterm goal in the same timeframe. While Hawaii recognizes the
increased academic language breadth and additional challenges
English learners face when they are in secondary school and while
allowing secondary students more time to attain English language
proficiency may be reasonable, HIDOE has decided to apply the
ambitious goals to all English learners with the understanding that
English learners at the secondary school level will need additional
support and intervention to attain English language proficiency and
graduate from high school on time. Secondary schools must
accelerate their efforts to improve outcomes and graduation rates
of this subgroup of learners. Adding any additional characteristics
at this time would merely lower the expectations for secondary
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schools and their English learners.
2. Provide the measurements of interim progress toward the longterm goal for increases in the percentage of English learners
making progress in achieving English language proficiency in
Appendix A.
Measurements of interim progress toward the long-term goal for
increases in the percentage of English learners making progress in
achieving English language proficiency are based on the initial
baseline and the incremental increases needed to meet the longterm goal of 75 percent. The measure of interim progress for SY
2019-20 for the state is 63 percent of all English learners meeting
their growth targets, which would signify a systemic improvement
of addressing the needs of our English learners from the baseline
of 36 percent (Table A.5.b). Each school will have its own
measurement of interim progress based on the school’s initial
baseline towards meeting the long-term goal of 75 percent to
ensure all schools are on-track to helping the state meet the state
long-term goal.
Table A.5.b. Percentage of students making progress towards
achieving English language proficiency

English learners
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SY 2016-17

Measurement of
Interim Progress
SY 2019-20

36%

63%
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iv.

Indicators (ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(B))

Table A.6. Statewide Accountability Indicators and Measures
ESSA-required Indicators

Measures

Grades

Academic Achievement

Percentage of students who are proficient on the annual
statewide assessments for Language Arts and
Mathematics

Other Academic Indicator:
Academic Progress
(elementary and middle school)

Language Arts and Mathematics Median Growth
Percentile, based on statewide assessments

Graduation Rate
(high school)

4-year Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate5

Progress in Achieving English
Language Proficiency

Percentage of English learners on-target to English
language proficiency

K-12

State-selected Measure of
School Quality or Student
Success

Percentage of students who are chronically absent (15 or
more days absent)

K-12

3-8, 11

3-8
High School

a. Academic Achievement Indicator. Describe the Academic Achievement
indicator, including a description of how the indicator (i) is based on the
long-term goals; (ii) is measured by proficiency on the annual Statewide
reading/language arts and mathematics assessments; (iii) annually
measures academic achievement for all students and separately for each
subgroup of students; and (iv) at the State’s discretion, for each public
high school in the State, includes a measure of student growth, as
measured by the annual Statewide reading/language arts and
mathematics assessments.
The Academic Achievement indicator is based on the annual Hawaii
Statewide Assessment Program achievement results for language
arts/literacy and mathematics and will provide data to measure progress
towards the long-term goals and measurements of interim progress for all
student groups. The achievement results for language arts/literacy and
mathematics will be weighted equally in the determination of schools
needing comprehensive or targeted support and improvement.
Beginning School Year 2014-15, all students are required to take one of
the following assessments in language arts/literacy and mathematics: The
Smarter Balanced Assessment (SBA); the Hawaii State Alternate
Assessment (HSA-Alt) for students with significant cognitive
disabilities; or the Kaiapuni Assessment on Educational Outcomes
(KAEO), the Hawaiian language state assessment. While a substantial
majority of students will take the SBA, students with disabilities who
take the HSA-Alt and students enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni, the
Hawaiian language immersion program, who take the KAEO are fully
5

http://www.hawaiipublicschools.org/VisionForSuccess/AdvancingEducation/StriveHIPerformanceSystem/Pages/Striv
e-FAQs.aspx#indicatorsgrad
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included in the state’s student achievement metrics. Assessments in
language arts and mathematics are offered in grades 3-8 and 11.
The KAEO is currently administered to third and fourth graders enrolled
in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni. HIDOE will be expanding the administration
of the KAEO to grades 5 through 8 with the field tests in Spring 2018
and the operational tests in Spring 2019. Students in Ka Papahana
Kaiapuni will take the KAEO in lieu of the SBA to ensure students who
are instructed in the Hawaiian language are assessed in the language in
which they receive instruction and to better align what is taught in Ka
Papahana Kaiapuni with what is assessed. For SY 2017-18, HIDOE has
requested a waiver to ESEA to not report the student results of the
KAEO field test administration due to the nature of the field tests. Thus,
the grades 5-8 students who participate in the KAEO field tests in Spring
2018, potentially 775 students across the 23 Ka Papahana Kaiapuni
schools, will not be included in the student achievement metrics for their
school. These students, however, will be included in the participation
rate for their school and these schools will have results for the Academic
Achievement indicator based on the performance of their grades 3 and 4
students on the KAEO and the students who take the SBA. When the
KAEO is operational in Spring 2019, all students who participate in the
KAEO assessment will be included in the student achievement metrics.
All students in grades 3-8 and 11 enrolled in Ka Papahana Kaiapuni will
participate in either the KAEO or the SBA administration.
Students who were enrolled in the school for the full school year – from
the Official Enrollment Count date at the beginning of the school year to
the Participation Rate Count date (May 1 of each school year) – and were
in a tested grade level will be included for the school’s Academic
Achievement indicator. Data will be disaggregated by all subgroups
meeting the minimum number of 20 students.
Because Language Arts and Mathematic skills span all content areas, the
Academic Achievement measures will provide the data necessary to
ensure all students are engaged in a rigorous, well-rounded education
that prepares students to be successful in their post-high school goals
[HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Objective 3].
b. Indicator for Public Elementary and Secondary Schools that are Not
High Schools (Other Academic Indicator). Describe the Other Academic
indicator, including how it annually measures the performance for all
students and separately for each subgroup of students. If the Other
Academic indicator is not a measure of student growth, the description
must include a demonstration that the indicator is a valid and reliable
statewide academic indicator that allows for meaningful differentiation
in school performance.
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The Other Academic, or Academic Progress, indicator in the proposed
statewide accountability system is student growth as measured by the
annual statewide assessments. Growth is based on the school’s median
growth percentile in language arts/literacy and mathematics, the
calculation of which is derived from the Hawaii Growth Model. The
median growth percentile will be calculated for elementary and middle
schools only and continues a measure from under ESEA Flexibility
Waiver.
The small subset of students with significant cognitive disabilities who
take the HSA-Alt and Kaiapuni students who take the KAEO – totaling
less than 2% of all students participating in the annual statewide
assessments – are not included in the median growth percentile
calculation as the score scales are not comparable. To include these
students in the Academic Progress indicator, Hawaii proposes to use the
percentage of students demonstrating one year of growth based on their
prior and current-year achievement levels. Pending the results of the
peer review of the KAEO assessment and the revised standard setting on
the HSA-Alt, Hawaii will incorporate this methodology using SY 201718 assessment data.
The Academic Progress indicator will be comprised of the percentage of
students who attained one year of growth as measured by the HSA-Alt
and the KAEO and the median growth percentile of the students who
participated in the SBA proportionally. Table A.7 is an example of how
the measure score for language arts and mathematics would be calculated
for the Academic Progress indicator.
Table A.7. Academic Progress Indicator example
Percentage of
Growth
Participating
SubResults*
Students
Score
Measure
Measure
Assessment
(A)
(B)
(A*B)
Score
SBA
42
85%
35.7
45.3
Language Arts
HSA-Alt/KAEO
64
15%
9.6
SBA
36
85%
30.6
39.0
Mathematics
HSA-Alt/KAEO
56
15%
8.4
* Growth is reported as Median Growth Percentile for SBA and % of students demonstrating one
year of growth for HSA-Alt/KAEO

Students who were enrolled in the school for the full school year and
were in a tested grade level will be included for the school’s Academic
Progress indicator. Data will be disaggregated by all subgroups meeting
the minimum number of 20 students.
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c. Graduation Rate. Describe the Graduation Rate indicator, including a
description of (i) how the indicator is based on the long-term goals; (ii)
how the indicator annually measures graduation rate for all students and
separately for each subgroup of students; (iii) how the indicator is based
on the four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate; (iv) if the State, at its
discretion, also includes one or more extended-year adjusted cohort
graduation rates, how the four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate is
combined with that rate or rates within the indicator; and (v) if
applicable, how the State includes in its four-year adjusted cohort
graduation rate and any extended-year adjusted cohort graduation rates
students with the most significant cognitive disabilities assessed using an
alternate assessment aligned to alternate academic achievement standards
under ESEA section 1111(b)(2)(D) and awarded a State-defined alternate
diploma under ESEA section 8101(23) and (25).
Hawaii will continue to include the four-year adjusted cohort graduation
rate as a high school indicator in the proposed statewide accountability
system, which will provide data to measure progress towards the longterm goals and measurements of interim progress for all student groups.
High schools with a graduation rate of 67 percent or lower will be
designated as schools for comprehensive support and improvement. The
graduation rate will be lagged by one year. Thus, for the Fall 2017
identification of schools for comprehensive and targeted support and
improvement, the Class of 2016 cohort will be used for the graduation
rate indicator.
Data will be disaggregated by all subgroups meeting the minimum
number of 20 students. Hawaii proposes to include students who were
economically disadvantaged, were in the English learner program, or
received Special Education services at any time during the four-year
cohort in their respective high-needs subgroup for graduation rate
determination. Only students who receive a Hawaii High School
Diploma will be included in the graduation rate. Students with the most
significant cognitive disabilities who receive a certificate and students
who enroll in an alternative education program and receive a Hawaii
Adult Community School Diploma will be included as part of the
graduation cohort but will not be counted as a graduate.
The Graduation Rate measure will serve as an indicator of how
successfully students transition throughout their educational experiences
within HIDOE [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4].
d. Progress in Achieving English Language Proficiency (ELP) Indicator.
Describe the Progress in Achieving ELP indicator, including the State’s
definition of ELP, as measured by the State ELP assessment.
To support our students’ English Language Proficiency with standards
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and assessments, Hawaii participates in the WIDA consortium, which
consists of 39 state education agencies and more than 200 international
schools. In determining the appropriate measure for the Progress in
Achieving English Language Proficiency indicator, HIDOE consulted
with the WIDA Consortium Research Department. To measure English
learners’ progress in achieving English language proficiency, HIDOE is
proposing to use a “growth-to-target” model. The growth-to-target
model will identify the percentage of English learners who are on target
to acquire the skills necessary to access school and exit the language
instruction education program within an appropriate timeframe.
The growth-to-target model considers three factors of student
performance on the English language proficiency assessment – (1) the
student’s initial proficiency level, (2) the timeframe, in annual
increments, a state educational agency determines adequate to attain
English language proficiency, and (3) the English language proficient
level where English learners could be considered no longer needing
specific language instruction education program services. Hawaii
proposes to use a timeframe of up to five years for students to achieve
English language proficiency, dependent on the level in which the
student enters the language instruction education program. The model
assumes that English learners generally advance one proficiency level a
year as determined by the English language assessment composite scale
score. Thus, an English learner who enters school at a proficiency level
of 1.0, as determined by the student’s initial composite scale score on the
English language proficiency assessment, will be expected to exit the
language instruction education program after five years of program
support, or after Year 5. An English learner who scores at a proficiency
level of 3.0 will be expected to exit the language instruction education
program after two years of program support, or Year 2. An English
learner who reaches a proficiency level of 5.0 will exit the language
instruction education program. The growth-to-target method provides a
growth trajectory for each individual English learner by which the
English learner’s progress will be measured on. This will allow schools
to better track their students’ progress and identify which students need
more supports.
Hawaii proposes to use the percentage of students who are on target to
achieve English language proficiency within their given timeframe and
meeting growth expectations in the statewide accountability system as
the measure for the progress in achieving English language proficiency
indicator. HIDOE will include all students assessed for English language
proficiency from Kindergarten through Grade 12 in this measure to
ensure all English learners are supported in school so that they can fully
engage in high-quality educational opportunities and are transitioning
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successfully throughout their educational experiences [HIDOE/BOE
Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Objectives 2 & 4].
e. School Quality or Student Success Indicator(s). Describe each School
Quality or Student Success Indicator, including, for each such indicator:
(i) how it allows for meaningful differentiation in school performance;
(ii) that it is valid, reliable, comparable, and statewide (for the grade
span(s) to which it applies); and (iii) of how each such indicator annually
measures performance for all students and separately for each subgroup
of students. For any School Quality or Student Success indicator that
does not apply to all grade spans, the description must include the grade
spans to which it does apply.
Hawaii proposes a measure of attendance – chronic absenteeism rate,
which is defined as 15 or more days absent – as its state-selected
measure of “school quality or student success.” This continues a
measure introduced by Strive HI under the ESEA Flexibility Waiver for
elementary schools and expands the measure to apply to all schools in all
grade spans based on the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan and the BOE’s
aggressive goals to reduce chronic absenteeism by 2020. School
attendance is critically important to student success and the chronic
absenteeism rate is widely viewed as an indicator of whether a school has
struggling students.
Attendance is noted in the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan as a contributing
factor in ensuring all students are safe, healthy, and supported in school
so that they can fully engage in high-quality educational opportunities
[Goal 1, Objective 2]. While our average daily attendance rates for
schools may suggest our students are attending school regularly, our
chronic absenteeism rate indicates that a substantial number of students
are not fully engaged in their educational opportunities. Research shows
chronic absenteeism to be an early warning sign of future
underperformance. Achievement, especially in mathematics, is sensitive
to absenteeism. Absenteeism also strongly affects assessment scores and
graduation and dropout rates.6 Schools with large numbers of
chronically absent students struggle to deliver consistent instruction.
Hawaii identifies a student as chronically absent if the student has been
absent – excused and unexcused – for 15 or more instructional days
during the school year. A school’s chronic absenteeism rate is the
percentage of students who are chronically absent. Figure A.1 illustrates
the distribution of chronic absenteeism rates across all HIDOE and
public charter schools in the state for SY 2015-16. The chronic

6

Balfanz, R. and Byrnes, V. (2012). Chronic Absenteeism: Summarizing What We Know From Nationally Available
Data. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Center for Social Organization of Schools
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absenteeism rate ranges from 2 percent to 54 percent across the state,
with most schools having rates below 20 percent. This still allows for
differentiation between schools.
Figure A.1. Frequency of Chronic Absenteeism Rates for SY 2015-16
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The average chronic absenteeism rate across the state is 15 percent.
HIDOE has targeted a decrease of 6 points over the next three years to
achieve an average chronic absenteeism rate of 9 percent by the year
2020 (HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan). Based on the data for SY 2015-16,
only 49 of our 290 schools have a chronic absenteeism rate of 9 percent
or lower.
HIDOE has included the percentage of students who are chronically
absent in the statewide accountability system for elementary schools
since the implementation of Strive HI in SY 2012-13 and has seen a
decrease in chronic absenteeism rates from 18 percent in SY 2012-13 to
11 percent in SY 2014-15. Hawaii began including kindergarten in the
elementary school chronic absenteeism rate in SY 2015-16, which may
have attributed to the increase in the chronic absenteeism rate for that
school year. Kindergarten was not included prior to SY 2015-16 because
kindergarten was not mandatory until SY 2014-15.
Hawaii has included the percentage of students who are chronically
absent for middle and high school beginning in SY 2015-16 with the
hope that bringing attention to and monitoring student attendance will
lead to stronger efforts to address absenteeism and decrease chronic
absenteeism rates across the state as it did with the elementary schools.
Students who are enrolled in the school for the full school year will be
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included for the school’s “School Quality or Student Success” indicator.
Data will be disaggregated by all subgroups meeting the minimum
number of 20 students.
v.

Annual Meaningful Differentiation (ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(C))
a. Describe the State’s system of annual meaningful differentiation of all
public schools in the State, consistent with the requirements of section
1111(c)(4)(C) of the ESEA, including a description of (i) how the system
is based on all indicators in the State’s accountability system, (ii) for all
students and for each subgroup of students. Note that each state must
comply with the requirements in 1111(c)(5) of the ESEA with respect to
accountability for charter schools.
For ESSA purposes of identifying schools for support and improvement,
Hawaii proposes to calculate a school performance unit score. The
HIDOE Accountability Section will produce ESSA-required unit scores
for all public schools. The school performance measures will generate a
composite score which will be used to identify schools for
comprehensive support and improvement.
The HIDOE Accountability Section will also produce subgroup
performance unit scores for each subgroup within a school that meets the
minimum number of 20 students. The subgroup performance unit score
will identify the subgroups that need targeted support and improvement.
The subgroup performance data will enable the state, complex areas, and
schools to identify what the subgroup needs are to determine how best to
close the achievement gaps.
When identifying schools for comprehensive support and improvement,
should the number of students for a measure be less than the minimum
number of 20 students, Hawaii proposes the use of multi-year pooling for
up to three years to represent students’ results at the school. In these
situations, Hawaii will seek to pool data for two years, although a third
year may be necessary for HIDOE’s smallest schools. If, after three
years of data (current and prior two years), a minimum number of 20
students cannot be reached, a score for the indicator will not be
calculated due to lack of sufficient data.
Reporting the measures, indicators, and associated weights of school and
subgroup performance ensures transparency and credibility as well as the
capability to utilize the multiple data components comprising the unit
score for targeted analysis and interventions. The component measures
of the school performance unit score are included within the state’s
Strive HI system and reported along with performance on the
HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan Statewide Student Success Indicators
(Appendix B) as well as school- and complex-selected measures to
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support and monitor school and complex initiatives.
The school and subgroup performance unit scores will identify schools
that require comprehensive supports and improvement and targeted
supports and improvement as well as identify schools that do not require
additional Title I supports consistent with the requirements of ESSA.
Each school’s school performance unit score and each subgroup’s
subgroup performance unit score will be comprised of scores from four
of the five school accountability system indicators: Academic
Achievement, Academic Progress (for elementary and middle schools),
Graduation Rate (for high schools), Progress in Achieving English
Language Proficiency, and School Quality/Student Success. The
measures of each indicator are the data sources for the unit. Thus, the
score of each indicator will be determined by the results for each
measure. The subgroup performance unit score would be calculated in
the same manner using the subgroup performance data. Tables A.8 and
A.9 are examples of how the school performance unit score would be
calculated for elementary and middle schools and for high schools.
Table A.8. School Performance Unit Score example for an elementary/middle school
Indicators
Academic Achievement

Measures
Language Arts Achievement
Mathematics Achievement

Results
60%

Conversion
60/100=0.60

Measure
Weights*
20

Measure
Score
12.0

Indicator
Score

50%

50/100=0.50

20

10.0

42
36

42/100=0.42
36/100=0.36

20
20

8.4
7.2

15.6

22.0

Academic Progress

Language Arts Growth*
Mathematics Growth*

Progress in Achieving
English Language
Proficiency

On-Target to English Language
Proficiency rate

72%

72/100=0.72

10

7.2

7.2

Student Success

Chronic Absenteeism*

12%

100-12=88
88/100=0.88

10

8.8

8.8

School Performance Unit Score
53.6
* Stakeholders provided significant feedback which informed selection of the proposed state-selected measures and weights.
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Table A.9. School Performance Unit Score example for a high school
Indicators
Academic Achievement
Graduation Rate

Measures
Language Arts Achievement
Mathematics Achievement
4-year Adjusted Cohort
Graduation Rate

Results
60%

Conversion
60/100=0.60

Measure
Weights*
15

Measure
Score
9.0

Indicator
Score

50%

50/100=0.50

15

7.5

82%

82/100=0.82

50

41.0

41.0

16.5

Progress in Achieving
English Language
Proficiency

On-Target to English Language
Proficiency rate

72%

72/100=0.72

10

7.2

7.2

Student Success

Chronic Absenteeism*

12%

100-12=88
88/100=0.88

10

8.8

8.8

School Performance Unit Score
73.5
* Stakeholders provided significant feedback which informed selection of the proposed state-selected measures and weights.

Should a school or subgroup not meet the minimum number of 20
students for a measure, the measure will be excluded from the school or
subgroup performance unit score calculation and the unit score will be
adjusted by dividing the sum of the indicator scores by the total possible
points for the missing measures and adding the result to the sum of the
indicator scores. Table A.10 is an example of a school that has less than
20 English learners. The On-Target to English Language Proficiency
rate measure is excluded from the calculation of the School Performance
Unit Score and the School Performance Unit Score is adjusted to
compensate for this exclusion.
Table A.10. School Performance Unit Score example for an elementary/middle school without an
On-Target to English Language Proficiency rate
Indicators
Academic
Achievement

Measures
Language Arts Achievement
Mathematics Achievement

Results
60%

Conversion
60/100=0.60

Measure
Weights
20

Measure
Score
12.0

Indicator
Score

50%

50/100=0.50

20

10.0

42
36

42/100=0.42
36/100=0.36

20
20

8.4
7.2

15.6

22.0

Academic Progress

Language Arts Growth
Mathematics Growth

Progress in Achieving
English Language
Proficiency

On-Target to English
Language Proficiency rate

Exc.

Exc

10

Exc.

Exc

Student Success

Chronic Absenteeism

12%

100-12=88
88/100=0.88

10

8.8

8.8

Sum of Indicator Scores
Total possible points for the missing measure(s) (On-Target to English Language Proficiency rate measure)
Missing measure adjustment (46.4/10)
Adjusted School Performance Unit Score

46.4
10
4.64
46.4+4.64=
51.04

Hawaii proposes to identify schools for comprehensive support and
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improvement and targeted support and improvement. Schools not
needing comprehensive or targeted support and improvement will be
identified as not needing additional support. Hawaii proposes to identify
schools for support by school type – elementary, middle, and high
schools. Thus, elementary, middle and high schools will be identified as
schools for comprehensive support and improvement based on the
proportion each school type represents for all schools statewide. This
approach allows for more easily understood school comparisons, an
increased sense of fairness, and an assurance that schools at all levels are
appropriately identified for support. The minimum required percentage
of Title I schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement
will be maintained at no less than 5 percent. This will be in addition to
the schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement due
to a graduation rate of 67 percent or lower. All schools with lowperforming or consistently underperforming subgroups will be identified
for targeted support and improvement.
b. Describe the weighting of each indicator in the State’s system of annual
meaningful differentiation, including how the Academic Achievement,
Other Academic, Graduation Rate, and Progress in ELP indicators each
receive substantial weight individually and, in the aggregate, much
greater weight than the School Quality or Student Success indicator(s), in
the aggregate.
Table A.11 indicates Hawaii’s proposed weights for the indicators that
will be used to calculate the school and subgroup performance unit
scores.
Table A.11. Proposed weights for the ESSA indicators
Indicator
Academic Achievement
Academic Progress
(elementary and middle school)
Graduation Rate
(high school)
Progress in Achieving English
Language Proficiency
Student Success
Total

Weights
(Elementary &
Middle School)
40

Weights
(High School)
30

40

--

--

50

10

10

10
100

10
100

Hawaii’s proposed ESSA-based statewide accountability system focuses
on identifying schools with the most students who are struggling in
making progress toward college- and career-readiness. English language
arts and math proficiency as measured by the annual statewide
assessments continue to be critical challenges that must be addressed by
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our state public education system. Thus, Hawaii proposes to weight
elementary and middle school indicators more heavily towards academic
achievement and academic progress as the primary purpose of these
schools is to prepare students to meet content-based grade-level
expectations as they build college- and career-readiness skills. High
schools, on the other hand, have an increased responsibility for
specifically preparing students to enter and succeed in college and the
workforce. Thus, for high schools, Hawaii proposes to weight
graduation rate the heaviest with the understanding that students who
earn a high school diploma have met the rigorous standards of learning
required as demonstrated by their performance on standardized
assessments as well as school- and teacher-created authentic assessments
(BOE Policy 102-15). Increasing the graduation rate is a priority of the
HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan and Hawaii’s P-20 initiative.
While many stakeholders have voiced concerns about the test-centered
ESSA-based statewide accountability system and the punitive nature of
similar statewide accountability systems in the past, the primary purpose
of the statewide accountability system is to identify the areas where
support is most needed. Thus, Hawaii proposes to weigh the Academic
Achievement, Academic Progress, and Graduation Rate indicators
heavier in the performance unit score to ensure that schools with low
student performance on these indicators are identified for comprehensive
or targeted support and improvement. To ensure the intent is to support
our schools with struggling students rather than to punish these schools,
stronger efforts will be made at the state and complex area level to
provide these schools with the assistance they need.
c. If the States uses a different methodology or methodologies for annual
meaningful differentiation than the one described in 4.v.a. above for
schools for which an accountability determination cannot be made (e.g.,
P-2 schools), describe the different methodology or methodologies,
indicating the type(s) of schools to which it applies.
The methodology described above will be applied to all HIDOE and
public charter schools. For multi-level schools, such as schools with K12, K-8, and 7-12 grade configurations, the schools will be divided into
grade spans and each grade span will be given a school performance unit
score to determine if any grade span on its own would be identified for
comprehensive supports and improvement. For example, a K-12 school
would be divided into three grade spans – K-5 (elementary school), 6-8
(middle school), and 9-12 (high school). A school performance unit
score would be calculated for each grade span and compared against the
other schools in that respective grade span to determine if the grade span
on its own would be identified as the lowest-performing 5 percent of
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Title I schools within that grade span. If the multi-level school is
identified as one of the lowest-performing 5 percent of Title I schools in
any grade span, the entire school would be identified for comprehensive
supports and improvement as the school type of the lowest performing
grade span. Thus, if the K-5 grade span of a multi-level school is
identified as one of the lowest-performing 5 percent of Title I elementary
schools, the entire school would be identified as an elementary school
needing comprehensive supports and improvement.
Hawaii currently has one K-1 school that does not administer the Smarter
Balanced Assessment for language arts and mathematics. HIDOE has
selected Teaching Strategies GOLD® as the alternate assessment for the
academic achievement indicator for this school. The percentage of
students who passed the assessment for literacy and mathematics will be
included in the calculation of the school’s school and subgroup
performance unit scores.
Hawaii currently reports first-year data for newly opened schools and
includes these schools in the statewide accountability system during their
second year.
vi.

Identification of Schools (ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(D))
a. Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools. Describe the State’s
methodology for identifying not less than the lowest-performing 5
percent of all schools receiving Title I, Part A funds in the State for
comprehensive support and improvement, including the year in which
the State will first identify such schools.
Hawaii views schools identified for comprehensive support and
improvement as schools with performance challenges that warrant the
extensive support from federal and state resources to improve.
The lowest-performing 5 percent of all schools receiving Title I, Part A
funds identified for comprehensive support and improvement are
referred to as CSI-All schools and will be identified as follows:
1. Identify the number of Title I schools statewide.
2. Identify the proportion to which elementary, middle, and high
schools comprise of all Title I schools statewide.
3. Based on the proportion of each school type in Step 2, calculate the
corresponding count of Title I schools of each school type that
makes up the bottom 5 percent.
4. Select the Title I schools, excluding the schools identified based on
low graduation rate, with the lowest school performance unit score
to equal the number of schools identified in Step 3 for each school
type.
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a. Multi-level schools will be separated into grade spans and
each grade span will be compared to the schools within the
respective school type for identification purposes. For
example, a K-12 school would be divided into three grade
spans – K-5, 6-8, and 9-12. The K-5 grade span will be
compared to elementary schools, the 6-8 grade span will
be compared to middle schools, and the 9-12 grade span
will be compared to high schools. Should a multi-level
school be identified for comprehensive support and
improvement in more than one school type, the school will
be identified for comprehensive support and improvement
as the school type of the lowest performing grade span.
Hawaii proposes to identify CSI-All schools for comprehensive support
and improvement beginning Fall 2017 using SY 2016-17 student
outcomes.
b. Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools. Describe the State’s
methodology for identifying all public high schools in the State failing to
graduate one third or more of their students for comprehensive support
and improvement, including the year in which the State will first identify
such schools.
Hawaii will identify all schools with a graduation rate of 67 percent or
lower for comprehensive support and improvement. The graduation rate
will be calculated using the four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate
methodology as required.
Schools with a graduation rate of 67 percent or lower identified for
comprehensive support and improvement are referred to as CSI-Grad
schools.
Hawaii proposes to identify CSI-Grad schools for comprehensive
support and improvement beginning Fall 2017 using the graduation data
from the previous year. For Fall 2017 identification, the graduation rate
of the class of 2016 will be used.
c. Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools. Describe the
methodology by which the State identifies public schools in the State
receiving Title I, Part A funds that have received additional targeted
support under ESEA section 1111(d)(2)(C) (based on identification as a
school in which any subgroup of students, on its own, would lead to
identification under ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(D)(i)(I) using the State’s
methodology under ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(D)) and that have not
satisfied the statewide exit criteria for such schools within a Statedetermined number of years, including the year in which the State will
first identify such schools.
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Hawaii proposes to identify public schools in the State receiving Title I,
Part A funds with at least one subgroup that received additional targeted
support under ESEA section 1111(d)(2)(C) and did not meet the exit
criteria for comprehensive support and improvement (see “Exit Criteria
for Schools Receiving Additional Targeted Support”).
These schools are referred to as CSI-CU schools.
d. Frequency of Identification. Provide, for each type of school identified
for comprehensive support and improvement, the frequency with which
the State will, thereafter, identify such schools. Note that these schools
must be identified at least once every three years.
Hawaii will identify schools for comprehensive support and
improvement based on low performance and low graduation rate once
every three years beginning in Fall 2017. Hawaii will also identify
schools previously identified for additional targeted support for
comprehensive support and improvement once every three years
beginning Fall 2020.
e. Targeted Support and Improvement. Describe the State’s methodology
for annually identifying any school with one or more “consistently
underperforming” subgroups of students, based on all indicators in the
statewide system of annual meaningful differentiation, including the
definition used by the State to determine consistent underperformance.
(ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(C)(iii))
Hawaii will identify schools for targeted support and improvement based
on the performance of each school’s subgroups that have a minimum of
20 students. Hawaii proposes to define a “consistently underperforming”
subgroup as any subgroup of students with a subgroup performance unit
score that falls in the lowest 10% of all schools for at least two
consecutive years. If at least one subgroup in a school has a subgroup
performance unit score in the lowest 10% of all schools for two
consecutive years, the subgroup would be considered consistently
underperforming and the school would be identified for targeted support
and improvement. Subgroup performance will be compared to the
performance of other subgroups within the subgroup’s respective school
type.
Hawaii proposes to identify schools for targeted support and
improvement due to consistently underperforming subgroups beginning
in Fall 2018.
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f.

Additional Targeted Support. Describe the State’s methodology, for
identifying schools in which any subgroup of students, on its own, would
lead to identification under ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(D)(i)(I) using the
State’s methodology under ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(D), including the
year in which the State will first identify such schools and the frequency
with which the State will, thereafter, identify such schools. (ESEA
section 1111(d)(2)(C)-(D))
Hawaii proposes to identify, for additional targeted support, any school
with any “consistently underperforming” subgroup whose subgroup’s
unit score is equal to or lower than the highest unit score of Title I
schools identified for CSI-All by school type (elementary, middle and
high school).
x

Identification for additional targeted support is derived from the
eligible pool of targeted support and improvement schools’
subgroups by school type (elementary, middle and high school), and
uses the CSI-All highest unit score threshold, by school type, for the
identification of schools.

x

Hawaii will identify schools for additional targeted support based on
the performance of each school’s subgroup(s) that have a minimum
of 20 students.

x

The identification of additional targeted support schools is
considered an escalation of support for the lowest performing
subgroups.

Hawaii proposes to identify schools’ subgroups for additional targeted
support beginning Fall 2017 (using SY2016-17 student outcomes) and
identifies schools’ subgroups for additional targeted support every three
years.
g. Additional Statewide Categories of Schools. If the State chooses, at its
discretion, to include additional statewide categories of schools, describe
those categories.
Hawaii will not be including additional statewide categories of schools.
vii.

Annual Measurement of Achievement (ESEA section 1111(c)(4)(E)(iii)):
Describe how the State factors the requirement for 95 percent student
participation in statewide mathematics and reading/language arts assessments
into the statewide accountability system.
Hawaii continues to require schools to have a minimum participation rate of
95 percent for the annual statewide assessments. Hawaii proposes to apply a
non-proficient outcome to any non-participant in each student group – all
students and each subgroup – not meeting the 95 percent participation
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requirement up to 95 percent of such group. For example, if 170 of 200
students participated in the assessments, that would equate to a participation
rate of 85 percent. In order for the school to have met the 95 percent percent
participation rate, an additional 20 students should have been tested
(170+20)/200 = 95 percent. Because the school was 20 students short of the
95 percent participation rate, an additional 20 non-proficient students will be
added to the school’s proficiency rate. If 85 of the 170 students tested were
proficient, the school would have had a proficiency rate of 50.0 percent;
however, the 20 students added to the denominator effectively increases the
number of non-proficient students by 20. This lowers the proficiency rate to
85/(170+20) = 44.7 percent. The addition of the 20 students to the
denominator lowers the academic achievement rate.
HIDOE will require schools that do not meet the 95 percent participation
requirement to create a plan for corrective action to increase student
participation in statewide academic assessments.
viii.

Continued Support for School and LEA Improvement (ESEA section
1111(d)(3)(A))
As a unitary SEA and LEA, HIDOE is responsible for not only awarding
school improvement funds and monitoring and evaluating the use of such
funds, but is also responsible for facilitating school improvement activities
for schools identified for comprehensive or targeted support and
improvement. Increasing student achievement in schools identified for
comprehensive and targeted support will be a collective effort with the
school, complex area, and state working closely together to ensure the
appropriate resources are provided and supports are in place to best facilitate
school improvement. Table A.12 outlines some of the school improvement
activities at the state, complex area, and school levels.
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Table A.12. HIDOE Tri-Level Structure of Support for School Improvement
●

State

●
●
●
●

Complex
Area

●

●

●

School

●
●

The School Transformation Branch facilitates school improvement activities at
the state level and monitors the complex area and school use of Title I funds and
Title I compliance.
The Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support will provide
professional development activities to increase student learning.
The Office of Human Resources will support complex areas and schools in
ensuring equitable access to excellent educators.
The Monitoring and Compliance Office will monitor for state Title I compliance.
Complex area staff and the Commission's Federal Programs team will provide
differentiated support to schools and act as the liaison for school improvement
between the state and the schools
Complex and Charter Academic Officers, complex area resource teachers, and
Title I Linkers facilitate and monitor school improvement activities at the
complex area level.
Complex area staff and the Commission's Federal Programs team will monitor
the progress of schools identified for comprehensive and targeted support and
improvement in meeting the objectives outlined in their school improvement
plans.
School leadership will guide the implementation of school-wide initiatives
designed to increase student achievement with the support of complex area staff
or the Commission's Federal Programs team.
School Academic Reflection Team will monitor progress and school
improvement activities at the school level.
School administrators will serve as the liaison between the school and the
complex area to ensure school improvement needs are met.

The School Transformation Branch helps to facilitate a system and culture of
public education work to effectively organize financial, human, and
community resources in support of student success [HIDOE/BOE Strategic
Plan, Goal 3]. Its focus is on a multi-tiered system of supports (Figure A.2).
The School Transformation Branch will support Complex Area
Superintendents and staff as well as the Public Charter School Commission’s
Federal Programs team as they provide supports to their schools identified
for support and improvement. The Commission is proposing to designate
staff to serve as its federal programs support staff to focus on coordinating
the school improvement efforts supported by Title I and school improvement
funds for schools identified for support and improvement. The
Commission’s Federal Programs team will consist of a Federal Programs
Manager, the Charter Academic Officers, the resource teacher, and the Title I
Linkers.
The School Transformation Branch will provide schools support directly and
through the complex areas and the Commission’s Federal Programs team by
providing them with Complex/Charter Academic Officers, who facilitate
school improvement efforts and provide technical assistance to schools
identified for comprehensive and targeted support and improvement;
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complex area resource teachers, who provide support and technical
assistance to schools implementing support and improvement plans; and
Title I Linkers, who monitor the use of Title I funds.
Figure A.2. Multi-Tiered System of Supports

Tier 3:
Rigorous
Interventions

• State: Equity Support Team; technical assistance,
support, and resources for school improvement
• Complex Area/Commission: CAS to lead school
improvement efforts
• School: Implement school improvement directives;
focus support on school staff

Tier 2:
Comprehensive
and Targeted
Supports

Tier I: Program Supports

• State: Support Complex Area and Charter School
Commission; Equity Support Team; facilitate and
monitor school improvement activities; facilitate PLC
of principals of schools identified for supports
• Complex Area/Commission: Monitor school
improvement; conduct comprehensive needs
assessment; mentor principals
• School: Implement school improvement initiatives;
data analysis to monitor progress; participale in PLC
• State: Professional development for state
initiatives; Professional Learning Networks;
Induction and mentoring; Title I monitoring
• Complex Area/Commission: Professional
development for complex area initiatives;
monitor school improvement
• School: Professional development for
school initiatives; monitor school
improvement activities; Academic
Reflection Teams; data teams

The School Transformation Branch will also facilitate monthly meetings of
the principals of the schools identified for comprehensive support and
improvement. This newly-formed professional learning community will
provide principals with a forum to discuss the challenges they are facing in
their school improvement processes and to strategize on how to best support
their teachers and students. These monthly meetings may include complex
area support staff, such as the complex or charter academic officer, or state
office personnel, such as a personnel or education specialist, who will be best
to help address the challenges and support the implementation of school
improvement strategies for the schools identified for comprehensive support
and improvement.
Hawaii will create an Equity Support Team, a team consisting of the
Assistant Superintendents from HIDOE state offices and their designees, to
provide differentiated support to better assist schools identified for
comprehensive support and improvement. These supports would include
ensuring equity in the distribution of personnel and resources to the
identified schools and providing assistance in navigating state office
procedures to secure desired resources. The Equity Support Team will visit
the schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement, assess
each school’s needs to determine the supports needed, and address systemic
issues that inhibit the implementation of school improvement plans. Should
schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement need rigorous
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interventions, the Equity Support Team will provide more intensive supports
to these schools.
a. Exit Criteria for Comprehensive Support and Improvement Schools.
Describe the statewide exit criteria, established by the State, for schools
identified for comprehensive support and improvement, including the
number of years (not to exceed four) over which schools are expected to
meet such criteria.
In order to exit, schools identified for comprehensive support and
improvement based on the lowest-performing 5 percent of all schools
receiving Title I, Part A funds in the State (i.e., CSI-All) must have a
school performance unit score greater than the lowest-performing 5
percent of Title I schools within their school type during the final school
year of the three-year support and improvement period. They must also
demonstrate significant improvement to exit. To demonstrate significant
improvement, the school must show increases in its language arts
achievement rate; mathematics achievement rate; On-Target to English
Language Proficiency rate; graduation rate (if applicable); and must
show a decrease in its chronic absenteeism rate in the final year of the
three-year support and improvement period.
Schools identified for comprehensive support due to their graduation rate
(i.e., CSI-Grad) must show improvement and must have a graduation
rate greater than 67 percent the final year of the three-year support and
improvement period to exit. For example, if a school was identified in
Fall 2017 as a having a graduation rate lower than 67 percent for the
Class of 2016, the school must show improvement in its graduation rate
over the three-year support and improvement period. It must have a
graduation rate greater than 67 percent for the Class of 2019 to exit
comprehensive support and improvement status in Fall 2020.
All schools receiving Title I, Part A funds with at least one subgroup that
received additional targeted support under ESEA section 1111(d)(2)(C);
did not satisfy the statewide exit criteria; and were identified for
comprehensive support and improvement (i.e., CSI-CU) must meet the
following criteria to exit:
1. In the final year of the three-year comprehensive support and
improvement period, the subgroup performance unit score
must be higher than the highest CSI-All school’s performance
unit score (measured from the beginning of the current threeyear comprehensive support and improvement period) in the
subgroup’s respective school type; or
2. In the final year of the three-year comprehensive support and
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improvement period, the average of the subgroup
performance unit score from the second and third year of the
three-year comprehensive support and improvement period
must be higher than the highest CSI-All school’s performance
unit score (measured from the beginning of the current threeyear comprehensive support and improvement period) in the
subgroup’s respective school type; and
3. Additionally for either option, the subgroup must show
increases in its language arts achievement rate; mathematics
achievement rate; On-Target to English Language Proficiency
rate; graduation rate (if applicable); and must show a decrease
in its chronic absenteeism rate in the final year of the threeyear support and improvement period compared to the
performance in the initial identification year.
Schools identified for comprehensive support and improvement due to
low performance or persistently low-performing subgroups will also be
required to select additional measures from a state-created menu to
demonstrate school improvement and will be evaluated by a school
improvement review committee. The menu of measures will be created
with stakeholder input and will reflect the priorities of our schools. The
school improvement review committee, with oversight by the Deputy
Superintendent, will review and approve the use of the additional
measures and will conduct multiple school visitations to assess the
progress the school has made. The school would also provide evidence
of the progress made for the committee to review prior to the beginning
of each school year for an annual review. Should substantial progress be
demonstrated prior to the end of the three-year support and improvement
period, the school may request to no longer be identified for
comprehensive support and improvement. The school improvement
review committee will determine if the school demonstrated substantial
progress and will submit its recommendation to the Deputy
Superintendent, who will make the final decision on whether the school
should exit or continue to receive support.
Should a school identified for comprehensive support and improvement
for graduation rate increase its graduation rate to higher than 67 percent
be identified as one of the lowest-performing 5 percent of Title I schools
in Fall 2020, the school will be treated as a newly identified school for
SCI-All.
b. Exit Criteria for Schools Receiving Additional Targeted Support.
Describe the statewide exit criteria, established by the State, for schools
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receiving additional targeted support under ESEA section 1111(d)(2)(C),
including the number of years over which schools are expected to meet
such criteria.
Schools with at least one subgroup receiving additional targeted support
must meet the following criteria to exit:
1. In the final year of the three-year additional targeted support
period, the subgroup performance unit score must be higher
than the highest CSI-All school’s school performance unit
score (measured from the beginning of the current three-year
comprehensive support and improvement period); or
2. The average of the subgroup performance unit scores from the
second and third year in the three-year additional targeted
support period must be higher than the highest CSI-All school’s
school performance unit score (measured from the beginning of
the current three-year comprehensive support and improvement
period).
Public schools in the State receiving Title I, Part A funds with at least
one subgroup that received additional targeted support under ESEA
section 1111(d)(2)(C) that do not meet either of the improvement
criteria above will be identified for comprehensive support and
improvement.
Public schools in the State not receiving Title I, Part A funds with at
least one subgroup that received additional targeted support under
ESEA section 1111(d)(2)(C) that do not meet either of the improvement
criteria above will retain their consistently underperforming
identification.
Should a school with at least one subgroup identified for additional
targeted support meet the exit criteria, but another subgroup in that same
school becomes identified for additional targeted support, the school will
be treated as newly identified for additional targeted support.
c. More Rigorous Interventions. Describe the more rigorous interventions
required for schools identified for comprehensive support and
improvement that fail to meet the State’s exit criteria within a Statedetermined number of years consistent with section 1111(d)(3)(A)(i)(I)
of the ESEA.
Should a school be identified for comprehensive support and
improvement not meet Hawaii’s exit criteria within four years of
identification – three years plus an extension of one year to improve, the
state will provide more rigorous interventions as appropriate to meet the
needs of the school. HIDOE recognizes that the reasons a school may
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not meet exit criteria are specific to the school situation. What “rigorous
interventions” will look like at schools continuing to be identified for
comprehensive support and improvement will depend on the schools’
needs. Thus, the rigorous interventions will be differentiated. HIDOE is
currently working with stakeholders to develop a menu of such
interventions from which schools not making progress may select, in
consultation with their Complex Area Superintendent, the School
Transformation Branch, and stakeholders, based on their identified
needs.
Additionally, schools that continue to require comprehensive support and
improvement will also receive more focused attention from their
Complex Area Superintendent with oversight by the Deputy
Superintendent. To provide principals more intensive supports, the
Complex Area Superintendent will coordinate and lead school
improvement efforts at the school, employing the necessary evidenceand research-based strategies (e.g. the Community Schools’ six-part
strategic approach7 shown below) and utilizing additional resources to
assist the school in meeting the exit criteria.
1. Curricula that are engaging, culturally relevant, and
challenging;
2. Emphasis on high-quality teaching, not on high-stakes testing;
3. Wrap-around supports such as health care, eye care, and social
and emotional services that support academics;
4. Positive discipline practices, such as restorative justice and
social and emotional learning supports;
5. Authentic parent and community engagement; and
6. Inclusive school leadership.
The Complex Area Superintendent and complex area team will lead a
follow-up comprehensive needs assessment to determine specific
improvement targets and root causes and contributing factors that are
preventing the school from meeting its exit criteria. The Complex Area
Superintendent will also assume responsibility to update and manage the
school’s academic and financial plan and handle personnel matters,
allowing school administrators to dedicate more time to supporting
teachers in the classroom and addressing student needs.
The Deputy Superintendent will provide oversight of the school
improvement process and will monitor the progress of the schools
receiving rigorous interventions through school visitations and regular
status meetings. The Equity Support Team will provide more intensive
supports by addressing any systemic issues that are inhibiting school
7

“Community Schools: Transforming Struggling Schools into Thriving Schools”, February 2016.
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improvement and the School Transformation Branch will provide
assistance and technical support to both the complex area team and the
school in the area of school improvement strategies, professional
development, and needed resources.
By applying more rigorous interventions, the Complex Area
Superintendent and the Deputy Superintendent will take a more active
role in the school improvement efforts at the school level. The theory of
action underlying this effort is that additional state level support for
school improvement will supplement the complex-based support
structure for those schools with more intensive, ongoing needs that are
not addressed by the additional resources, oversight, and complex
support for the initial three-year period of support and improvement.
This concerted effort at the school, complex, and state levels will better
facilitate the improvement of schools continuing to perform at the levels
which identified them for comprehensive support and improvement.
Rigorous interventions will apply to schools that do not meet the exit
criteria by the end of the fourth year of comprehensive support and
improvement. Should a school identified for comprehensive support and
improvement meet the exit criteria but is re-identified for comprehensive
support and improvement (e.g. the school has made improvements, but
continues to be a school with the most struggling students), the threeyear support and improvement period will restart and rigorous
interventions will not be required.
d. Resource Allocation Review. Describe how the State will periodically
review resource allocation to support school improvement in each LEA
in the State serving a significant number or percentage of schools
identified for comprehensive or targeted support and improvement.
The School Transformation Branch will review each identified school’s
Comprehensive Support and Improvement Plan and the Complex Area
Superintendent or the Commission’s Federal Programs team will review
each identified school’s Targeted Support and Improvement Plan for
strategies and targets addressing resource inequities at the school-level
during the year of implementation and annually thereafter. In addition,
The School Transformation Branch will consider the Complex Academic
Officers, the Commission’s Federal Programs team, the Complex Area
Resource Teachers, and Title I Linkers as well as other state, complex
area, or Public Charter School Commission personnel such as school
renewal specials, educational specialists, and other resource teachers and
their roles in developing and implementing the school’s improvement
plan before arranging for the provision of services through other entities
such as educational service agencies or nonprofit or for-profit external
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providers with expertise in evidence-based interventions. HIDOE can
leverage local and state resources, such as other personnel within the
HIDOE Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support and the
Data Governance and Analysis Branch to support our schools identified
for comprehensive or targeted support and improvement.
e. Technical Assistance. Describe the technical assistance the State will
provide to each LEA in the State serving a significant number or
percentage of schools identified for comprehensive or targeted support
and improvement.
As a unitary SEA and LEA, HIDOE is an LEA serving all schools
identified for comprehensive and targeted support and improvement
across the state. Under the guidance of the Deputy Superintendent,
HIDOE will tightly focus school improvement support for its schools
with the most struggling students across all complex areas, including the
Public Charter School Commission and the public charter schools. The
School Transformation Branch will provide technical assistance to each
complex area serving a significant number of schools identified for
comprehensive or targeted support and improvement. The School
Transformation Branch will also provide additional personalized
supports for the schools identified for comprehensive support and
improvement at the school level when supports are requested by the
CAS.
HIDOE will provide each complex area and the Public Charter School
Commission with schools identified for comprehensive support and
improvement with a Complex Academic Officer (Educational Officer)
and a Comprehensive Support and Improvement Resource Teacher or the
monetary equivalent to support school improvement processes. These
educational officers and resource teachers will focus on supporting the
needs of the identified schools, which includes facilitating the school
improvement processes and monitoring the implementation of evidenceand research-based school improvement activities through the Academic
Reflection Team, or similar process, to monitor progress. The Academic
Reflection Team is a team of school leaders that monitors the progress of
the school improvement efforts implemented. The Academic Reflection
Teams are supported by complex area staff dedicated to providing them
with guidance and technical assistance. The Complex Academic Officer
will also ensure the school improvement process includes input from the
various stakeholders.
In addition to providing additional personnel to support schools, the
School Transformation Branch will also develop complex-level talent to
be equally successfully at addressing all areas of need for their schools
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and orchestrate the change process themselves. These complex area
personnel will help to determine which evidence- and research-based
school improvement strategies would be the most appropriate for their
schools.
The School Transformation Branch will convene the Complex Academic
Officers, the Comprehensive Support and Improvement Resource
Teachers, and the Academic Reflection Team Leads in coordination with
the Professional Development and Educational Research Institute of the
Office of Human Resources, the Data Governance and Analysis Branch,
and the Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support to develop
complex-level and Public Charter School Commission talent to better
support the areas of need at the school level, specifically school-level
leadership, Academic Reflection Teams, effective monitoring and
decision-making systems, and strong instruction. By building capacity at
the complex and commission level, HIDOE will clearly set and manage
the expectations for school improvement as a tri-level system of support.
This is likely to result in improved student learning in all schools,
especially those schools which are not identified for comprehensive or
targeted support and improvement but are low-performing or struggle
with large academic achievement gaps among student subgroups.
The work of the School Transformation Branch at the complex level will
complement the state-level professional learning communities dedicated
to school improvement, especially in assisting schools in implementing
HIDOE-approved evidence-based interventions, which include induction
and mentoring for probationary teachers and new school administrators;
mentoring for less-than-satisfactory teachers; coaching for all teachers
and school administrators; and strengthening core instruction.
f.

Additional Optional Action. If applicable, describe the action the State
will take to initiate additional improvement in any LEA with a
significant number or percentage of schools that are consistently
identified by the State for comprehensive support and improvement and
are not meeting exit criteria established by the State or in any LEA with
a significant number or percentage of schools implementing targeted
support and improvement plans.
N/A

5. Disproportionate Rates of Access to Educators (ESEA section 1111(g)(1)(B)): Describe
how low-income and minority children enrolled in schools assisted under Title I, Part A are
not served at disproportionate rates by ineffective, out-of-field, or inexperienced teachers,
and the measures the SEA will use to evaluate and publicly report the progress of the SEA
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with respect to such description.8
Hawaii submitted to the Department its Equitable Access to Excellent Educators plan in
November 2015. This plan describes the disproportionality of teacher distribution across
the state, identifies potential causes of this disproportionality, and defines the strategies
HIDOE plans to utilize to eliminate this disproportionality. Table A.13 includes the
definition of “ineffective”, “out-of-field”, and “inexperienced” teachers as well as the
definition of “low-income” and “minority” students as defined in Hawaii’s Equitable
Access to Excellent Educators plan.
Table A.13. Hawaii’s definition of key terms
Key Term
Ineffective teacher
Out-of-field teacher

Inexperienced teacher
Low-income student
Minority student

Statewide Definition (or Statewide Guidelines)
A teacher who has a rating of less than “Effective” on their
teacher evaluation.
A teacher who is not licensed by the Hawaii Teachers
Standards Board or does not have an HIDOE Qualification for
subject(s) and grade level to which he/she is assigned.
A teacher who has not yet completed one full year of full-time
teaching.
A student who qualifies for free or reduced-price lunch.
All students who are Native Hawaiian and/or Pacific Islanders.
Pacific Islander includes the following ethnic subgroups: Samoan, Guamanian/Chamorro, Micronesian, Tongan,
Other Pacific Islander, and two or more Pacific Island
ethnicities.

Hawaii will compare the rates in which low-income and minority students enrolled in
schools assisted under Title I, Part A were served by ineffective, out-of-field, or
inexperienced teachers with the rates in which non-low-income and non-minority students
enrolled in schools not assisted under Title I, Part A were served by such teachers. Hawaii
will look at the difference in rates to determine disproportionality. Table A.14 describes
how Hawaii determines if low-income and minority students are served at disproportionate
rates by ineffective, out-of-field, or inexperienced teachers.

Table A.14. Disproportionate rates of ineffective, out-of-field, and inexperienced teachers*

School Type
Low-Income
Students:

Ineffective
Teacher
%
Box C:

Differences
between rates

Out-of
Field
Teacher
%

Differences
between rates

Inexperienced
Teacher %

Differences
between rates

(Box C) – (Box D)=

Box I:

(Box I) – (Box J)=

Box O:

(Box O) – (Box P)=

8

Consistent with ESEA section 1111(g)(1)(B), this description should not be construed as requiring a State to develop or
implement a teacher, principal or other school leader evaluation system.
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0.15%

Title I Schools
Non-Low-Income
Students:
Non-Title I Schools

0.04%

Box D:

Box E:

Minority Students:
Non-Title I Schools

Box F:

0.15%
0.11%

-1.10%

Box J:

0.11%

Minority Students:
Title I Schools

1.34%

3.52%

Box K:
(Box E) – (Box F)=

0.04%

Box L:

1.70%

-1.09%

Box P:

2.44%
2.18%

2.43%

Box Q:
(Box K) – (Box L)=

0.48%

2.79%
Box R:

(Box Q) – (Box R)=

0.94%

1.85%

* Based on School Year 2014-15 data

Based on the preliminary data, low-income students enrolled in schools assisted under Title
I, Part A have lower rates of out-of-field and inexperienced teachers than non-low-income
students in schools not assisted under Title I, Part A. However, minority students in
schools assisted under Title I, Part A have higher rates of out-of-field and inexperienced
teachers than schools not assisted under Title I, Part A. Hawaii will review the data to
determine what supports need to be provided to schools and complex areas to decrease the
disproportionality in teacher distribution between schools assisted under Title I, Part A and
schools not assisted under Title I, Part A.
Based on the preliminary data, the distribution of ineffective teachers is not disproportional.
To ensure all students are taught by effective teachers, HIDOE continues to refine its
teacher performance evaluation system. HIDOE’s Educator Effectiveness System results in
an annual overall teacher evaluation rating based on a four-point rating scale:
Unsatisfactory, Marginal, Effective, and Highly Effective. Teachers who earn an
“unsatisfactory” or “marginal” rating are considered "ineffective." Understanding the
detrimental effect that ineffective teaching has on student learning, teachers with an
“unsatisfactory” rating are terminated from employment while teachers rated as “marginal”
are provided principal-directed professional development supports to improve. Through
recently-negotiated contract language with the Hawaii State Teachers Association, a
teacher who receives consecutive “marginal” ratings is deemed unsatisfactory and will be
terminated from employment. Thus, the Educator Effectiveness System limits the total
number of ineffective teachers in Hawaii (less than 1 percent of HIDOE teachers) and
requires that supports be provided to help ineffective teachers become effective. HIDOE’s
Office of Human Resources and the HIDOE-Hawaii State Teachers Association Joint
Committee on the Educator Effectiveness System will continue to analyze the data from the
teacher performance evaluation and recommend improvements with the goal of having the
evaluation facilitate better teaching and learning.
Hawaii is committed to supporting positive outcomes for all our students. We are also
committed to transparency in reporting. Beginning Fall 2018, Hawaii will make reports on
the distribution of teachers statewide as well as the distribution of teachers in schools
assisted under Title I, Part A publicly available on the HIDOE teacher quality website
(hqt.k12.hi.us). HIDOE is committed to equity of excellent educators and will report and
track the progress HIDOE is making in ensuring all students have effective, qualified, and
experienced teachers and decreasing the disproportionality in the distribution of ineffective,
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out-of-field, and inexperienced teachers to schools with higher enrollment of high-needs
students, students who are economically disadvantaged, or Native Hawaiian or Pacific
Islander students as well as to classes with a higher enrollment of minority and low-income
students within the schools assisted under Title I, Part A.
6. School Conditions (ESEA section 1111(g)(1)(C)): Describe how the SEA agency will
support LEAs receiving assistance under Title I, Part A to improve school conditions for
student learning, including through reducing: (i) incidences of bullying and harassment; (ii)
the overuse of discipline practices that remove students from the classroom; and (iii) the
use of aversive behavioral interventions that compromise student health and safety.
Ensuring all students are safe, healthy, and supported in school so that they can engage
fully in high-quality educational opportunities is a priority for Hawaii [HIDOE/BOE
Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Objective 2]. Creating and sustaining safe, caring, and nurturing
learning and teaching environments are foundational to achieving success for all students.
HIDOE supports a broad comprehensive transactional approach in addressing the whole
child through early intervention and prevention.
Addressing our students’ physical, mental, and behavioral health through school programs
and partnerships with families, community organizations, and government agencies support
students’ well-being. HIDOE utilizes a Comprehensive Student Support System to identify
student needs and the supports necessary to address these needs. To complement the
Comprehensive Student Support System, HIDOE will expand the use of programs such as
the early warning system and Response to Intervention to ensure schools have the means to
better identify and address their students’ needs.
HIDOE provides counseling services, school-based behavioral health services, positive
behavioral support programs, and peer mediation programs to address incidences in
bullying and harassment as well as other student misconduct to reduce the need to remove
students from the classroom and maintain student health and safety. HIDOE has also made
a commitment to reduce bullying and cyberbullying through statewide anti-bullying efforts.
Moving forward, HIDOE will expand our efforts to reduce incidents of bullying,
harassment, and other student misconduct such as fighting and disorderly conduct and will
increase behavioral supports for students who need behavioral interventions to improve
school conditions for student learning for all students through school climate and
socioemotional learning initiatives.
7. School Transitions (ESEA section 1111(g)(1)(D)): Describe how the State will support
LEAs receiving assistance under Title I, Part A in meeting the needs of students at all levels
of schooling (particularly students in the middle grades and high school), including how the
State will work with such LEAs to provide effective transitions of students to middle
grades and high school to decrease the risk of students dropping out.
HIDOE has placed a high priority on supporting students through important transitions
throughout the pre-K to grade 12 educational continuum. Research has determined that
successfully supporting students through each transitional milestone contributes to
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achieving their post-secondary and career goals. This implication directly impacts the work
conducted at all levels within the HIDOE school system.
To guide the work, HIDOE has identified major transition outcomes within its strategic
plan to outline and support the efforts made by each complex area and school in the state.
The identified transitions outlined in the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan are to:
●

Identify and address student strengths and challenges early so that students may
transition into early elementary grades ready to learn and with a cognitive
foundation for reading that prepares them for the future;

●

Support students’ transition in adolescence (grades 5-10) through school practices,
counseling, and research-based experiences that advance their total well-being;

●

Create innovative learning options to earn a high school diploma;

●

Support students who are transitioning between grade levels or transferring to a
new school; and

●

Ensure that every high school graduate or completer has [a personal transition plan
with] an identified next step after high school aligned with their future aspirations.
[Goal 4]

Hawaii has made progress in promoting early learning to ensure students develop a
readiness to learn at an early age. In SY 2014-15, Hawaii passed legislation to mandate
kindergarten for children who will be at least 5 years of age on or before July 31 of the
school year (Hawaii Revised Statutes 302A-411). The Blueprint for Public Education calls
for the expansion and implementation of high quality early learning in SY 2017-18 and the
addition of more public preschools (p. 18). Currently, 19 HIDOE schools offer prekindergarten programs on six islands. HIDOE also partners with community organizations,
such as Head Start and Hawaii P-3, to promote early education statewide. HIDOE will
continue working with the Governor’s Executive Office of Early Learning to promote
preschool education and to partner with other early childhood programs across the state.
Funded by the US Department of Education Preschool Development grant, six public
charter schools currently have pre-kindergarten programs on three islands. Beginning in
SY 2017-18, there will be pre-kindergarten programs in 18 public charter schools
potentially serving 360 students. The public charter schools work with the Executive
Office of Early Learning to provide early learning professional development and are
developing shared outcomes for the Early Childhood Data Governance Council.
By utilizing braided funding to maximize federal, state, and other funding sources, Hawaii
will strengthen and support a continuum of grade-level transition strategies. These integral
strategies are evidence-based and align with best practices to assist students as they
progress in through transitions among school levels allowing for innovative evidence-based
strategies at the school level.
Hawaii recognizes that our schools and complexes across the state have diverse needs.
HIDOE’s complex area and school complex structure, which are geographically determined
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and community-based, allow for articulation and collaboration between the feeder
elementary schools and the secondary schools to facilitate a smooth transition within and
between schools. Using data to identify specific needs, Complex Area Superintendents and
school principals research and identify transition focus areas and the strategies relevant to
the student population of their schools in order to appropriately support student success.
Some school complexes have implemented programs such as AVID and the International
Baccalaureate programs to provide consistency in instructional strategies from elementary
school through high school to facilitate a smoother transition from school to school within
the complex. Middle schools have implemented teaming and advisory to provide students
with a smaller learning community to ease the transition from elementary to middle school
and to foster better student-teacher relationships so that students know they have an adult
on campus that they can seek help and support from when needed. High schools have also
implemented smaller learning communities to foster better student-teacher relationships
and to ease the transition from middle to high school as well as from grade to grade within
high school. Schools with a large population of students in a military family have
established transition centers for all students entering the school to provide new students
with a buddy to help them navigate through and transition to the school. The Office of
Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support will support complex areas and schools by
providing supports in understanding the data and identifying the strategies that would best
address the specific needs of the schools.
To monitor the progress of our students, HIDOE schools have implemented the Response
to Intervention (RTI) model, a comprehensive student support system, and the Early
Warning System, which identifies students who are at risk of not being successful in school
due to grades, attendance, or behavior. The Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student
Support will continue to provide training on the comprehensive student support system and
the Early Warning System so schools have the means to identify the needs of their students
and provide the supports necessary to ensure their students are successful throughout their
education. Currently, of particular focus is supporting students in grade 9 to ensure they
are on-track to graduate from high school on time. HIDOE Leadership and high schools
have been reviewing the data, discussing the challenges, and researching evidence-based
strategies to support 9th grade students.
To provide alternative education settings for secondary students who continue to struggle in
the traditional schools, Hawaii is exploring alternative high school programs. HIDOE
currently provides alternative education programs through its Storefront/High Core
program, Olomana School, and two Community Schools for Adults. The Storefront
program and Olomana School are alternative education settings aimed at reforming at-risk
students. Storefront students graduate with a high school diploma from their home school;
Olomana’s students earn a high school diploma from Olomana. The Community Schools
for Adults, which receive federal funding through the Workforce Innovation and
Opportunity Act of 2014, provide a competency-based program and a high school
equivalency preparation program and issue a community school diploma upon the
successful completion of these programs. HIDOE will expand our alternative education
opportunities by creating innovative learning options for students to earn a high school
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diploma within our K-12 structure.
To promote a successful transition from high school to college or the workforce, HIDOE
will provide schools with the means to promote college- and career-readiness. HIDOE will
offer schools the supports they need to expand their Advanced Placement and dual credit
offerings. HIDOE has partnered with the University of Hawaii Community Colleges to
offer high school students with the opportunity to earn college credits through the Early
College program. HIDOE will also support the high schools’ career academies and
pathways. Our Career Technical Education Program has established partnerships with
numerous business and industry organizations to provide the educational experiences
needed for students to develop the skills needed to be successful in the workplace and to
allow for a successful transition from high school to the workforce.
HIDOE will continue our efforts to ensure an effective transition within Hawaii’s public
education system for all students by continuing to analyze student data and research
potential strategies and interventions that will best support student success.
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B. Title I, Part C: Education of Migratory Children
1. Supporting Needs of Migratory Children (ESEA section 1304(b)(1)): Describe how, in
planning, implementing, and evaluating programs and projects assisted under Title I, Part
C, the State and its local operating agencies will ensure that the unique educational needs of
migratory children, including preschool migratory children and migratory children who
have dropped out of school, are identified and addressed through:
i.
The full range of services that are available for migratory children from
appropriate local, State, and Federal educational programs;
ii.
Joint planning among local, State, and Federal educational programs serving
migratory children, including language instruction educational programs
under Title III, Part A;
iii.
The integration of services available under Title I, Part C with services
provided by those other programs; and
iv.
Measurable program objectives and outcomes.
Intentional planning to support students’ transitions can make the critical difference for
student success. A little more than 2,000 students in Hawaii (1%) are considered
“migratory” because they change schools across Hawaii school complex boundaries or
move from another state because of their parent/guardian’s employment as a migratory
agricultural worker or fishers. The Hawaii Migrant Education Program helps migratory
students overcome challenges of mobility, frequent absences, late enrollment into school,
social isolation, and other difficulties associated with a migratory life to transition
successfully throughout their educational experiences [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 1,
Objective 4]. The Hawaii Migrant Education Program prioritizes services to migratory
students who are failing or at risk of failing to meet HIDOE’s content and performance
standards and whose education has been interrupted during the regular school year. The
Hawaii Migrant Education Program is unique in that migratory students qualify for services
by crossing school complex lines in addition to qualifying by moving to or from other
states. Thus, most migratory movement occurs within the state rather than from outside the
state.
In April 2013, a comprehensive needs assessment was conducted to review and improve
the Hawaii Migrant Education Program. The Hawaii Migrant Education Comprehensive
Needs Assessment revealed five evidence-based conclusions:
●

There is a need to focus migrant services and resources in the areas of reading and
math. This conclusion is evidenced by assessment results showing that migrant
student proficiency in reading and math is substantially below that of all students in
Hawaii.

●

There is a need to focus services on helping migrant students attain the credits
necessary to graduate from high school with their peers.

●

There is a need to focus migrant services and resources on support for education
access. Staff and parents note that due to poor economic conditions, frequent
mobility, and cultural differences, students may not have the needed resources for
school success.
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●

To a lesser extent than in reading, math, and graduation, school readiness needs
exist for young migrant children in Hawaii.

●

Beyond identified needs in reading, math, graduation, and school readiness, there is
a need for migrant coordination and support in areas identified by migrant
educators; migrant recruiters; and teachers, tutors, and administrators who work
with migrant students who were surveyed. These include parent involvement
strategies, information and instructional/content strategies for general classroom
teachers working with migrant students; transportation to and from school when
services are offered beyond the school day; health and wellness; and continuation
of active recruitment.

These conclusions are addressed in the Hawaii Migrant Education Service Delivery Plan.
Based on the Comprehensive Needs Assessment and the Service Delivery Plan, Hawaii’s
Migrant Education Program will focus on the following four areas of needs for migratory
students: Reading/English Language Arts (ELA); Mathematics; School Readiness
(Preschool); and Graduation from High School. Both the Comprehensive Needs
Assessment and the Service Delivery Plan meet the guidelines set forth in Section 1306 [20
U.S.C. 6396] of the ESSA law. Table B.1 outlines the strategies HIDOE will deploy to
address the four areas of need for migratory students.
Table B.1. Strategies to address the four areas of need for migratory students
Area of Need
1. ELA/literacy
State data for SY 2015-16
shows that the proficiency
rate in language arts of our
Migrant Education students
was substantially lower
than the “All Students”
group –27% compared to
the state proficiency rate of
51%.

Strategies
1.

2.

3.

Provide supplemental English language arts/literacy support based
on identified migratory student needs either during the school day
or outside of the regular school day/year at least once per month.
a. Elementary schools may use Migrant Education funds to
provide tutorial help for the migratory student in language
arts in either a pull-out program or in-class model of
support.
b. Secondary schools may use Migrant Education funds to
provide tutorial help in language arts classes that the
migratory student is struggling in.
Coordinate with Title I and other programs to monitor student
progress, ensuring that intervention services are in place and
differentiated instruction in reading is being delivered.
a. Schools may utilize schoolwide programs such as the
Response to Intervention program to identify and address
migratory student needs and to monitor student progress.
School-level Response to Intervention teams meet regularly
to discuss the progress of students and a universal screener
is administered regularly to monitor student progress in
response to strategic interventions.
b. Title III funds may be used to support the English language
acquisition of migratory English learners.
Coordinate with schools on initiatives for parent involvement and
networking through workshops, meetings, parent advisory
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Area of Need

Strategies

4.

2. Mathematics
State data for SY 2015-16
shows that the proficiency
rate for mathematics of our
Migrant Education students
was substantially lower
than the “All Students”
group – 19% compared to
the state proficiency rate of
42%.

3. School Readiness

1.

Provide supplemental mathematics support based on identified
migratory student needs either during the school day or outside of
the regular school day/year at least once per month.
a. Elementary schools may use Migrant Education funds to
provide tutorial help for the migratory student in
mathematics in either a pull-out program or in-class model
of support.
b. Secondary schools may use Migrant Education funds to
provide tutorial help in mathematics classes that the
migratory student is struggling in.
2. Coordinate with Title I and other programs to monitor student
progress, ensuring that intervention services are in place and
differentiated instruction in mathematic content is being delivered.
a. Schools may utilize schoolwide programs such as the
Response to Intervention program to identify and address
migratory student needs and to monitor student progress.
School-level Response to Intervention teams meet regularly
to discuss the progress of students and a universal screener
is administered regularly to monitor student progress in
response to strategic interventions.
3. Coordinate with schools on initiatives for parent involvement and
networking through workshops, meetings, parent advisory
councils, and other opportunities for parents to provide input on
mathematics programs.

1.

2.

4. Graduation from High
School

councils, and other opportunities for parents to provide input on
reading programs.
Participate in interstate and intrastate coordination to ensure
migratory students are receiving appropriate reading interventions.

1.

2.

3.

Provide information about existing preschool programs to families
with migratory children ages 3-5 and coordinate with existing
programs to facilitate enrollment.
Coordinate with existing preschool initiatives for parent
involvement and networking through workshops, meetings, parent
advisory councils, and other opportunities for parents to provide
input on age-appropriate school readiness programs.
Provide support for supplemental credit accrual or recovery to
migratory students with credit accrual needs during the regular
year or summer/intersession.
Assist secondary migratory students to develop educational
personal transition plans (PTP) or graduation/career plans that are
appropriate to their needs and goals at least annually.
Provide tutorial support in core content areas using evidence-based
practices to help migratory students pass required classes and gain
credits toward graduation.
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The Migrant Education funds are designed to enable complex areas and schools the ability
to provide migratory students the opportunities to acquire the knowledge and skills
included in the challenging state content and performance standards developed for all
children to ensure these students are able to demonstrate that they are on a path towards
success in college, career, and citizenship. The Migrant Education Program is responsible
for helping migratory students meet achievement targets in ELA and mathematics on the
annual statewide assessments, which is a critical part of the school accountability system,
measuring the assurance that migratory students graduate from high school. Assessment
scores provide data to help schools and complex areas monitor student progress and to
identify the resources and support schools and complex areas need to support students who
are struggling. Once the needs of migratory students are identified, students benefit from a
comprehensive continuum of services through regular school programs as well as through
extended learning opportunities. With additional funds to address the unique learner needs
of the migratory population, schools and complex areas can customize services to meet
program objectives. Performance goals and expectations in language arts and mathematics
are targeted for improvement.
To ensure Hawaii progresses towards meeting its performance goals and expectations, the
Migrant Education Program staff collaborates with various educational programs to meet
the unique educational needs of migratory children. The Migrant Education Program staff
collaborates with the State of Hawaii Executive Office of Early Learning for preschool
opportunities; the Special Education Section to address the needs of migratory children
who are also eligible for special education services; the Extended Learning and Student
Support Section for educational supports at all grade levels; the Comprehensive Student
Support Services Section for both educational and behavioral supports; and the English
Language Learner program to address the needs of migratory children who also qualify for
Title III services.
HIDOE will differentiate instruction to meet the educational needs of our migratory
students. Funded migrant schools at the elementary level use a state-supported curriculum
that has differentiated instruction built into each lesson. Differentiated instruction is also
addressed by schools with a high English learner population through their English
Language Learner Program staff and the Guided Language Acquisition Design (GLAD)
training, which some of our Migrant Education Program tutors received at their school.
Other academic supports for our migratory students include online reading and math
programs, such as iReady, Imagine Learning, and Kid Biz, utilized by our schools.
Secondary credit recovery programs are available for high school students who lack credits
to graduate on time. By differentiating instruction and providing our migratory students
with various learning activities, HIDOE aims to increase student engagement and
empowerment [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Objective 1].
To address concerns regarding school readiness, HIDOE and the Executive Office of Early
Learning will be looking to expand preschool opportunities for all students. With a limited
number of preschools in our rural communities, migrant students do not always have the
opportunity to get a head start on their formal education. Programs such as the HIDOE
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preschool program, the IDEA program, and Head Start offer preschool opportunities for the
migrant education students in their communities. Some schools receiving migrant
education funds have also partnered with private schools through their complex support in a
home-based and school-based family literacy program which has a migrant criterion in
their recruitment process. These family literacy programs offer migratory students the
opportunity to better prepare themselves for success in school. Hawaii provides a variety
of early learning opportunities to ensure our migratory students are able to transition into
early elementary grades ready to learn and with a cognitive foundation for reading that
prepares them for the future [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Objective 4].
Hawaii also provides learning opportunities for migratory children who have dropped out
of school. HIDOE’s student information system identifies the migratory children who have
dropped out and provides the reason for them exiting the school system. This allows the
Migrant Education Program to track these students to discuss alternative educational
opportunities, HIDOE has two Community Schools for Adults with campuses and sites on
four islands offering programs for basic education, secondary education, and English
language instruction education for English learners. Through the Community Schools for
Adults, migratory children who have dropped out of school will be able to earn an HIDOE
Hawaii Adult Community School Diploma through a competency-based program or a high
school equivalency test such as the GED. Classes are offered during the day and in the
evening and offered in multiple communities to accommodate students with various
schedules and transportation concerns. The Community Schools for Adults assess students
when they enter their program to determine their educational functioning level to ensure
appropriate placement in their programs and assess them upon exiting their program to
measure growth. The Community Schools for Adults also requires students to complete a
personal transition plan to assist students with their postsecondary options. The preassessment and personal transition plan identify the educational needs of the students. The
Migrant Education Program will work with the Community Schools for Adults to better
support migratory children who have dropped out to ensure their educational needs are met.
To ensure we are appropriately addressing the needs of our migratory students, Hawaii has
established measurable program objectives. Hawaii’s measurable program objectives were
developed through the Comprehensive Needs Assessment and Service Delivery Plan
process. These measurable program objectives are evaluated annually by META
Associates, an educational consulting and program evaluation firm, and the outcomes
results are used for program improvement. HIDOE’s measurable program objectives focus
on the four areas which schools can use their subgrant funds to address: (1) English
Language Arts/Literacy, (2) Mathematics, (3) School Readiness, and (4) Graduation from
High School. The measurable program objectives for each focus area are listed in Table
B.2.
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Table B.2. Measurable Program Objectives
Areas of Need

Measurable Program Objectives

1a

ELA/literacy

The ELA proficiency rate of migratory students enrolled in the Migrant
Education Program for a minimum of two quarters will increase by at least
2% on a state-approved ELA assessment (SBA).

1b

ELA/literacy

An increasing percentage of EL migratory students will score proficient on a
state-approved language acquisition assessment (ACCESS 2.0).

1c

ELA/literacy

76% of migratory parents surveyed will report that parent learning activities
helped them support their children’s reading proficiency.

2a

Mathematics

The math proficiency rate of migratory students enrolled in the Migrant
Education Program for a minimum of two quarters will increase by at least
2% on a state-approved math assessment (SBA).

2b

Mathematics

73% of migratory parents/families surveyed will report an improved ability
to assist their children in math.

3a

School Readiness

95% of Pre-K-aged migratory children who are assessed will show an
increase in developmental/readiness on at least one subtest of a state
approved assessment.

3b

School Readiness

There will be a 2% increase in migratory family involvement as measured by
a family involvement survey.

4a

Graduation from
High School

There will be a decrease of .01% in the statewide dropout rate for migratory
students participating in the Migrant Education Program for at least 2
quarters.

4b

Graduation from
High School

50% of migratory parents/families surveyed will report parent satisfaction
with educational services to help their children graduate

4c

Graduation from
High School

80% of high school migrant education staff surveyed will report that they
received relevant resources to help them support migratory students in
graduating.

Obtaining data on migratory children who have dropped out of school has continued to be a
challenge for Hawaii. The Migrant Education Program will collaborate with the
Community Schools for Adults to establish appropriate measurable program objectives in
enrollment, growth as measured by educational functioning levels, and graduation rate for
migratory children who have dropped out.
In addition to educational supports and services, migratory students also receive assistance
with the non-academic requirements of school in HIDOE’s attempt to remove the barriers
to education. Migratory students receive free school meals and transportation and may be
provided with school uniforms and school supplies throughout the school year to ensure
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students’ well-being is addressed. This will foster a sense of belonging and resiliency.
To further promote a sense of belonging, parent and community involvement are highly
encouraged. At the state level, the State Migrant Education Parent Council meets on an
annual basis to provide input into the status and direction of HIDOE’s service delivery
plan. At the school level, the School Community Council meets monthly and provides an
opportunity to discuss progress on any applicable migrant education program. Included in
the School Community Council membership are parent representatives, community
members, and business representatives. In addition to the monthly School Community
Council meetings, school-level migrant programs conduct annual parent nights along with
other parent engagement activities. Throughout the school year, migrant programs, along
with other federal- and state-funded programs, such as Title I, Part A; Title III; Title IV;
and Parent Community Networking Center (PCNC), hold joint information sessions for all
parents in the school community.
2. Promote Coordination of Services (ESEA section 1304(b)(3)): Describe how the State will
use Title I, Part C funds received under this part to promote interstate and intrastate
coordination of services for migratory children, including how the State will provide for
educational continuity through the timely transfer of pertinent school records, including
information on health, when children move from one school to another, whether or not such
move occurs during the regular school year.
Interstate and intrastate collaboration is a Migrant Education Program requirement focused
on data collection and the timely transfer and maintenance of migratory student records.
This is accomplished through activities such as identifying and recruiting migratory
students throughout the year, coordinating secondary credit recovery with counselors and
educators in schools where Migrant Education Program students are enrolled, participating
in Migrant Education Program consortium arrangements, and transferring educational data.
These activities are coordinated by HIDOE with school Migrant Education Programs
playing a key role in the collection, transfer, and maintenance of data. Interstate and
intrastate collaboration activities in which Hawaii Migrant Education Program staff
participates include the following:
●

Counseling students and parents on the importance of education and completing
course credits toward graduation;

●

Providing advanced notification to other states of migratory students and families
who are moving to ensure that education and support services are in place when
they arrive;

●

Participating in the Migrant Education Program consortium focused on reading:
Migrant Literacy CORE;

●

Participating in the National Association of State Directors of Migrant Education
(NASDME) and the Interstate Migrant Education Council (IMEC);

●

Participating in the Migrant Student Information Exchange (MSIX) data
transfer/training; and
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●

Participating in community council meetings and local and state government
activities.

Hawaii participates in the Migrant Literacy CORE consortium along with twelve other
states. The goal of the Migrant Literacy CORE is to help migratory students improve their
reading proficiency to become successful students and lifelong learners. This consortium
addresses the reading needs of migratory students through online student tutorials aligned
with the Migrant Literacy NET reading lessons, screening assessments, and an online
electronic student portfolio to document student learning and progress.
Hawaii also currently participates in the Interstate Migrant Education Council and the
National Association of State Directors of Migrant Education, bringing a focus to the
state’s involvement on the national level.
Information on family eligibility is updated daily in MIS2000, which is the HIDOE
Migrant Education Database. Every night, MIS2000 uploads the migrant data into the
HIDOE Statewide Student Enrollment System that helps with intrastate transfer of records.
This information is also shared with other HIDOE data systems, such as Infinite Campus,
which is HIDOE’s student information system, and the Longitudinal Data System, which
houses data on student demographics, assessment, health, and course history. MIS2000
also transfers migratory student records to Migrant Student Information Exchange (MSIX),
the national migrant database. This information-sharing provides schools with timely and
user-friendly data to best support our migratory students.
3. Use of Funds (ESEA section 1304(b)(4)): Describe the State’s priorities for the use of Title
I, Part C funds, and how such priorities relate to the State’s assessment of needs for
services in the State.
While there is considerable flexibility in using Migrant Education Program funds, these
funds must be used to address the unmet needs of migratory children that result from these
children’s lifestyle to permit them to participate effectively in school. Priority for service is
given to the eligible migratory school-aged children whose education has been disrupted
during the regular school year and who are failing or at-risk of failing to meet state
academic and performance standards. Priority 1 students are those students who fall into
this category, who became eligible for the program within the last 12 months, and whose
achievement level is below or approaching in ELA and/or mathematics. Priority 2 students
are those students who fall into this category, who became eligible for the program within
the last 2-3 years, and whose achievement level is below or approaching in ELA and/or
mathematics. All other migratory students are serviced based upon their academic needs.
Priority for service is an ongoing determination throughout the school year as students are
assessed quarterly on a universal assessment to determine their needs in the areas of ELA
and/or mathematics. Schools input student data in the areas of Disruption of Education,
ELA Assessment, and Math Assessment for eligible migratory students into an At-Risk
Worksheet. Schools are able to use this worksheet throughout the school year to determine
a student’s priority for service status. The At-Risk Worksheet data is also used to
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determine funding for the school for the following school year. Priority 1 and Priority 2
students are given a higher weighted value in the funding formula to ensure appropriate
services are provided.
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C. Title I, Part D: Prevention and Intervention Programs for Children and
Youth who are Neglected, Delinquent, or At-Risk
1. Transitions Between Correctional Facilities and Local Programs (ESEA section
1414(a)(1)(B)): Provide a plan for assisting in the transition of children and youth between
correctional facilities and locally operated programs.
Hawaii strives to ensure all students demonstrate they are on a path toward success in
college, career, and citizenship regardless of where they receive their public education in
the state [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 1]. This includes incarcerated youth who are
served by Title I, Part D programs in the Hawaii State Department of Public Safety (DPS)
and the Hawaii State Department of Human Services’ (DHS) Hawaii Youth Correctional
Facility (HYCF). Last year, approximately 250 youth at these facilities, or 0.1 percent of
Hawaii public school students, were served by Title I, Part D programs. The primary goal
of these programs is ensuring incarcerated students are exposed to the same rigorous
standards as other HIDOE students and providing them the opportunity to earn a high
school diploma, set life goals, and transition to postsecondary or career options that meet
each student’s goal.
HIDOE’s responsibility is to provide Title I, Part D funds for the programs supporting
incarcerated youth in the DPS correctional facilities (Oahu Community Correctional
Center, Halawa Correctional Facility, Hawaii Community Correctional Center, Maui
Community Correctional Center, Kauai Community Correctional Center) and DHS’s
Hawaii Youth Correctional Facility. HIDOE administers services at the Olomana Youth
Center and the juvenile detention facility and has Memoranda of Agreement with DPS and
DHS to oversee the programs and services offered to educate students while they are
incarcerated at State of Hawaii facilities. HIDOE provides technical assistance and
monitors DPS and DHS to ensure that statutory and regulatory requirements are being met.
HIDOE, DPS, and DHS each designate staff to coordinate the successful transition of
children and youth between incarceration and schooling or careers. Incarcerated students
have access to teachers, counselors, social workers, medical staff, and mental health
workers to ensure they are provided with the appropriate educational services. When
students enter the correctional facilities, student information is gathered to determine
educational programming. Records from the school in which the students last attended
help to determine appropriate educational placement. The Hawaii Youth Correctional
Facility and Olomana Youth Center, an HIDOE school, have a partnership that enables the
continuation of educational services from HIDOE to the correctional facility without delay.
For transitions from incarceration back to schooling, the goal is for each student to earn
their high school diploma or equivalent. This includes ensuring academic credits are
transferred from Title I, Part D programs to the student’s school, counseling on appropriate
school options, assistance in enrolling in school, and case management. For students
transitioning into careers, this entails ensuring each student has a GED or equivalent,
vocational or career training, case management, and life skills.
To ensure services are being delivered to eligible children and youth, state agencies
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receiving funds must:
1) Submit an annual count of eligible student to HIDOE in January of each year;
2) Submit a program evaluation to HIDOE at least once every three years to
determine the impact on participants in:
a. Maintaining and improving educational achievement;
b. Accruing school credits that meet state requirements for equivalency,
promotion and graduation;
c. Completing secondary school or equivalency requirements and obtaining
employment after leaving the correctional facility or institution for
neglected or delinquent children; and
d. Post-secondary education and job-training programs; and
3) Annually collect, analyze, disaggregate and report on needed data fields for the
Consolidated State Performance Report and other required reports.
2. Program Objectives and Outcomes (ESEA section 1414(a)(2)(A)): Describe the program
objectives and outcomes established by the State that will be used to assess the
effectiveness of the Title I, Part D program in improving the academic, career, and
technical skills of children in the program.
Hawaii’s program objectives and outcomes that are used to assess the effectiveness of the
Title I, Part D programs offered across the state are outlined in Table C.1.
Table C.1. Program Objectives and Outcomes
Program Objectives

Program Outcomes

Objective 1: Provision of rigorous
academic program standards that all
students in HIDOE schools are
expected to meet

All programs offer students the same rigorous
academic programs that all students in HIDOE
schools are expected to meet.

Objective 2: Students will set
education goals and actively
participate in their educational
program

Students in the educational program will show
improvement on measures such as attendance,
participation, and educational performance that
align with their educational goals.
Students in the educational program will be
challenged by college degree requirements for
their career and community passions and to
acquire the knowledge and skills to achieve their
life goals.
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Program Objectives

Program Outcomes

Objective 3: Students will set
vocational goals and actively
participate in their transition services

Students in transition services will show
improvement in attendance, participation,
certification, training or apprenticeship, and
performance that align with their career goals.

HIDOE Continuous Program Improvement
HIDOE recognizes the importance of regularly evaluating progress and continuously
improving performance, which is a core value of Nā Hopena A‘o – Strengthening Sense of
Excellence. To achieve this, state agencies receiving funds will collect needed
Consolidated State Performance Report data and provide to HIDOE annually:
x

Number of students who have earned a high school diploma,

x

Number of students who have earned high school credits,

x

Number of students who have earned a GED or equivalent,

x

Number of students who were accepted or enrolled in post-secondary education,

x

Number of students earning training or vocational certificates,

x

Number of students who enrolled in job-training courses or programs, and

x

Number of students receiving transition services that address further schooling,
employment, or both.

HIDOE will administer a risk assessment to determine the level of monitoring, technical
assistance, and professional development the agencies will receive from HIDOE. HIDOE
will also conduct interviews and surveys with program administrators, staff, and other key
stakeholders at least twice a year to further identify strengths, challenges, and opportunities
for improvement.
The collected Consolidated State Performance Report data, risk assessment, interviews and
surveys will identify strengths, challenges, and areas for improvement of the programs
being offered through the use of Title I, Part D funds. In addition, the data collected and
interviews conducted will allow HIDOE to work with the agencies on improving services
delivered to students, ultimately improving our students’ opportunities for success.
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D. Title II, Part A: Supporting Effective Instruction
1. Use of Funds (ESEA section 2101(d)(2)(A) and (D)): Describe how the State educational
agency will use Title II, Part A funds received under Title II, Part A for State-level
activities described in section 2101(c), including how the activities are expected to improve
student achievement.
Hawaii’s goal is to ensure all Hawaii public schools have a high-performing culture where
employees have the training, support, and professional development to contribute
effectively to student success [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 2]. The key to
transforming the quality of education in Hawaii is to ensure a high-quality teacher in every
classroom and a great leader in every school, complex area and state office. HIDOE will
use Title II, Part A funds to continue to provide a continuum of induction, professional
development, and advancement opportunities to support educators from beginning teachers
to school principals and state and complex area educational leaders. As stated in the
Blueprint for Public Education, “Teachers, principals, and school support staff are the heart
of our instructional system. Our keiki [children] in Hawaii deserve the best school leaders
and educators we can provide” (p. 19).
Table D.1. Tri-Level Supports for Educators
●
●

State

●
●
●
●

Complex Area

●
●
●
●
●

School

●
●

The Office of Human Resources will provide for induction and mentoring,
professional development, and teacher and school leader certification.
The Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support will provide
professional development activities for complex area and school educators.
The Office of Human Resources will support complex areas and schools in ensuring
equitable access to excellent educators.
The Office of Human Resources will monitor the use of Title II funds.
The Monitoring and Compliance Office will monitor Title II compliance.
Complex area staff and the Commission will identify complex-wide (or public
charter schools) professional development needs.
Complex area staff will provide schools with professional development supports.
Complex area staff will provide guidance for new teacher mentors at the schools.
Complex area staff and the Commission will monitor the progress of schools to
identify professional development needs.
School Academic Reflection Team will identify schoolwide professional
development needs.
School Academic Reflection Team will monitor progress and school improvement
activities at the school level.
Data teams will analyze student outcomes data to determine success and challenges
to identify professional development needs.
School administrators will serve as the liaison between the school and the complex
area to ensure school improvement needs are met.

HIDOE will use Title II, Part A funds to support the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan by
providing professional development opportunities “to develop and grow employees to
support student success and continuous improvement” [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal
2, Objective 1]. To ensure we are providing the appropriate professional development
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opportunities to meet the needs of our educators, HIDOE relies on our tri-level system of
support (Table D.1). HIDOE provides activities to improve student achievement at the
state, complex area, and school levels.
The Office of Human Resources uses Title II, Part A funds to ensure HIDOE employees
have the training, support, and professional development they need to contribute effectively
to student success. Through the Office of Human Resources, HIDOE facilitates induction
and mentoring, state certification for teachers and school leaders, and teacher evaluation
activities.
Induction and Mentoring
Approximately 20 percent of Hawaii’s teachers are in their first three years in the
profession, many of whom are placed in schools that are considered hard-to-fill. Of these
beginning teachers, approximately 25 percent are starting their careers prior to earning a
professional teaching license. For Hawaii to have a highly effective teacher for every
student, a quality induction program that accelerates beginning teacher development must
be in place. Rigorous induction and mentoring of new teachers has been shown to improve
student achievement, advance teacher practice, and enhance new teacher retention in
districts across the country.
In August 2011, HIDOE established the Hawaii Teacher Induction Center in partnership
with the New Teacher Center during Race to the Top to implement a comprehensive and
consistent statewide induction and mentoring program to support probationary teachers and
reduce teacher turnover. The New Teacher Center is a national non-profit organization
whose mission is to improve student learning by accelerating the effectiveness of new
teachers, experienced teachers, and school leaders. The New Teacher Center uses a
collaborative approach, combining partners’ context-specific knowledge with the New
Teacher Center’s broad and deep understanding of research and best practices. The Hawaii
Teacher Induction Center uses the New Teacher Center’s proven teacher induction model
and nationwide experience to advance new teacher practice, reduce teacher turnover, and
close the student achievement gap in Hawaii.
In October 2011, the Hawaii Teacher Induction Center collaborated with complex areas,
the New Teacher Center and other stakeholders and researched best induction practices to
develop the Hawaii Teacher Induction Program Standards. These standards guide the
development and implementation of high quality induction programs in Hawaii so that
every beginning teacher has access to a comprehensive induction program.
Outlined in the Hawaii Teacher Induction Program Standards is Hawaii’s vision of
induction where every beginning teacher will participate in a comprehensive three-year
induction program. The program will engage beginning teachers in a system of support
that includes working with a highly-skilled, trained instructional mentor to accelerate
teacher effectiveness and student learning. The induction program will also improve the
retention of quality teachers in the profession and strengthen teacher leadership. The
broader vision of induction is the opportunity to do professional development in a way that
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supports teachers in an extended-learning, job-embedded environment. It is also a way to
build collaborative learning communities for all educators and provide excellent teachers
the opportunity to develop as educational leaders. Key program features include:
1. Participation in complex area and school orientations;
2. Information about Hawaii’s cultures and norm;
3. Working with a trained instructional mentor 1-2 hours per week and developing a
professional growth plan;
4. Mentors and beginning teachers in their first and second year engage in a variety of
mentoring practices which include:
●

reflection of practice,

●

focused observations with feedback,

●

lesson-planning,

●

analysis of student work,

●

co-observing an effective teacher,

●

co-attending school or complex area professional development,

●

modeling of lessons,

●

differentiating instruction for all learners, and

●

creating a positive, inclusive and respectful environment; and

5. Professional development and professional learning communities for beginning
teachers, mentors & coordinators.
Implementation of induction and mentoring programs for beginning teachers statewide, trilevel supports for induction and mentoring, and beginning teachers consistently receiving
mentoring supports were established during the prior Strategic Plan with support from the
2010 Race to the Top award. Supported by a variety of funds including Title II, Part A,
complex areas each have an induction and mentoring program which provides jobembedded supports and individual mentors for beginning teachers in their first two years as
probationary teachers, in accordance with Board Policy 204-1 (revised in 2012) and which
states, "All probationary teachers shall participate in the Department's mentoring program,
as guided by the Hawaii Teacher Induction Program Standards.” The Hawaii State
Teachers Association further validated this work of the Hawaii Teacher Induction Center
by including language in the teacher contract stating that "Probationary teachers in their
first and second year will be provided a dedicated teacher mentor in accordance with their
complex area's induction and mentoring program and as required by Board Policy 5100
[since revised as Board Policy 204-1]."
Each Complex Area Superintendent is responsible for the evaluation, implementation,
development and sustainability of their complex area induction program with the flexibility
to do so in a way that meets both the induction program standards and the unique needs of
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the complex area schools. Complex areas use the standards to self-assess their programs
and identify areas of strength and growth as well as to set program goals, plan, and allocate
resources. Self-assessments are shared with the Hawaii Teacher Induction Center who
supports complex areas in unpacking the standards and identifying and developing tools
and strategies to address program goals and progress on a continuum of program
development.
In addition to Title II, Part A funds, Hawaii Teacher Induction Center is supported by a
variety of other funding sources including state and federal funds, grants and private
donations. The Hawaii Teacher Induction Center works directly with complex areas,
schools, principals, mentors and beginning teachers to help translate the vision of teacher
induction into action via the following supports:
●

●

High Quality Professional Development for Mentors, Beginning Teachers,
Induction Program Coordinators and School Administrators informed by a
triangulation of data sources which include stakeholder needs assessments, formal
and informal surveys, and field observations
o

New Teacher Center Professional Learning Series Mentor Training

o

New Teacher Center Presenter’s Academy to build capacity of mentor
leaders to deliver mentor trainings

o

Mentor and beginning teacher forums and professional learning communities

o

Induction-aligned professional development for administrators

Induction Leadership Coaching and Consultation
o

Program evaluation, implementation, development and sustainability

●

Stakeholder Communication and Advocacy

●

Statewide Hawaii Teacher Induction Survey Administration, Reporting and
Evaluation

●

Induction Program Coordinator Networks
o

Facilitated data analysis, program and budget planning

o

Induction resource sharing

o

Leadership development

The New Teacher Center’s Professional Learning Series is a targeted professional
development series designed to advance the skills, abilities, and knowledge of mentors and
coaches with limited release time. The series is designed to ensure that experienced
teachers, who are recruited to mentor beginning teachers, become effective teachers of
teachers.
The Professional Learning Series is made up of eight two-day sessions that advance
mentoring practice in the following areas:
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●

Identifying and meeting beginning teachers’ developmental needs;

●

Guiding teachers to differentiate instruction based on assessed learning needs and
rigorous student learning standards and outcomes;

●

Focusing on equitable and responsive instruction;

●

Creating a sustainable community of mentoring professionals with common
language, frameworks, and approaches to instructional mentoring; and

●

Applying select, research-based tools and protocols in NTC’s Formative
Assessment and Support system.

Complex areas and HIDOE schools invest in mentor and beginning teacher professional
development by providing substitutes, stipends, and release time.
Data from the Hawaii Teacher Induction Survey illustrates the impact teacher induction has
had since the implementation of the Hawaii Teacher Induction Program Standards (Table
D.2).
Table D.2. Hawaii Teacher Induction Survey results
SY 2011-12

SY 2013-14

SY 2015-16

Beginning teachers assigned a mentor

70%

100%

100%

Beginning teachers say their mentor helped
them to be a more effective teacher

86%

85%

89%

Principals satisfaction with the induction
program

85%

88%

90%

Beginning teachers say they plan to continue
teaching in the Hawaii DOE

82%

85%

92%

Induction in Hawaii has had a positive impact on student learning, teacher efficacy, and
school and department culture. An added value has been identifying and training excellent
teachers to serve as instructional mentors on their campuses. This has brought about
intentionality to growing the leadership pipeline and building a bench of teacher leaders in
the HIDOE. The development of knowledge and skills that support mentor leadership
allows these teacher leaders to advocate for equitable teaching and learning conditions.
HIDOE is committed to expanding induction and mentoring efforts to better support the
many Special Education, English Language Learner program, and Kaiapuni teachers
through the development and implementation of principal, mentor and beginning teacher
professional development including cultural induction, mentoring for social emotional
learning, and equity. This will be done through ongoing collaboration across HIDOE
offices and with stakeholders.
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To prepare beginning teachers to work in areas with students of high-need, the Hawaii
Teacher Induction Center will work with HIDOE state offices (i.e., the Office of Hawaiian
Education, the Community Engagement Office, and the Office of Curriculum, Instruction
and Student Support) to establish processes to collaboratively develop cultural induction
professional development. The aim of the professional development is to raise cultural
awareness, identify available resources and share culturally-responsive instructional
strategies, interventions and inclusive practices to reach all students.
Advancement for Teachers, Principals, and Other School Leaders
HIDOE also encourages teachers to be teacher-leaders and serve as mentors, advocates, and
change agents. Teacher-leaders may participate in the Teacher Leader Academy for jobembedded professional development, which includes organizational change and strategies
to improve professional practice.
Increasing the academic achievement of all Hawaii’s students is not possible without great
leadership. HIDOE recognizes the importance of shared and effective leadership at all
levels. Several partners support a continuum of leadership development, reflecting the
shared leadership model promoted by HIDOE’s Leadership Institute which is housed
within the Office of Human Resources. The Leadership Institute, which was established in
2013, is committed to developing Leadership Competencies for leaders throughout all
levels of the state’s education system, reflecting the values of Nā Hopena A‘o and ensuring
that our leaders have high expectations, focus on equity, and display cultural understanding.
Competencies include:
1. Achievement Focus,
2. Instructional (System Support*) and Learning Leadership,
3. Family and Community (Stakeholder*) Engagement,
4. Talent Development,
5. Reflection and Integrity,
6. Communication and Relationships,
7. Change Leadership, and
8. Resource Leadership.
*Competencies adjusted to meet State Office Leader needs.

The Leadership Institute was established to develop leadership capacity system-wide,
preparing leaders to implement systemic change and transform schools to secure the futures
of the children we serve. The Leadership Institute developed the Leadership Competencies
with input from all leadership role groups. The Competencies are used as the foundation
for all of its programs and supports. The Leadership Institute offers a series of aligned
leadership academies, networks, and certification for administrators which leverage
existing structures to enable deep reflection and continuous learning for HIDOE
leaders. Programs include the Hawaii Certification Institute for School Leaders, Hawaii
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Teacher Induction Center, the Teacher Leader Academy as well as the two-year New
Principal Academy, the quarterly Secondary Principals Forum, Principal Collaborative
Networks on Oahu and Maui, the newly formed Hawaii Innovative Leaders Network, and
the recently created State Office Leadership Academy for state-level educational officers.
The Leadership Institute also provides support for Complex Area Superintendents and
educational officers. Each Complex Area Superintendent has a coach and participates in
the Academic Leadership Team, which focuses on best practices and strategies for success
as education leaders.
The Leadership Institute leads the Academic Reflection Team, formerly known as the
Academic Review Team. The Academic Reflection Team focuses on shared leadership at
the school level and school leader improvement processes at the state, complex area, and
school level. The Academic Reflection Team provides complex areas and schools with a
means to analyze the effectiveness of the strategies implemented to increase student
achievement and success in the schools through data analyses – both quantitative and
qualitative – and focus on school leadership and improvement through reflection.
All of the programs and services under the Leadership Institute aim to develop and grow
employees to support student success and continuous improvement [HIDOE/BOE Strategic
Plan, Goal 2, Objective 1]. The following guiding principles drive the work of the
Leadership Institute:
●

Focused and Targeted – Learning opportunities are designed to enable leaders to
effectively implement strategies that have the greatest impact on student outcomes.

●

Relevant and Timely – All programs directly support the success of students and
staff by providing timely, role-relevant, and differentiated development that makes
the work of leadership more effective, easy and enjoyable.

●

Proactive and Systemic – The Leadership Institute proactively builds a system of
leadership support and a capacity-building culture throughout HIDOE – in schools,
complex areas, and state offices.

●

Active and Experiential – Development activities reflect effective adult learning
practices and are problem-based, job-embedded, and, wherever possible, integrated
into the systems and facilities within which the work is done.

●

Coaching and Support Networks – On-the-job coaching, professional learning
communities, learning networks, and support systems are integrated into formal
development programs and ongoing supports.

●

Continuous, Organization-Wide Learning – All HIDOE employees are engaged
in developing their leadership potential at every stage of their leadership career.

Professional Development
HIDOE has a tri-level approach to providing focused, ongoing and sustained professional
development to support the professional growth, improvement, and advancement of
teachers. Professional development activities related to curriculum and instruction are
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offered at the state, complex area, and school levels with the purpose ranging from the
implementation of statewide initiatives to addressing school-specific needs. HIDOE
provides ongoing professional development on the data teams process, formative
instruction, comprehensive student support systems, and academic standards
implementation to facilitate a system-wide effort in increasing student achievement and
improving classroom and school practices in all schools.
The Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support will use Title II, Part A funds to
provide state-level support to complex areas and schools in their efforts to build educator
capacity to improve the academic achievement of all students. Content experts at the
Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support will design, lead, and implement the
relevant strategies and programs that focus on increasing equitable access to a rigorous
well-rounded education. The Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support
provides professional development focused on the implementation of the standards,
curriculum, instructional strategies, and tiered student supports. Content specialists are the
subject matter experts in their area and will work with teachers in their discipline to address
content-specific concerns and professional development needs and to share powerful
instructional strategies that are evidence- and research-based.
The state support system provides the structure to build the capacity of complex areas to
provide relevant services to schools. In the past, the Complex Area Support Team (CAST)
was formed to create systems, structures and processes focused on preparing students for
college, career and community. For the past four years, the CAST design was based on six
priority areas that would be the focus of state, complex area and school improvement
efforts. These priority areas, which have been systematized into school practices, included
implementing:
●

Hawaii Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts and Mathematics,

●

Formative instructional practices and data teams to foster collaboration among
teachers,

●

Response-to-Intervention programs within our comprehensive student support
system,

●

Academic Review Teams to analyze data and systematize the Plan-Do-Check-Act
(PDCA) process,

●

A systemic induction and mentoring program for beginning teachers, and

●

An Educator Effectiveness System focused on improving student learning.

The statewide focus on priority strategies provided common expectations and language
about curriculum, instruction, student support and school improvement. Schools will
continue to use practices from these priority strategies which are being systematized into
school practices. Based on their needs, schools and complex areas can choose to further
emphasize these strategies as priority activities or rely on the developed practices as a
foundation for school improvement.
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With the implementation of the updated HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, the redesigned
Professional Learning Networks will support four areas of the HIDOE/BOE Strategic
Plan. These networks will focus on:
1.

Whole Child: Social-Emotional Learning,

2.

Well-Rounded Curriculum: Evidence-Based Practices,

3.

Transitions: 9th-Grade On-Track, and

4.

Equity: Inclusive Practices.

Built upon the successful structure of the CAST, these networks will:
●

Create a shared focus,

●

Create better instructional supports for all students,

●

Model better professional learning supports for educators, and

●

Build the capacity within the state to address evolving initiatives.

The Professional Learning Networks will offer information, build capacity (internally as
well as externally through the train-the-trainer strategy), and provide opportunity for
educators in complex areas and schools to continuously improve their performance in their
coordinated roles to facilitate staff and student success.
Schools and complexes have the flexibility to select the professional development
opportunities that best meet their need. Complex Area Superintendents are responsible for
supporting their principals and ensuring schools are taking the steps necessary to meet the
needs of their students. Thus, Complex Area Superintendents monitor school data and
regularly discuss with their principals the progress being made at their respective schools to
identify the areas of need that could be addressed by the complex area support staff as well
as to uncover best practices that could be shared complex-wide.
HIDOE will use funds to provide professional development for Kaiapuni teachers in the
subject areas taught as well as for the development of the Hawaiian language and cultural
perspective. Hawaii is unique in that its state law allows for the establishment of Hawaiian
medium schools within the public school system. In Ka Papahana Kaiapuni, HIDOE’s
Hawaiian language immersion program, students are taught using the Hawaiian language
and perspectives. One of the challenges of these schools in ensuring teachers are qualified
and competent to teach is the fact that not only do teachers need to be knowledgeable in the
subject area taught, but they also need to be fluent in the Hawaiian language. To encourage
individuals fluent in the Hawaiian language to teach, the Hawaii Teacher Standards Board
and the Office of Hawaiian Education establish a Hawaiian Permit, a special permit issued
to potential teachers fluent in the Hawaiian language to provide instruction in Ka Papahana
Kaiapuni.
In addition to providing professional development and supports for teachers and school
leaders to increase student achievement, HIDOE will use Title II, Part A funds to provide
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professional development and support for the Educational Assistants who assist teachers in
the classroom. Educational assistants supplement classroom instruction by providing oneto-one and small group supports for students who need additional help and should receive
the supports necessary for them to better assist teachers in elevating student learning.
At the state level, the Office of Human Resources monitors the use of Title II, Part A funds
while the Monitoring and Compliance Office monitors our compliance with the statute.
2. Use of Funds to Improve Equitable Access to Teachers in Title I, Part A Schools (ESEA
section 2101(d)(2)(E)): If an SEA plans to use Title II, Part A funds to improve equitable
access to effective teachers, consistent with ESEA section 1111(g)(1)(B), describe how
such funds will be used for this purpose.
Ensuring that every student has a caring, prepared teacher for every class begins with
attracting, hiring, and assigning teachers in a timely manner to fulfill educational programs
at every school. Some schools and students are disproportionately affected by vacancies,
which impacts HIDOE’s ability to ensure equitable resources in education for all students
across the state. Recognizing that there are teacher shortages, state offices, complex areas,
and schools endeavor to ensure that the most vulnerable students are taught by a highlyqualified teacher [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 2, Objective 2].
HIDOE is considering using an optional reservation of up to 5 percent of Title I, Part A
funds for Financial Incentives and Rewards for teachers serving in schools with the most
struggling students or student subgroups (identified for ESSA’s Comprehensive Support
and Improvement or Targeted Support and Improvement). This program could provide
opportunities to experiment with new teacher recruitment strategies such as loan
forgiveness, grow-your-own strategies, housing allowances or offering teacher candidates
with Bachelor’s degrees the opportunity to substitute and gain experience in our more
challenged, or high-needs, schools. Many financial incentives would require agreement
from the teachers’ union, but innovating to recruit teachers for hard-to-staff schools is a
shared priority.
Hawaii’s Equitable Access to Excellent Educators plan, which was submitted in November
2015, identifies the three most likely causes of the disproportionality of teacher
distribution: the location of schools with higher rates of out-of-field and inexperienced
teachers, the shortage of qualified teachers, and teacher turnover. HIDOE will use Title II,
Part A funds to improve equitable access to effective teachers by addressing the causes of
disproportionality. Activities will include increasing targeted recruitment and grow-yourown efforts within high-needs schools’ communities, induction and mentoring, and
professional development. Table D.3 outlines the strategies HIDOE will use to address the
causes of disproportionality.
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Table D.3. Causes of Disproportionality
Likely Causes of Most
Significant Differences
in Rates
Distant location of highneeds schools

Strategies
● Increase efforts to recruit teacher candidates who reside in the
communities in which the high-needs schools are located
● Increase grow-your-own efforts to develop local students into
teacher candidates through partnerships with local educator
preparation programs, high school career pathway programs, and
Hawaii Teachers Standards Board

Teacher shortage

● Increase out-of-state recruitment efforts and included school
principals in such efforts, giving priority to principals of highneeds schools
● Implement targeted efforts to recruit educators for specialized
assignments and high-demand skills and abilities (e.g., special
education, EL, mathematics, science)

High teacher turnover

● Strengthen and expand the induction and mentoring program to
improve supports for novice teachers and their mentors, especially
in high-needs schools
● Provide support for all teachers to be qualified in their assigned
content area
● Provide support for all teachers to address the diverse needs of
their students (e.g., poverty, language development, special needs,
homelessness)

3. System of Certification and Licensing (ESEA section 2101(d)(2)(B)): Describe the State’s
system of certification and licensing of teachers, principals, or other school leaders.
The HIDOE is committed to ensuring that we have a pipeline of high quality, effective
teachers, principals, and educational leaders at all levels within our organization. To
achieve this, under state law, we require teachers to be licensed to teach by the Hawaii
Teachers Standards Board (HTSB) as a requirement for employment with
HIDOE. Principals and other school leaders are required to meet HIDOE leadership
certification requirements.
In addition to meeting minimum employment requirements to ensure equity and excellence
for all students, who will be ready for career, college, and community, teachers once
employed in the HIDOE must be either HTSB-licensed or state-certified in all subject areas
they are assigned to teach.
Teacher Licensure
In 1995, the Hawaii State Legislature created the Hawaii Teacher Standards Board (HTSB),
an entity independent from HIDOE, to set licensing standards for Hawaii public school
teachers. Teachers are required to meet these standards to become licensed in Hawaii and
teachers must hold a valid teacher license issued by HTSB to be employed in a Hawaii
public school. HTSB issues standard, provisional, and advanced licenses; Career and
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Technical Education special permits; emergency hire permits; and the new Hawaiian permit
for potential teachers for Ka Papahana Kaiapuni, the Hawaiian language immersion
program.
Relicensing rules require teachers to renew their license every five years. HIDOE
teachers must receive an “Effective” or better performance rating on their teacher
evaluation and must have verification of successful teaching experience in the last five
years to be eligible for license renewal. Teachers must also have evidence to verify they
have met the Hawaii Teacher Performance Standards, which describe what teachers
should know and do to ensure student learning within the classroom and beyond.
Teacher Certification
HIDOE provides licensed teachers who are assigned to teach in subject areas outside of
their Hawaii teacher license subject area with multiple pathways to demonstrate subject
matter competence in other content areas by certifying those who meet the following
criteria as qualified to teach the subject area:
1. Holds a valid Hawaii teaching license,
2. Is assigned within grade level of license or permit, and
3. Demonstrates subject matter competence through one of the following contentspecific methods:
●

Passing scores on Praxis II or other content examination deemed equivalent,

●

College major or equivalent in the content area (30 credits),

●

National Board certification in the content area,

●

Completion of a HIDOE Subject Rubric (for teachers with an “Effective” or
better performance rating on their teacher evaluation), or

●

NCLB Highly Qualified Teacher Certificate.

This approach offers teachers multiple ways to demonstrate subject matter
competence. This is especially important for teachers in non-“core” subjects since ESSA
extends demonstration of content-area preparation from core subjects to all subjects.
Teachers will be encouraged to seek a state certificate in multiple subjects. By offering
educators the opportunity to be certified in additional subject areas, HIDOE better ensures
students’ progress towards becoming ready for career, college, and community by having a
teacher who is qualified and competent in the subject area they are assigned to teach.
Certification of School Leaders
Given the isolation of our state and our unique statewide education system, HIDOE has a
long history of cultivating its own school leaders. HIDOE’s Professional Development and
Educational Research Institute (PDERI) is responsible for the school leadership pipeline to
ensure each school is led by highly qualified and highly effective administrators.
Currently, PDERI administers the Hawaii Certification Institute for School Leaders
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program, certifying all school-level principals and vice principals. The program has
expanded over the years and provides a unique blend of university course work, a yearlong
residency in a vice principal position, mentoring by a sitting principal, and coaching by a
program specialist. The program is generally two years long and delivered in two phases:
Phase I focuses on leadership foundations and technical knowledge needed to be an
effective vice principal and Phase II focuses on preparing candidates for principalship.
During Phase I and II, vice principals participate in professional learning communities to
discuss topics relevant to school leadership and to learn about best practices from veteran
school administrators.
HIDOE has a strong culture of care and nurturing of its aspiring leaders. During the twoweek intensive Summer Institute, experienced principals volunteer their time to teach and
assess candidates. Throughout the school year, principals continue to teach and assess as
they serve as mentors and coaches. They view this as an opportunity to give to an aspiring
leader what they received when they were training.
4. Improving Skills of Educators (ESEA section 2101(d)(2)(J)): Describe how the SEA will
improve the skills of teachers, principals, or other school leaders in order to enable them to
identify students with specific learning needs, particularly children with disabilities,
English learners, students who are gifted and talented, and students with low literacy levels,
and provide instruction based on the needs of such students.
Hawaii understands the importance of addressing the specific learning needs of our
students to increase student achievement and ensure all students are on the path toward
success in college, career, and citizenship. HIDOE has various mechanisms in place to
identify students with specific learning needs. Data systems such as eCSSS (the electronic
Comprehensive Student Support System) and the Longitudinal Data System provide data
on students that identify the students who are at risk, either academically or behaviorally, of
not being successful in school. The Early Warning System of eCSSS informs schools of
the students who are at-risk based on statewide assessments (SBA, KAEO, and HSA),
grades, attendance, and behavior. Schools also have processes, such as team meeting times
and peer reviews, in place for teachers, counselors, and school administrators to discuss
students who are struggling or excelling to determine if the students have needs that need to
be addressed.
HIDOE has also established a comprehensive student support system to identify students
with specific learning needs. Schools use a universal screener as an assessment tool to
identify students who need academic support. The eCSSS system houses the universal
screener data so schools can triangulate data and plan, deliver and monitor supports. Once
schools have identified students with specific learning needs, teachers utilize the
appropriate instructional practices to meet these learning needs. Schools have implemented
programs such as Response to Intervention (RTI), AVID, special education, and the
English learner program to provide the academic support students need to successfully
meet Hawaii’s academic standards. The intent is to enhance existing structures and
programs and deepen teachers’ understanding of the needs of the students identified as
needing additional supports.
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The Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support provides state-level support to
complex areas and schools in their efforts to build educator capacity to improve the
academic achievement of all students. The content and program specialists (such as the
specialists with Special Education, the English Learner Program, Early Literacy, Language
Arts, Mathematics, Response to Intervention, or the gifted and talented program) will offer
opportunities to increase the knowledge and skills of complex area and school staff
members in identifying students with specific learning needs and providing appropriate
instruction based on the needs of such students. These specialists will design, lead, and
implement the relevant strategies and programs that focus on increasing equitable access to
a rigorous well-rounded education. For example, language arts, mathematics, and
Response to Intervention specialists sponsor statewide professional development
opportunities focused on increasing the literacy and numeracy skills of students to address
low literacy levels and low numeracy levels in all schools. English language arts,
mathematics and science specialists have collaborated with our English Learner and Special
Education staff to sponsor content-specific professional development opportunities focused
on the needs of the subgroup learners. HIDOE will utilize evidence-based strategies on
effective processes that address the diverse needs of the subgroups, such as the Standards
Implementation Process Model, data teams, differentiated instruction, and universal
learning design.
The Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support provides professional
development focused on the implementation of the standards, curriculum, instructional
strategies, and tiered supports for all students to ensure our educators are able to support
student success and continuous improvement.
5. Data and Consultation (ESEA section 2101(d)(2)(K)): Describe how the State will use data
and ongoing consultation as described in ESEA section 2101(d)(3) to continually update
and improve the activities supported under Title II, Part A.
Hawaii strives to ensure our schools have a high-performing culture where employees have
the training, support, and professional development to contribute effectively to student
success [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 2]. HIDOE has implemented the use of data
teams and the Academic Reflection Team (formerly Academic Review Team) at all three
levels of our public education system – school, complex, and state – to facilitate datadriven decision-making processes and to monitor the implementation of state and complex
area initiatives. HIDOE will continue to utilize the Plan-Do-Check-Act framework, which
has been consistently reinforced and utilized in the Academic Review Team process and
the Data Teams cycle, integral parts of HIDOE’s efforts to increase data-driven decisionmaking system-wide.
This Plan-Do-Check-Act model embodies the federal model of implementation and has
been a working model for the implementation in previous efforts through Race to the Top
and the ESEA Flexibility Waiver (Figure D.1). With further emphasis on data to inform
and identify needs and the added implementation of evidence-based intervention strategies
in all areas, schools, complexes and HIDOE state offices are provided with the flexibility to
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innovate and create a system designed to meet their specific needs. Performance
monitoring to examine and reflect upon the effectiveness of interventions is critical to
determine whether work is continued or modified. An important component of this
monitoring has been the emphasis on “Bright Spots” to help schools and complexes learn
and share what has worked in light of a response to a particular need. In Switch, Chip and
Dan Heath state, “These flashes of success- these bright spots- can illuminate the road map
for action and spark the hope that change is possible.” This sharing has been critical in
community-building and firmly establishing the Plan-Do-Check-Act process.
Figure D.1. Plan-Do-Check-Act Model

At the state level, HIDOE’s Professional Learning Networks allow the Office of
Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support and the Office of Human Resources to obtain
feedback on the state initiatives implemented and professional development conducted
throughout the year. The Professional Learning Networks meet monthly to discuss
progress made with the implementation of state initiatives and to analyze state and complex
area data to determine the effectiveness of the initiatives implemented. The complex area
educational officers who participate in the Professional Learning Networks serve as the
liaison between the schools and the state and bring to the state’s attention the types of
professional development that are needed at their schools to ensure staff success.
The complex areas meet with school administrators regularly as a complex Academic
Reflection Team to discuss the implementation of state and complex area initiatives and
analyze student outcome data at the school level. Schools share with complex area
leadership their successes and challenges so that complex area leadership can determine
what types of professional development are needed to increase student achievement and to
support the successful implementation of the state and complex area initiatives.
Schools also have Academic Reflection Teams that meet to discuss implementation of state
and complex area initiatives and the outcomes of the implementation. Schools utilize data
teams of teachers to analyze student outcomes to measure the success of the programs
being implemented and to identify their professional development needs.
By examining the data and reflecting on the outcomes at all three levels of our education
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system, HIDOE is able to make better decisions on what professional development needs to
be provided and what initiatives would better ensure staff and student success.
In addition to these HIDOE processes that ensure regular consultation with educators and
educational support staff, HIDOE will convene annual Title II stakeholder
consultation meetings which will include representatives from the charter schools, private
schools, parent groups, community organizations, higher education institutions, and other
partner organizations. The purpose of these consultation meetings is to share data and
engage all stakeholders in the discussion to improve the preparation, training, recruitment
and retention of high-quality teachers, principals, and other school leaders.
6. Teacher Preparation (ESEA section 2101(d)(2)(M)): Describe the actions the State may take
to improve preparation programs and strengthen support for teachers, principals, or other
school leaders based on the needs of the State, as identified by the SEA.
Hawaii believes all students deserve teachers who are effective, empathetic, and
innovative. Thus, HIDOE is committed to ensuring that all students have a teacher who is
qualified and competent in the subject area they are assigned to teach. HIDOE will
continue to work with local educator preparation programs through its participation in the
Teacher Education Coordinating Committee, consisting of representatives from HIDOE,
the Hawaii Teacher Standards Board, Hawaii P-20 Partnerships for Education, and stateapproved teacher education programs as well as through the Affiliation Agreements, which
allows teacher preparation programs to place teacher candidates in HIDOE schools for
classroom observations and student teaching, to increase the pool of qualified teacher
candidates.
Hawaii will also continue to build upon and strengthen the supports offered to teachers and
school leaders. HIDOE will increase professional development activities and expand the
activities to include all teachers, not just the program teachers, to better support educators
who work with our special populations of students, such as our English learners, children
with disability, and economically disadvantaged students. HIDOE will also increase
training on mentoring and coaching to build capacity at the school level so more mentors
and coaches will be available for our teachers and school administrators.
The offices within HIDOE will collaborate more closely to align our supports for our
educators so that the supports are provided in a more efficient and effective manner. For
example, the Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Supports would work with the
Office of Hawaiian Education to provide Kaiapuni teachers with professional development
on subject content and the Office of Hawaiian Education could provide professional
development on how to contextualize the content to make it more relevant to our students
to increase student engagement. By working as a comprehensive system with partners who
are invested in our public education system, Hawaii will be able to increase efficiency and
transparency of instructional supports to promote student learning [HIDOE/BOE Strategic
Plan, Goal 3, Objective 3].
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E. Title III, Part A, Subpart 1: English Language Acquisition and Language
Enhancement
To ensure all students are on the path toward success in college, career, and citizenship, students
must be given the means to transition successfully throughout their educational experiences
[HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 1]. Hawaii is a multicultural state where no one ethnic group is
a majority. In SY 2016-17, 12,924 (7%) of HIDOE students were identified as English learners,
with the five most common languages spoken being Ilocano, Chuukese, Tagalog, Marshallese, and
Spanish. Hawaii views the students’ home languages and cultures as assets, as affirmed by its
multilingual education policy.
The Multilingualism for Equitable Education policy (Board Policy 105-14) aims to create learning
environments that draw on the linguistic and cultural assets of our students by providing diverse
language programming, effective teachers, and outreach supports for families. Research shows
when English learners’ languages and cultures are included in a meaningful and equitable
education, they are better able to learn academic content and acquire the language of instruction, be
it English or Hawaiian. On May 2, 2017, the HIDOE updated the Board of Education with a
multilingualism implementation plan, which laid out a three-year process with specific actions to
better support multilingual and English learners by expanding diverse language program options
based on research.
1. Entrance and Exit Procedures (ESEA section 3113(b)(2)): Describe how the SEA will
establish and implement, with timely and meaningful consultation with LEAs representing
the geographic diversity of the State, standardized, statewide entrance and exit procedures,
including an assurance that all students who may be English learners are assessed for such
status within 30 days of enrollment in a school in the State.
Hawaii’s English Language Learner (ELL) Program provides the supports necessary to
ensure English learners have access to educational opportunities to achieve English
language proficiency and meet the challenging state academic content and performance
standards all students are expected to meet. The ELL program supports students from
identification as an English learner to monitoring after the English learner has achieved
English language proficiency and exited the program.
As a unitary SEA and LEA, Hawaii has a long-standing practice of uniform statewide
entrance and exit procedures. When students enter Hawaii’s schools and the home, first, or
most used language listed on their HIDOE enrollment form is not English, the school
assesses the students’ English language proficiency. HIDOE requires that all potential
English learners be screened using the WIDA Screener (grades 1-12) or the WIDA-ACCESS
Placement Test (kindergarten) to determine placement in the ELL program within 30 days
of enrollment or request for assessment. If a potential English learner scores below a
minimum Overall Proficiency Level score of 5.0, which HIDOE has set as the criteria for
exiting the ELL program, the student must be provided ELL program services. Only the
overall WIDA Screener English language proficiency score of less than 5.0 is used to
determine eligibility.
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To further assess a potential English learner’s low performance on the screener, a bilingual
school-home assistant or other trained staff fluent in the students’ home language
interviews the potential English learner in the home language. Students who are unable to
demonstrate basic skills in their home language and in English are sometimes referred for
special education screening.
Based on these assessment results, students may be identified for support in the ELL
program. The ELL program is designed for students to achieve English proficiency –
sufficient to exit the ELL program – within a target of five years or less based on their
initial assessment of English proficiency. Students’ progress in acquiring English
proficiency and in making academic progress are also formatively assessed by classroom
teachers and annually through statewide assessments (e.g., SBA) that determine progress
and identify students’ needs.
To exit the ELL program, an English learner must score a minimum Overall Proficiency
Level score of 5.0 on the WIDA ACCESS 2.0 assessment, which is administered annually
to all ELL students from kindergarten through grade 12. HIDOE has increased the
minimum Overall Proficiency Level score from 4.8 to 5.0 beginning School Year 2017-18
due to concerns regarding students being exited before they are truly able to succeed in the
academic setting without program supports. To ensure English learners are able to
transition throughout their educational experience successfully, we need to be sure our
students no longer need program supports when they exit our ELL program. The decision
to increase the minimum Overall Proficiency Level score has been discussed with the
WIDA Consortium Research Department and state-level, complex area-level, and schoollevel ELL service providers.
The HIDOE’s ELL program exit criteria do not include performance on the annual
statewide assessments for language arts and mathematics. However, HIDOE did compare
English learner data from the Smarter Balanced Assessments for mathematics and language
arts with ACCESS 2.0 results to determine the zone of appropriate English language skill
needed as measured by ACCESS 2.0 to be proficient on statewide content
assessments. This supported the decision to increase the exit criteria to 5.0, which takes the
needs of high school students – who need more depth and breadth of academic language –
into special consideration. HIDOE does not include any data in addition to the ACCESS
2.0 results as part of the ELL program exit criteria.
The HIDOE entrance and exit criteria are consistent with federal civil rights obligations.
Schools monitor students’ progress for two years after the students have exited the ELL
program to ensure students are successful in the classroom.
2. SEA Support for English Learner Progress (ESEA section 3113(b)(6)): Describe how the
SEA will assist eligible entities in meeting:
i.
The State-designed long-term goals established under ESEA section
1111(c)(4)(A)(ii), including measurements of interim progress towards
meeting such goals, based on the State’s English language proficiency
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ii.

assessments under ESEA section 1111(b)(2)(G); and
The challenging State academic standards.
Hawaii’s English Language Learner (ELL) program goals are to ensure
students with limited English proficiency have access to educational
opportunities to attain English language proficiency, develop high levels of
academic attainment in English, and meet the challenging academic content
and achievement standards all students are expected to meet. Services to
English learners include instructional services consisting of English as a
Second Language instruction and acculturation activities. The program
supports HIDOE’s mission to provide standards-based education through
supplementary instructional and acculturation activities.
Addressing State Academic Standards Using WIDA Standards
The WIDA English Language Development Standards were adopted by
HIDOE and approved by the BOE on May 21, 2009. The WIDA English
Language Development Standards are aligned with the Hawaii Common
Core Standards, Hawaii Content and Performance Standards, and Next
Generation Science Standards; help to guide English language development
and instruction for English learners; and present a framework for addressing
the needs of English learners with a particular focus on the language of the
content areas. The WIDA English Language Development Standards also
serve as the basis for the summative annual English language proficiency
assessment, the ACCESS for ELLs 2.0, to determine whether a student is
making progress towards or has achieved English language proficiency.
HIDOE ELL Program Strategies to Address Academic Standards
ELL program strategies range from providing or securing English language
development training, onsite observations, and needs assessments based on
complex area staff and participant feedback. Strategies also include the
following:
1. Provide online English language development professional development
webinars for educators with a focus on the English Language
Development Standards and how to integrate language and content
instruction. The following Series of Webinars have been created:
●

Introduction to English Language Development Standards

●

Academic Language Series: Language Arts

●

Academic Language Series: Math

●

Academic Language Series: Science

●

Academic Language Series: Social Studies

●

Academic Language Series: Social and Instructional
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2. Expand and integrate professional development options via content areas
to include English language acquisition strategies to better address the
academic language development needs of students across programs (e.g.,
English Language Arts, Mathematics, Social Studies, Science).
●

In collaboration with the ELL Program, content specialists are
reframing and integrating content area professional
development for educators tailored to address the needs of
English learners.

●

The ELL Program continues to emphasize a team approach to
its training sessions to allow for the ELL Program staff to learn,
plan and articulate about how to best address English learners’
needs.

3. Collaborate with Institutes of Higher Education to facilitate development
of professional development pathways to ELL licensure using teaching
standards such as Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
(TESOL), National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE), and Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium
(InTASC) model core teaching standards as a guide to support ELL
professional development options for in-service and pre-service teachers.
As a byproduct, this articulation will help ensure there is greater
alignment in what is taught to pre-service teachers and help ensure
teachers are better prepared to meet the needs of Hawaii’s diverse
English learner population.
Hawaii will provide supports and services to assist the complex areas and
schools in ensuring all English learners meet the ELL program goals and
HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan targets. The following steps outline
HIDOE’s plans to assist complex areas and schools.
1. Conduct Ongoing Needs Assessment: The state identifies English
learner needs based on school outcomes over time (outcomes and
growth over time on English language progress and proficiency as well
as content assessment proficiency rates, graduation rates, and retention
rates). This is done through desktop monitoring and onsite visits in
collaboration with the complex area. HIDOE has also been developing
online data capacity to monitor school results.
2. Provide Support to Complex Areas and Schools: Based on
identified needs, the ELL state program staff collaborates with the
complex areas to provide:
a. Guidance around federal and legal requirements of the ELL
Program to address core English Learner needs;
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b. Technical assistance with regard to implementation of federal
guidance, both Core English Learner Program and Title III
Language Instruction Education Programs that enhance and enrich
the Core English Learner Programs; and
c. Title III funding to support the following activities:
i. Language Instruction Education Programs that supplement
the Core English Learner Program;
ii. Professional development to support teachers, both ELL and
content teachers, around English Language Development;
iii. Parent Engagement Activities;
iv. Extended Learning Opportunities for students beyond the
school day (e.g., after school, during the intersession, and
during the summer);
v. English Language Development software to support students
in ELOs and enrich the core English Learner Programs; and
vi. Build teacher leader and administrator capacity, which
includes complex area ELL staff and school-level ELL
coordinators.
3. Evaluate Supports Provided: Conduct evaluations focused on ELL
supports which include complex area staff, school administrator, and
teacher feedback; student academic performance; and English
Language Proficiency data and growth. Qualitative and quantitative
data will be reviewed, as appropriate, at the state, complex area, and
school level.
4. Adjust, Change, or Improve Programs: If any of the supports
provided by the state are not helping, adjustments will be made to more
appropriately support the complex areas and schools in need. HIDOE
also works in partnership with various entities to build capacity at
every level – state, complex area, and school – to ensure program
success. Examples include collaboration and partnerships with
Institutes of Higher Education and Pacific Resources for Education and
Learning and consultation with the WIDA Consortium to identify more
effective strategies to facilitate staff and student success.
HIDOE’s ELL program administrators and resource teachers at the
state level will ensure ELL program administrators and resource
teachers at the complex area level and ELL coordinators and teachers
at the school level have the training, support, and professional
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development necessary to contribute to the success of our English
learners [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 2].
3. Monitoring and Technical Assistance (ESEA section 3113(b)(8)): Describe:
i.
How the SEA will monitor the progress of each eligible entity receiving a
Title III, Part A subgrant in helping English learners achieve English
proficiency; and
ii.
The steps the SEA will take to further assist eligible entities if the strategies
funded under Title III, Part A are not effective, such as providing technical
assistance and modifying such strategies.
The state ELL program staff in the Office of Curriculum, Instruction and
Student Support meets monthly with Title III Administrative Sub-Units
(complex areas) and also interacts with the complex area ELL staff
throughout each month, in addition to the monthly meetings, to monitor the
progress of school ELL programs. Through these monthly interactions, the
state ELL program is able to obtain formative data on how complex areas
and schools are performing.
HIDOE also conducts desk monitoring through the electronic submission of
monitoring documents and fiscal expenditures to manage the complex area
and school use of Title III, Part A funds and monitor the progress schools are
making towards increasing the percentage of students on track to English
language proficiency. HIDOE is also considering the creation of teams from
across complex areas to pair with the state ELL staff to learn from and with
each other, targeting not only struggling schools, but also schools who have
positive English learner data and trends to serve as success models.
The state ELL program staff further monitors schools’ English language
proficiency rates, annual statewide assessment proficiency rates, and other
student data including, but not limited to, student grades, retention rates,
graduation rates, and chronic absenteeism rates. HIDOE has built the
infrastructure to provide training for schools to access and be able to review
student data in the aggregate form as well as down to student level. HIDOE
will continue to expand the functionality of our electronic database systems,
such as our Longitudinal Data System and electronic Comprehensive Student
Support System, to better capture and use data at every level and make
student data available online and in a timely manner to complex areas and
schools. The accessibility to data will help complex areas and schools make
more effective programmatic decisions to better support their English
learners.
To assist complex areas and schools who are struggling to meet the state ELL
goals, state ELL program staff provides system-wide support based on
federal guidance, legislation, and judicial precedence. State ELL program
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staff and complex area ELL staff work collaboratively to identify and
provide needed technical assistance and strategy modification to these
schools. Supports range from securing training, onsite observations, and
needs assessments for the complex area, school, and classroom. Currently,
supports are tailored and based on expressed complex area- and/or stateidentified needs with the state ELL program providing system-wide guidance
on what elements must be included in their ELL and Title III Programs.
The state ELL program will continue to provide technical assistance and
multiple supports to complex areas through the roll-out of English Language
Proficiency Standards. Technical assistance and supports include the
following:
● Collaboration with core content specialists and other federal programs
within the Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Supports to
ensure English learner needs are being addressed in all courses as well as
in other programs, such as special education, as applicable;
● Online programs such as Imagine Learning English, which supplements
classroom learning through an online literacy curriculum designed to
enrich language acquisition, and the e-Learning Series, developed by
HIDOE and WIDA, which builds awareness of the needs of English
learners;
● Professional development activities in collaboration with WIDA, such as
webinars on standards implementation and instructional strategies and
in-person professional learning community activities;
● Supports from the state ELL staff and external partners, such as the
University of Hawaii and Hawaii P-20, who have collaborated with
HIDOE for the Asian American and Pacific Islander data disaggregation
grant, which Hawaii has used to focus on providing ELL educators at the
state, complex area, and school levels with actionable information to
better understand and close achievement and opportunity gaps between
English learners and non-English learners; and
●

Targeted support for English learners at the secondary school level
through a collaboration with the Pacific Regional Comprehensive Center.

ELL staff at the state level will work collaboratively with the complex areas
and schools to ensure the needs of our English learners are met so they may
fully engage in high-quality educational opportunities available to them.
Thus, the ELL staff at the state level will need to ensure that the ELL staff at
the complex area and school levels has the means to support student success
and continuous improvement. To further ensure student success, the Office
of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support’s ELL program will
prioritize professional development for all educators and school and complex
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area administrators to increase the knowledge, understanding, and ability to
use inclusive practices and multi-tiered supports with our English learners,
who would benefit from the use of diverse instructional methods.
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F. Title IV, Part A: Student Support and Academic Enrichment Grants
1. Use of Funds (ESEA section 4103(c)(2)(A)): Describe how the SEA will use funds received
under Title IV, Part A, Subpart 1 for State-level activities.
As a unitary SEA/LEA, Hawaii plans to transfer Title IV, Part A, Subpart 1 funds to Title
II, Part A to further advance Title II initiatives aimed at promoting a “high-performing
culture where employees have the training, support, and professional development to
contribute effectively to student success” [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 2]. The
purpose of Title IV, Part A, Subpart 1 is to improve our students’ academic achievement by
increasing the capacity of the state, schools, and local communities to –
1. Provide all students with access to a well-rounded education;
2. Improve school conditions for student learning; and
3. Improve the use of technology in order to improve the academic achievement and
digital literacy of all students.
To increase the capacity of the state, complex areas, and our schools to meet these
objectives, Hawaii will need to provide professional development focused on curriculum
and instruction, managing student behavior, and the use of technology in the classroom as
well as provide targeted support through induction, mentoring, and facilitated professional
learning communities. We recognize that teachers, school administrators, and school
support staff “are the heart of our instructional system” and we must ensure they are
provided with the tools they need to be successful in order to best support our students’
needs and facilitate student success (Blueprint for Public Education, pg. 19).
Hawaii will use Title II, Part A funds to support the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan’s goal of
seeing all students demonstrate they are on a path toward success in college, career, and
citizenship [Goal 1]. Hawaii’s Student Success goal, or Goal 1 of the HIDOE/BOE
Strategic Plan, includes four objectives:
1. All students are empowered in their learning to set and achieve their aspirations for
the future.
2. All students are safe, healthy, and supported in schools, so that they can engage
fully in high-quality educational opportunities.
3. All students are offered and engage in a rigorous, well-rounded education so that
students are prepared to be successful in their post-high school goals.
4. All students transition successfully throughout their educational experiences.
These objectives are closely aligned to the purpose of the Student Support and Academic
Enrichment Grants. Hawaii knows that to increase academic achievement, we must meet
the needs of the "whole child" so that our students are "empowered" to succeed in the
classroom and show that they are "prepared" to successfully advance in their educational
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journey and "resilient" enough to overcome the challenges they face along the way.
Stakeholder input was gathered at convenings of teacher leaders and community partners,
as well as from state, complex, and school administrators and staff, parents, and community
members via a public comment survey. Community input confirms prioritizing school
conditions for safe and nurturing learning environments. Stakeholder input also confirms
an emphasis on well-rounded education across all content areas, including the arts, health
education, physical education, world languages, and career and technical education. While
technology use and student transitions continue to be important objectives, public input
indicates that these priorities continue to be appropriately addressed.
As a unitary SEA/LEA, Hawaii is responsible for utilizing federal funds to improve student
academic achievement across the state. In reviewing HIDOE’s data, half of our students
are proficient in language arts and less than half are proficient in mathematics. Our data
also show a substantial gap between our "all students" group and our children with
disabilities, English learner, economically disadvantaged student, Pacific Islander, and
Native Hawaiian subgroups in proficiency as well as in graduation rates. HIDOE will use
Title II, Part A funds to help close the achievement gaps while increasing academic
achievement overall. To do so, HIDOE will use Title II, Part A funds to meet the purpose
of Title IV, Part A by providing professional development opportunities in delivering a
well-rounded education, improving school conditions, and increasing the use of technology
in the classroom.
Access to a Well-Rounded Education
Hawaii strives to provide access to a well-rounded, standards-based education for all
students to promote academic achievement and close the achievement gap. There has been
a concerted effort to support and model interdisciplinary approaches – integrating English
language arts, fine arts, math, science, and social studies – through professional
development offered at the state, complex area, and school levels. For the past four years,
the state has also partnered with independent schools to offer teachers and curriculum
coordinators a two-week institute for thematic instruction that crosses multiple disciplines
and capitalizes on students’ curiosity and interests. The Arts Integration efforts have also
included posters series that were co-developed by HIDOE, the Museum of Arts, and a local
private school. A poster entitled “View of Honolulu from Punchbowl” integrates skills and
content from English language arts (analysis and comparison of similar themes), fine arts
(visualization), science (landscape change over time), and social studies (political and
economic influences on a public space). These professional development sessions and
partnerships provide strategies and resources to integrate multiple content areas, expanding
the emphasis on English language arts and math.
In addition, the Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support has facilitated
teacher work groups for English language arts, mathematics, fine arts, health, physical
education, science, Science Technology Engineering Math (STEM), and social studies.
These work sessions resulted in the creation of standards-aligned curricular and
instructional materials. As an example, the social studies work group created Inquiry
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Design Model units aligned to the College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for
Social Studies and practiced building collaborative civic spaces using the philosophy for
children Hawaii (p4cHI) strategy. State program specialists have provided leadership in
meeting the needs of our special education students, English learners, and other student
subgroups through teaming with English language arts and science specialists. These
partnerships focus on evidence-based strategies that address the academic and language
development needs of these students with the goal of ensuring equity and excellence for all
students.
Moving forward, integration will continue to be one approach to ensure that a well-rounded
education is accessible to all students. In promoting and supporting integrated approaches,
the state, complex areas, and schools will ensure that teaching and learning is standardsbased and rigorous to promote academic achievement. Leadership at each level will use
stakeholder input and data to determine the priority for and appropriateness of integration
of different subject areas in professional development and curriculum. Funds will be used
to continue and expand on these efforts.
In addition to designing and implementing interdisciplinary units of learning, Title II, Part
A funds will also be used to ensure our students are college- and career-ready by providing
the means to offer educators professional development focused on programs allowing
students to earn college credits while in high school, such as Advanced Placement (AP),
International Baccalaureate Programme, and dual credit college courses, as well as
programs aimed at building employability skills, such as the career academies and Career
and Technical Education. These experiences have shown to increase the number of
students that go on to college, especially economically disadvantaged students. HIDOE
will ensure every student has an identified next step after high school that is aligned with
their future aspirations through a personal transition plan.
HIDOE is currently collaborating with the Chamber of Commerce Hawaii, the Department
of Labor and Industrial Relations, the Hawaii Carpenters Apprenticeship and Training
Fund, and the University of Hawaii as the “Connect to Career” (C2C) coalition. This
initiative prepares students for success in high-skill, in-demand careers, providing students
with more opportunities to develop career-readiness in finance and banking, cybersecurity,
carpentry, food manufacturing, health occupations, computer science, and construction and
engineering. Partnerships with different industry leads provide mentoring, shadowing, and
research experiences to both teachers and students to build students’ academic preparation
for college and employability skills.
Improve School Conditions for Student Learning
School conditions for student learning extends beyond the “brick and mortar” of the school
to its culture and sense of well-being. Goal 1, Objective 2 in the HIDOE/BOE Strategic
Plan states:
Students’ physical, social, mental, emotional and cognitive development are critical as
they move from early childhood to adolescence to adulthood. Students’ well-being
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and health increase their readiness to learn. Students succeed when their individual
needs are met and their innate gifts and abilities are nurtured.
Hawaii’s main strategy is to focus on the whole child through an increased attention to
social-emotional learning as well as through family, community and industry partnerships.
Focused on academics, health and well-being, and connection to community and place,
these partnerships aim to provide relevant learning experiences for students and remove
barriers to learning.
HIDOE’s Nā Hopena A‘o (HĀ) framework describes culturally-responsive outcomes for
all K-12 students. These identified core values and beliefs are embedded in professional
development opportunities, as well as curricular and instructional resources, designed to
leverage Hawaii’s unique culture and geography. For example, the Ethnomathematics
Institute is a partnership with the University of Hawaii at Manoa that allows teachers to
experience and integrate culturally-responsive pedagogy. In addition, science professional
development supports teachers in exploring Hawaii-specific phenomena and social studies
resources help students take informed action to address global and local issues.
Initiatives are in place to increase access to these learning experiences. With the premise
that health is strongly linked to academic success and that academic success is linked to
overall wellness, the Hawaii Keiki partnership with the University of Hawaii’s School of
Nursing allows complex areas to provide school-based health and wraparound services.
Access to immunizations, oral health care, and chronic condition management helps
improve student attendance and academic performance.
Students’ belonging, learning, character, and well-being are addressed through
interconnected networks of coordinated academic, instructional, and social and emotional
supports. These networks provide structures and processes aimed at the building of strong,
trusting and caring relationships.
Improve the Use of Technology in Order to Improve the Academic Achievement and Digital
Literacy of all Students
Hawaii is committed to improving the digital literacy of all students to foster effective and
ethical users of technology (an HIDOE General Learner Outcome) and to empower
students by providing learning opportunities that will motivate them to learn and expand
their horizons [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 1, Objective 1]. Teachers will have
access to resources, tutorials, and additional supports that could be expanded to improve the
digital literacy of our students.
Hawaii will use Title II, Part A funds to increase the use of technology in promoting and
extending learning opportunities and data analyses. Efforts are underway to provide
ongoing professional development and networking to ensure educators and students are
computer and digital literate. As examples, Project Inspire courses help teachers integrate
technology in a standards-based curriculum and Google Apps for Education training
supports teachers in applying productivity tools that enhance standards-based instructional
and assessment strategies. In order to close the achievement gap, teachers will be provided
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with training to use technology tools such as Google for Education and Blackboard to
increase the options for students to learn, making access to standards-based education more
equitable for student subgroups.
Using technology as a tool, our teachers are able to prepare our students for the
increasingly complex life and work environments in the 21st century and help our students
develop the skills needed to separate them from those who are not prepared. Teachers will
be provided with professional development that focus on promoting creativity, critical
thinking, communication and collaboration with technology to prepare students for the
future.
2. Awarding Subgrants (ESEA section 4103(c)(2)(B)): Describe how the SEA will ensure that
awards made to LEAs under Title IV, Part A, Subpart 1 are in amounts that are consistent
with ESEA section 4105(a)(2).
Hawaii is a unitary SEA/LEA and is considering transferring Title IV, Part A, Subpart I
funds to Title II, Part A. Thus, this is not applicable to Hawaii.
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G. Title IV, Part B: 21st Century Community Learning Centers
1. Use of Funds (ESEA section 4203(a)(2)): Describe how the SEA will use funds received
under the 21st Century Community Learning Centers program, including funds reserved for
State-level activities.
As a unitary state-funded school system, Hawaii is uniquely positioned to optimally
maximize and leverage the impact of its state resources in combination with federal and
other dollars to support student success. The 21st Century Community Learning Centers
(21st CCLC) program offers public schools the means to foster innovation to meet and
exceed our educational goals and provide adequate resources to support school and
community-based plans for student success [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal 3,
Objectives 1 and 2]. By aligning out-of-school-time activities to national and state
educational priorities, the 21st CCLC program provides Hawaii a valuable opportunity to
engage partners in leveraging these learning spaces to progress and advance educational
priorities and objectives and in fostering innovative ideas that directly translate to student
success.
Based on the statewide vision that every school in Hawaii successfully, actively, and
sustainably engages their community so every student thrives, the vision for 21st CCLC is
to ensure all students have access to and participate in opportunities that span academics,
health and well-being, and character and connectedness. The achievement gap trends along
markers of race, ethnicity, gender, and socioeconomic status; students’ lack of access to
learning opportunities during non-school hours because of these factors contributes to this
gap. Hawaii believes that access and participation through quality out-of-school-time
programs that encompass a coordinated network of strategic partnerships, combined with
engaging curriculum, strong leadership, quality teaching, restorative practices, and parent
and family engagement,9 will translate to student success in ways that will contribute to
minimizing the achievement gap.
Based on an asset and needs assessment performed by schools, school and complex area
academic and financial plans, and the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, HIDOE will align outof-school programs and services funded by the 21st CCLC program with priorities
identified by these guiding documents. Additional 21st CCLC funds provide opportunities
for well-rounded and supportive educational experiences and opportunities. These funds
will also be used to provide academic enrichment opportunities, such as tutorial services
that assist students in meeting the challenging state academic standards, particularly
students who attend low-performing schools. The 21st CCLC funds give schools and
organizations the ability to offer students a broad array of additional services, programs,
and activities. The funds not only assist students, but provide families the opportunity to
actively and meaningfully engage in their children’s education. 21st CCLC funds currently
provide a range of programs and services, including youth development activities; health
and social supports; college, career, and citizenship; expanded learning opportunities;
engaging instruction; and family and community engagement opportunities10. To continue
9

“Community Schools: Transforming Struggling Schools into Thriving Schools”, February 2016.

10

Coalition for Community Schools: communityschools.org
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to progress towards eliminating the achievement gap, four main strategies are proposed:
1. Implement statewide program quality standards;
2. Align opportunities to school, complex area, and state priorities;
3. Improve data collection and evaluation systems that correlate participation to
attendance, behavior and coursemarks; and
4. Reinvigorate professional learning communities to both deliver and deepen
professional development.
2. Awarding Subgrants (ESEA section 4203(a)(4)): Describe the procedures and criteria the
SEA will use for reviewing applications and awarding 21st Century Community Learning
Centers funds to eligible entities on a competitive basis, which shall include procedures and
criteria that take into consideration the likelihood that a proposed community learning
center will help participating students meet the challenging State academic standards and
any local academic standards.
HIDOE uses 21st CCLC-funded programs that deliver high-quality services to facilitate
student learning and family engagement and development and to support continued efforts
of the 21st CCLC program to increase student achievement through a broad array of
services and programs that are aligned to the HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan and statewide
initiatives.
Request for Proposals Process
The Community Engagement Office of HIDOE is responsible for all components of the 21st
CCLC process, which includes the screening, awarding, and technical assistance of the
grant. The Community Engagement Office develops the 21st CCLC Request for Proposal
(RFP) and application with input from the Superintendent, other appropriate state officials
and agencies administering before- and after-school (or summer recess) programs and
activities, the heads of the state health and mental health agencies or their designees,
statewide after-school networks, and representatives of teachers, complex areas, and
community-based organizations. These include noted strategic partners such as the Hawaii
Afterschool Alliance, Department of Parks and Recreation, Lieutenant Governor’s office,
Department of Human Services, Office of Youth Services as well as other private and nonprofit providers and partners.
The Community Engagement Office will release the 21st CCLC RFP to non-HIDOE
entities via the State Procurement website (http://spo.Hawaii.gov/) and the application to
Complex Area Superintendents via a posted memo on the HIDOE email system. The
Community Engagement Office will also email the RFP link directly to private schools that
indicated their interest in applying for the 21st CCLC grant, as determined by the Annual
Private School Survey.
The Community Engagement Office will also continue to work with various community
organizations (e.g., Hawaii Excellence in Education, Hawaii Association of Nonprofit
Organizations, and the Hawaii Afterschool Alliance) to ensure that non-HIDOE entities are
provided multiple avenues to be made aware of the release of the RFP and the proceeding
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Bidders Conferences. The Community Engagement Office will provide information to all
potential applicants during the Bidders Conference, which is scheduled during the release
window of the RFP and application period. In addition, the Community Engagement
Office provides technical assistance on addressing grant specifications during the Bidders
Conference and the ongoing RFP/application process. Information discussed may include
the application process and review, data collection requirements, schedule of professional
development offerings including those that may be applicable for PDE3 credits (HIDOE’s
professional development system), HIDOE responsibilities and expectations, and overall
21st CCLC programmatic intentions and objectives.
Employing multiple venues to advertise the release of the RFP ensures that the Community
Engagement Office is providing opportunities for all eligible entities (local educational
agency or community and faith-based organizations) to apply for 21st CCLC grant funds.
Screening/Peer Review
The completed applications undergo a rigorous screening process by a peer review
committee of HIDOE personnel familiar with the programs and activities allowable under
21st CCLC to ensure completeness and applicant eligibility. The peer review committee
members are selected based on their expertise in providing effective academic, enrichment,
youth development, and related services to children. Moreover, members are unbiased;
they are not an applicant nor do they represent an applicant who has submitted an
application for the current application period. Former peer review committees included
representatives from the Lieutenant Governor’s office; state agencies such as Department
of Human Services; Hawaii Afterschool Alliance; and Hawaii Excellence in Education.
Committee members undergo comprehensive training on policies and procedures for the
general scoring process and the quality control procedures throughout the peer review
process. This ensures consistency in scoring and, thus, creates opportunities for the
selection of the awards to achieve geographic diversity, including both urban and rural
communities.
Peer review will focus on an evaluation of the array of school-based/school-linked services;
the delivery model and data collection and evaluation procedures; the experience and
knowledge of the school communities being supported; the professional development and
partnerships presented; and service coordination and integration.
Awards
HIDOE will award funds to eligible entities strictly on a competitive basis, by ranking
proposals (scored by the peer review committee) from highest score to lowest score, and
ensure that the following overarching point is emphasized and readily evident throughout
the proposal: the likelihood that a proposed community learning center will help
participating students meet the challenging state academic standards, complex area
standards/initiative, and state standards/initiatives.
The Community Engagement Office personnel are available to provide technical assistance
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to all non-selected offerors to strengthen proposals for future submissions.
Awards are granted for a period of not less than three years and not more than five years.
The amounts of the awards may not be less than $50,000 and all awards will be of
sufficient size and scope to support high quality, evidence-based programs.
Priorities
21st CCLC applications must address the following priorities:
1. Services for students who attend schools identified for comprehensive or targeted
support and improvement or other schools determined by the complex area to be in
need of intervention and support to improve student academic achievement and
other outcomes.
OR
Services for students who may be at risk for academic failure, dropping out of
school, or involvement in criminal or delinquent activities or who lack strong
positive role models and the families of these students.
2. Joint proposal by eligible entities consisting of not less than one complex area
receiving funds under Title I, Part A and another eligible entity that either
demonstrates that the proposed activities are currently not accessible to students or
expands accessibility to high-quality services that may be available in the
community.
3. Plan for sustainability after funding has ended and the guidance of an Advisory
Council.
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H. Title V, Part B, Subpart 2: Rural and Low-Income School Program
1. Outcomes and Objectives (ESEA section 5223(b)(1)): Provide information on program
objectives and outcomes for activities under Title V, Part B, Subpart 2, including how the
SEA will use funds to help all students meet the challenging State academic standards.
2. Technical Assistance (ESEA section 5223(b)(3)): Describe how the SEA will provide
technical assistance to eligible LEAs to help such agencies implement the activities
described in ESEA section 5222.
Hawaii currently does not participate in the Rural or Low-Income School Program.
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I. Education for Homeless Children and Youth program, McKinney-Vento
Homeless Assistance Act, Title VII, Subtitle B
1. Student Identification (722(g)(1)(B) of the McKinney-Vento Act): Describe the procedures
the SEA will use to identify homeless children and youth in the State and to assess their
needs.
Hawaii strives to ensure our homeless students demonstrate they are on a path toward
success in college, career, and citizenship by providing these students with a caring, safe,
and supportive learning environment through which they are able to transition successfully
throughout their educational experiences and feel empowered in their learning to set and
achieve high aspirations for their future [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal I].
The McKinney-Vento Act guides the direction of HIDOE’s Education of Homeless
Children and Youth Program. HIDOE has established protocols and practices to identify
homeless students and provide needed services, including transportation, meals and
enrollment assistance. Online training is available year-round and updated annually to
reflect changes in the program or common challenges identified in the field.
During the 2016-17 school year, HIDOE identified approximately 3,000 students (2%)
experiencing unstable living situations, from “couch surfing” (living with family or friends)
to living in a homeless shelter to being unsheltered. Most schools have identified at least
one student who qualifies as “homeless” under the McKinney-Vento criteria. Schools may
have as many as 25 percent of students identified. Many students are “hidden homeless”
who have not shared their living situations with school officials and are not receiving
supports. The Education of Homeless Children and Youth Program staff work with
community agencies to identify and support these homeless students. Of the homeless
students, 74 percent are on Oahu.
Our students who are experiencing homelessness are struggling in our schools with more
students chronically absent, suspended, and receiving lower grades and fewer
demonstrating academic proficiency. Chronic absenteeism and suspensions contribute to
low academic performance. The root cause of these students’ challenges is multi-faceted
and influenced by being homeless and otherwise unstable with regard to basic human
needs.
HIDOE’s Education of Homeless Children and Youth Program staff members are currently
conducting more rigorous analyses of students’ needs. Moving forward, HIDOE plans for
more ambitious efforts to support our students experiencing homelessness. This begins
with requesting additional state funding to increase our regionally-based homeless service
coordinators to full-time status to increase support for identifying students experiencing
homelessness and coordinating services; a legislative budget request for full-time social
workers across the state has been approved. HIDOE’s Education of Homeless Children
and Youth Program staff will also strengthen its collaborative alliances with other state
agencies and nonprofit community organizations, including coordination with the
Governor’s Ohana Nui initiative and with the Governor’s coordinator on homelessness, to
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determine and remove barriers to identifying students as homeless and to providing
necessary services so that all students are safe, healthy and supported.
Homeless students are mainly identified during the enrollment process through the annual
administration of the McKinney-Vento-1 form, which serves as verification of homeless
status for meals, transportation to school of origin, and housing support. HIDOE posts
translated posters and brochures which outline the rights of homeless students in school
offices and in the community and collaborates with shelters and other family-serving
agencies such as Catholic Charities, Aloha United Way, Waikiki Health/Youth Outreach
and Partners in Care to ensure homeless students are identified and are receiving the
appropriate services. Moving forward, HIDOE is increasing focus on identification of
children ages 0-5 and unaccompanied youth by working with the Executive Office on Early
Learning, Head Start, Hawaii Early Intervention Coordinating Council, and the state’s
Homeless Management Information System.
HIDOE is coordinating a multi-level assessment of student needs, from big picture at state
level through the district, complex and school levels. Data teams at all levels have access
to newly created homeless cohort data. Data-sharing agreements with shelters, Hawaii’s
Homeless Management Information System, Head Start, and the Hawaii Early Intervention
Coordinating Council are being explored to better identify our homeless children and reach
children who are not attending school.
2. Dispute Resolution (722(g)(1)(C) of the McKinney-Vento Act): Describe procedures for the
prompt resolution of disputes regarding the educational placement of homeless children and
youth.
A dispute resolution process is defined, in writing, in the event that a parent/legal guardian
disagrees with a principal’s enrollment decision. If a student’s living situation does not
meet the definition of homeless under the McKinney-Vento Act and the student currently
lives outside of the school community, the principal may decide to not enroll the student. If
a parent initiates a dispute, the child remains at school pending a resolution. The principal
consults with the Complex Area Superintendent and, if still unresolved, with the Deputy
Superintendent’s office. At each level, decisions are communicated within 30 days.
Moving forward, the dispute resolution process will be documented in the student
information system. In HIDOE, enrollment disputes are rare.
3. Support for School Personnel (722(g)(1)(D) of the McKinney-Vento Act): Describe
programs for school personnel (including the LEA liaisons for homeless children and
youth, principals and other school leaders, attendance officers, teachers, enrollment
personnel, and specialized instructional support personnel) to heighten the awareness of
such school personnel of the specific needs of homeless children and youth, including
runaway and homeless children and youth.
HIDOE’s central office for the Education of Homeless Children and Youth Program is
housed in Office of Curriculum, Instruction and Student Support within the Student
Services Branch. The office is staffed by a State Coordinator and a Resource Teacher,
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providing outreach, planning and training for complex area and school personnel. Each of
the fifteen complex areas employs at least one Homeless Concerns Liaison to assist with
the identification, enrollment and family outreach in each school within their service area.
Homeless Concerns Liaisons are under the direct supervision of their respective Complex
Area Superintendent and support the efforts of the Education of Homeless Children and
Youth Program.
To heighten the awareness of school personnel of the specific needs of students who are
homeless, including students who are runaway and homeless, the Education of Homeless
Children and Youth Program annually updates and posts online for schools to view a
narrated powerpoint, the McKinney-Vento 101 module, which outlines the basic
requirements of the McKinney-Vento Act, the unique needs of our homeless as well as
runaway and homeless students, and the state’s processes for implementing supports and
services to address these needs. Additional differentiated support is provided to address
current issues and updates, including student data analysis, allowable expenditures, and
modification of policies to remove barriers to success for homeless and runaway and
homeless students. The Homeless Concerns Liaisons regularly visit their schools to
provide in-person supports. Ongoing communication between school, complex area, and
state-level personnel ensure a coordinated effort to support the needs of homeless and
runaway and homeless students as well as to support the needs of the schools in addressing
the needs of these students. Follow-up support is triggered by request from the principal or
complex area staff, common questions, and relevant updates. Collaboration with the Title I
office ensures effective coordination between the two programs and ensures that the
mandatory Title I set-side targets student need.
4. Access to Services (722(g)(1)(F) of the McKinney-Vento Act): Describe procedures that
ensure that:
i.
Homeless children have access to public preschool programs, administered
by the SEA or LEA, as provided to other children in the State;
ii.
Homeless youth and youth separated from public schools are identified and
accorded equal access to appropriate secondary education and support
services, including by identifying and removing barriers that prevent youth
described in this clause from receiving appropriate credit for full or partial
coursework satisfactorily completed while attending a prior school, in
accordance with State, local, and school policies; and
iii.
Homeless children and youth who meet the relevant eligibility criteria do not
face barriers to accessing academic and extracurricular activities, including
magnet school, summer school, career and technical education, advanced
placement, online learning, and charter school programs, if such programs
are available at the State and local levels.
Hawaii promotes access to educational and extracurricular programs to
ensure our homeless students are able to participate in activities other
students across the state are able to participate in.
Public preschool programs
To ensure that homeless children and youth in Hawaii have access to public
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preschool, the Education of Homeless Children and Youth Program
Coordinator works collaboratively with members from the Executive Office
on Early Learning, including the Head Start Collaboration Office, and with
private community preschool providers, to create interagency connections
and coordinated family outreach for preschool placement. Information on
available preschool programs is disseminated to families via the Homeless
Concerns Liaisons to shelters and family-serving agencies in partnership
with preschool providers, including programs dedicated to students receiving
special education services. The Homeless Concerns Liaisons, who are
trained by the Executive Office of Early Learning to assist with the preschool
student application process, partner with their counterparts in the various
preschool programs to better assist homeless families in enrolling their child
in preschool. Preschool vouchers and tuition supports are available to
homeless families to ensure enrollment. Barriers to identification of eligible
children are being explored with the same partners.
Homeless youth and youth separated from public schools
As Hawaii is a unitary state system, students who transfer from one school to
another remain in the system and are able to complete common courses.
Options for partial credit earned and online supplemental courses are
currently being explored. HIDOE’s goal is to provide a menu of approved
course alternatives to facilitate student support. While provision of options
may prevent some students from separation, HIDOE’s Education of
Homeless Children and Youth Program is exploring ways to continue
providing outreach and educational support for those who ultimately leave
the system, in partnership with HIDOE’s Community Schools for Adults and
shelters that serve homeless youth.
Access to academic and extracurricular activities
Students experiencing homelessness have the same opportunities to
participate in academic activities as their housed peers including online
learning, athletics, Advanced Placement courses, summer school, school
clubs, and career and technical education programs. HIDOE and the Hawaii
Charter School Commission work together to ensure the same identification
and supports are provided in charter schools for children experiencing
homelessness. Hawaii does not have magnet schools.
Any associated fees for participation or equipment required for experiences
offered to all students may be covered with McKinney-Vento funds derived
from the Title I mandatory set-aside and in partnership with HIDOE’s School
Transportation Branch to enable a homeless child to participate. Schoollevel counselors, student services coordinators, and administrators assist
homeless students interested in participating in academic and extracurricular
activities by securing the appropriate supports to ensure participation.
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School-level counselors and student services coordinators work with the
Homeless Concerns Liaisons to remove any barriers, such as fees and items
that incur a cost, that may prevent homeless students from participating in
academic and extracurricular activities.
As of SY 2017-18, Athletic Directors have been included in McKinneyVento training, specifically as it relates to full participation, to raise
awareness of and remove barriers preventing homeless students from
participating in athletics. Funds are allocated to provide uniforms,
equipment, and associated fees. Similarly, school-level counselors and social
workers are being actively engaged in training through coordination with the
state- and school-level student support network.
As school-level data teams look at homeless students individually, efforts
will be made to identify interests and help students to access clubs and
courses as available.
Transportation
Transportation services accorded to all eligible homeless students will extend
to homeless preschoolers attending Hawaii’s public preschool programs.
Transportation services will also expand to accommodate students eligible
for extracurricular activities to remove barriers to participation.
Meals
All students identified as homeless via the McKinney-Vento-1 form or the
Department of Human Services Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
program are automatically eligible for free meals at school. The Community
Eligibility Provision Program (CEP) captures any unidentified students in
high poverty areas as meals are provided to everyone at qualifying schools.
5. Strategies to Address Other Problems (722(g)(1)(H) of the McKinney-Vento Act): Provide
strategies to address other problems with respect to the education of homeless children and
youth, including problems resulting from enrollment delays that are caused by—
i. requirements of immunization and other required health records;
ii. residency requirements;
iii. lack of birth certificates, school records, or other documentation;
iv. guardianship issues; or
v. uniform or dress code requirements.
HIDOE’s immediate enrollment policy for homeless students is intended to
prevent enrollment delays and retention. If a student is identified as
homeless, immediate enrollment is granted. Aside from a negative
tuberculosis (TB) result, no previous records are required for enrollment. If a
student tests positive for TB, schoolwork is provided. If a student lacks a TB
test, the Homeless Concerns Liaison and school designee work together to
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obtain the student’s records to ensure a smooth transition to the new school
while TB testing is being coordinated. School staff and liaisons are trained
annually and supported throughout the year by liaisons and state-level
personnel to ensure the immediate enrollment of homeless children and
youth, preventing delays and related problems. In the event that
transportation is preventing TB testing or delaying the securing of records,
one-way public bus passes are offered.
To establish residency, homeless families seeking to enroll in a school are
only required to give the intersection or nearest address of where they are
currently residing. No verification of shelter placement or address for a
house where a family may be temporarily staying at is required.
If a homeless child or youth enrolls as an unaccompanied youth, the student
will be allowed to enroll without guardianship papers. The Homeless
Concerns Liaisons are available to explain the student’s rights and to help the
student complete the appropriate enrollment forms. Should a homeless
student be under the care of an adult without proof of guardianship, the adult
can complete a form declaring the adult as the caregiver of the child and
proceed with completing the enrollment process. The liaisons utilize the
resources available from the National Center for Homeless Education on
unaccompanied youth and their educational rights.
If a homeless child or youth enrolls in a school that requires a uniform or has
dress code requirements, schools are provided with funds to subsidize the
cost of school uniforms or appropriate clothing for homeless students.
Homeless children and youth should not experience an enrollment delay in
any HIDOE school. Hawaii’s status as a unitary system expedites the
transfer of records due to a single student information system. Enrollment
details and other records remain with the students and are updated upon
transfer of schools.
6. Policies to Remove Barriers (722(g)(1)(I) of the McKinney-Vento Act): Demonstrate that
the SEA and LEAs in the State have developed, and shall review and revise, policies to
remove barriers to the identification of homeless children and youth, and the enrollment
and retention of homeless children and youth in schools in the State, including barriers to
enrollment and retention due to outstanding fees or fines, or absences.
HIDOE shares information about the requirements of the McKinney-Vento Act in a
narrated powerpoint posted online annually for personnel at the complex areas and schools
to view to ensure school-level personnel are aware of the policies in place to identify and
support homeless students. This includes the identification and removal of any barriers to
enrollment and retention, including fees, fines and absences. Currently, HIDOE has
procedures in place to identify, enroll, and support students who are homeless. To identify
students who are homeless, all students and their parents are asked to complete a
questionnaire to determine whether the student qualifies for services under the McKinney-
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Vento Act annually. This questionnaire is distributed to all previously enrolled students at
the beginning of the school year and new students upon enrollment.
HIDOE also requires that homeless students be enrolled immediately without the
immunization records (with the exception of a negative TB test), proof of residency, paid
fines or fees, school records, birth certificate, and proof of guardianship that are required
for students who are not homeless, thereby removing barriers to enrollment and retention.
There are funds available to cover fines and fees associated with enrollment, retention and
full participation in school. The policy for accessing funding was recently revised after an
informal review revealed delays due to the process.
Hawaii will conduct an ongoing review of existing policies regarding homeless students
and the removal of barriers to identification, enrollment, and participation, particularly with
regard to unaccompanied youth and runaway and homeless students and will revise as
necessary. Hawaii will also examine existing policies to identify the areas which lack a
policy that would provide clear direction. It is the established practice of the network of
support around homeless students to identify and remove all barriers to enrollment,
retention and full participation in school. Hawaii is formalizing this practice into explicit
policy and will review and revise it as necessary.
7. Assistance from Counselors (722(g)(1)(K)): A description of how youths described in
section 725(2) will receive assistance from counselors to advise such youths, and prepare
and improve the readiness of such youths for college.
HIDOE recognizes that homeless youth may face barriers accessing and completing
postsecondary education and is moving toward increased collaboration between counselors
and Homeless Concerns Liaisons to better prepare and improve college-readiness for such
students. HIDOE school counselors across the state are currently being engaged as part of
the support web around homeless students to ensure individualized counseling regarding
progress toward earning a high school diploma, college/post-high school preparation and
selection, the application process, financial aid, and the availability of on-campus supports.
The Homeless Concerns Liaisons will reach out to school counselors to help identify the
homeless students and connect them to family and off-campus resources, such as testing,
application fee waiver options, and university-level homeless student supports.
Guidance will also be provided to school counselors regarding unaccompanied homeless
youth and their status as independent students. As independent students, parent
information on the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) is not required and
federal financial aid is calculated without the expectation of parental financial support
(Section 722(g)(6)(A)(x)(III)). The Homeless Concerns Liaisons will assist youth in
receiving verification of such status for federal student aid purposes. Federal student aid
provides much needed financial assistance to homeless students, affording them the
opportunity to attend a post-secondary institution.
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J. Children in Foster Care
Hawaii strives to ensure our students in foster care demonstrate they are on a path toward success
in college, career, and citizenship by providing these students with a caring, safe, and supportive
learning environment through which they are able to transition successfully throughout their
educational experiences and feel empowered in their learning to set and achieve high aspirations for
their future [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal I].
HIDOE’s Foster Care program is emerging. HIDOE, in collaboration with Hawaii Department of
Human Services (DHS) has worked with its Student Transportation Services Branch; Information
Technology Services Branch; Data Governance and Analysis Branch; and Policy, Innovation,
Planning and Evaluation Branch to identify and articulate what new requirements under the Foster
Care provision in Title 1, Part A shall be emphasized and implemented. HIDOE is currently
developing guidelines for state-wide implementation of the “Ensuring Educational Stability for
Children in Foster Care” guidance11 that incorporate key elements of this legislation: Best interest
determination process for children in foster care, dispute resolution process, transportation
procedures and immediate enrollment and records transfer, as well as identifying key points of
contact at each school. HIDOE’s goal is that all stakeholders will:
1. Understand the educational needs of children and youth in foster care,
2. Gain knowledge of the process and procedures of the educational stability components,
and
3. Establish and maintain positive relationships with those responsible for the care of
children and youth in foster care.
HIDOE is committed to the processes and procedures to ensure that collaborative efforts prevail in
serving the needs of the foster children. To begin the Educational Stability process, DHS
caseworkers notify HIDOE in writing whenever a child enters or re-enters foster care. A child who
enters foster care remains in his/her school of origin unless a determination is made that remaining
in his/her school of origin is not in his/her best interest. All HIDOE schools are committed to the
best interest determination process which includes collaboration with DHS (the child welfare
agency) to determine the best interest of the child based on the student’s input, proximity to school,
length of commute, appropriateness of the current educational setting, appropriateness of
educational programs in the current school or another school, expected length of foster care
placement, proximity to family, number of school disruptions the child has already experienced,
involvement in extracurricular activities, and other factors. The underlying goals are to reduce
barriers, provide stability, and increase opportunities for children in foster care.
Given such coordination requirements between HIDOE and DHS, these agencies collaboratively
determine the appropriate school placement of children in foster care. If there is disagreement
regarding school placement for a child in foster care, an Educational Stability Meeting is held
within the required timeframe.

11

https://www2.ed.gov/policy/elsec/leg/essa/edhhsfostercarenonregulatorguide.pdf
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DHS is uniquely positioned to assess vital non-educational factors such as safety, sibling
placements, the child’s permanency goal, and the other components of the case plan. The child
welfare agency also has the authority, capacity, and responsibility to collaborate with and gain
information from multiple parties, including parents, children, schools, and the court, in making
these decisions. If the child in foster care is eligible for special education services, the Individual
Education Plan team is the decision-making authority in determining the child’s school placement.
If HIDOE and DHS cannot agree on a child’s school placement at the Educational Stability
Meeting, the dispute resolution procedure is triggered. An Educational Stability Meeting is not
necessary if all parties are in agreement. Dispute resolution procedures entail a review of the case
by a team comprised of representatives from HIDOE and DHS and a guardian ad litem, if one has
been appointed. If the review team still cannot reach an agreement, the decision will be at the
discretion of the dependency judge. Legislation requires disagreements to be resolved
expeditiously and places the burden of proof on the child welfare system to show that its decision is
in the child’s best interest.
DHS ensures that children in foster care who do change schools are promptly enrolled in their new
school. Children in foster care can enroll immediately in a new school even if the normally
required enrollment documents and school records cannot be produced.
HIDOE enrolling schools immediately contact the school last attended by the child to obtain
relevant records, which are immediately transferred to the receiving school (ESEA section 1111
(g)(1)(E)(iii)). Immediate enrollment ensures entry to new school as soon as possible in order to
prevent educational disruption. Enrollment must not be denied or delayed due to unavailability of
documents normally required for enrollment (ESEA section 1111 (g)(1)(E)).
Children in foster care are provided with transportation, as necessary, to their schools of origin.
HIDOE collaborates with DHS with regard to how transportation will be provided, arranged and
funded for the duration of the child’s time in foster care. Children in foster care needing
transportation promptly receive that transportation in a cost-effective manner and in accordance
with section 475(4)(A) of the Social Security Act. Students in foster care also receive free
breakfast and lunch at school.
HIDOE has designated an Educational Specialist to serve as a point-of-contact for child welfare
agencies and to oversee implementation of educational stability for foster children in HIDOE. The
HIDOE point-of-contact ensures collaboration between DHS and schools to maintain the
educational stability and provisions are established in order to improve outcomes for children in
foster care. HIDOE maintains separate points-of-contacts for the Education of Homeless Children
and Youths of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act and Educational Stability for
Students in Foster Care Act.
The HIDOE point-of-contact coordinates with DHS to issue joint state guidance for implementation
of uniform guidelines with regard to children in foster care. One of the goals of HIDOE’s foster
care program is to build additional capacity with DHS through data-sharing while complying with
federal and local laws pertaining to student privacy. The HIDOE point-of-contact regularly
monitors schools to ensure timely and responsible implementation of state guidelines and presents
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material on Educational Stability for Children in Foster Care to increase awareness of the needs of
our students in foster care.
HIDOE is in the process of implementing an electronic data collection mechanism into its online
student information system in effort to accurately capture and report on student achievement,
attendance, transfers, meetings, and graduation rates for students in foster care. Such student data is
also critical to raise public awareness about the unique educational needs of youth in foster care.
HIDOE and DHS Child Welfare Services have worked collaboratively to implement new
educational stability protections for children in foster care. HIDOE school counselors and DHS
social workers will be trained jointly on the components of the process to ensure implementation
with fidelity. The process includes best interest determination guidance for when a child enters or
changes foster care placement. Joint training will maximize interagency camaraderie, quality of
working relationships, and delivery of support services to the children our agencies have in
common.

The HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan encourages student engagement in a well-rounded rigorous
education which prepares students to be successful in their post high-school goals and aims for all
students to be prepared and resilient so they may transition successfully through their educational
experiences. This is especially important in ensuring the success of not only our students in foster
care, but all students who are educationally disadvantaged. These students must be empowered in
their learning to set and achieve their aspirations for their future [HIDOE/BOE Strategic Plan, Goal
1, Objective 1]. Hawaii will provide all children significant opportunity to receive a fair, equitable,
and high-quality education to close educational achievement gaps (ESEA Sec. 1001). This will
bring us closer to realizing our vision of all students becoming “educated, healthy, and joyful
learners who contribute positively to our community and global society.”
‘A‘ohe hana nui ke alu ‘ia.
No task is too large if we all work together.
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Appendix A: Measurements of interim progress
Instructions: Each SEA must include the measurements of interim progress toward meeting the long-term
goals for academic achievement, graduation rates, and English language proficiency, set forth in the
State’s response to Title I, Part A question 4.iii, for all students and separately for each subgroup of
students, including those listed in response to question 4.i.a. of this document. For academic achievement
and graduation rates, the State’s measurements of interim progress must take into account the improvement
necessary on such measures to make significant progress in closing statewide proficiency and graduation
rate gaps.
A. Academic Achievement
Language Arts
SY 2019-20
61%
53%
32%
39%
50%
64%
73%
77%
45%
60%
64%

All Students
Economically Disadvantaged
Children with disabilities (SPED)
English learners (ELL)
Native Hawaiian
Filipino
White
Asian (excluding Filipino)
Pacific Islander
Hispanic
Black

Mathematics
SY 2019-20
54%
46%
31%
39%
44%
56%
63%
72%
39%
49%
51%

B. Graduation Rates

All Students
Economically Disadvantaged
Children with disabilities (SPED)
English learners (ELL)
Native Hawaiian
Filipino
White
Asian (excluding Filipino)
Pacific Islander
Hispanic
Black

Class of 2020
86%
79%
73%
78%
84%
89%
86%
91%
78%
81%
83%

C. Progress in Achieving English Language Proficiency

English learners
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HAWAI‘I STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION & BOARD OF EDUCATION

Strategic Plan
2017-2020

Hawaiʻi’s students are educated,
healthy, and joyful lifelong learners
who contribute positively to our
community and global society.

Superintendent’s Message

O

ur Strategic Plan centers on the students who entrust their education
and their futures to the State’s public schools. When the Department
of Education (DOE) and Board of Education (BOE) embarked on their
first ever joint Strategic Plan in 2012, we anchored the plan to our
primary goal of Student Success. We came together this year to review our progress,
reflect on lessons learned, and make necessary changes to achieve our ambitious
goals for all of our students. We began with input from our students. How do they
define “success,” and how can we best support them? We are inspired by the
hundreds of students who shared their ideas at focus groups, participated in design
thinking workshops, took online surveys and submitted photos and stories. Their
aspirations and hopes are the backbone for the significant shifts and ambitious goals
in this Strategic Plan.
The DOE and BOE worked with partners to expand our student focus groups into
a statewide listening tour with educators, parents, community members, and peer
organizations. People gave generously of their time and helped us find common
ground for a community-based definition of Student Success that includes:
 Giving back to the community, environment, and world;
 Discovering and pursuing their passions so they can reach their full potential;
 Demonstrating strong academic and life skills (General Learner Outcomes),
and showing an ability to think critically, solve problems, and apply
knowledge to new situations or contexts;
 Being prepared for life after high school, including setting clear goals and
developing short-term and long-term engagement in learning;
 Exhibiting strength, confidence, and resilience in their everyday lives, and
being generally healthy and happy; and
 Gaining a strong sense of cultural understanding and appreciation for Hawaiʻi.
We are heartened by how much these community priorities align with growing
initiatives and investments within the DOE and public education in Hawaiʻi. A new
statewide career readiness initiative for strengthened career pathways complements
the DOE’s college and community readiness partnerships. The establishment of
the DOE’s Office of Hawaiian Education and BOE’s adoption of Nā Hopena Aʻo
in 2015 support all of us in applying the Hawaiian values and knowledge that will
make us better leaders, learners, and community contributors. The hard work of
our teachers, leaders, and staff in carrying out the 2012 Strategic Plan resulted in
an infrastructure to support teaching and learning that did not exist statewide
previously. Now we can build on that solid foundation to support community-led
pathways in this Strategic Plan toward success for all students in our public schools.
Our students have high hopes for their future, and they deserve every support
we can give them. The future of our special island home depends on them—and
all of us, together—to go beyond what we believed was possible. Mahalo nui loa
for supporting the future of Hawaiʻi’s keiki and our island home.

KATHRYN MATAYOSHI
Superintendent
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DOE/BOE STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2020

Strategic Plan
session, Hawai‘i
Education Summit,
July 2016. Pictured
near left: Supt.
Kathryn Matayoshi
with her predecessor,
Supt. Patricia
Hamamoto.

I. About the Strategic Plan
Every student, school, and community is
unique with its own strengths, aspirations, assets, and challenges, but the Strategic Plan describes shared objectives for equity and
excellence for every child across Hawaiʻi’s
nearly 300 public schools, including our public charter schools.
The Strategic Plan provides a common
foundation of expectations and supports for
all students in Hawaiʻi’s public schools. Many
schools will aspire to achieve all of the Strategic Plan’s Student Success objectives while
some schools may already meet these objectives and will focus on further advancing success for all of their students and sharing their
learning with others.
The Strategic Plan is a compact between the
BOE, DOE and community about the state’s
goals for public education and the support and

investment necessary to achieve the goals. It
will inform implementation plans within DOE
state offices, Complexes and schools, education budget requests to the legislature, state office initiatives, Complex Area supports, and
community partnerships. The plan will also
inform the Hawaiʻi State Public Charter
School Commission and public charter
schools by providing reports about schools’
progress, supporting priorities for federal programs, impacting legislative funding for
schools, and providing policy direction from
the BOE.
The Strategic Plan will also guide planning
to leverage any new flexibility in the federal
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), which
President Barack Obama signed into law in
December 2015. ESSA is the education law
that replaces No Child Left Behind and pro-

vides many of the federal requirements for K12 education.
In April 2016, Governor David Ige convened an “ESSA Team” to create an aspirational Governor’s Education Blueprint. The
combined efforts of the Governor, BOE, and
DOE provided unprecedented opportunities
for public conversation about education in
2016.
Multiple rounds of meetings held throughout the state by both the BOE and Governor’s
ESSA Team engaged thousands of residents
in discussions. BOE and DOE meetings focused on developing a near-term Strategic
Plan for K-12 education that aligns with the
Governor’s Education Blueprint, which is
long-range and addresses education broadly
including early childhood, higher education
and workforce development.

The establishment of the first joint
DOE/BOE Strategic Plan in 2012 built upon
reforms we began 10 years ago in response to
critical challenges: Hawaiʻi’s student achievement lagged nationally, and students who
struggled to meet proficiency in core subjects
were unable to progress successfully through
their K-12 journey. Too many of our high
school graduates were not meeting the entry
requirements for workforce, college, apprenticeship programs, or military service options.
We focused our efforts on ensuring students
had the skills, values, and supports necessary

for their next steps in life.
To best support students’ goals in 2012, we
implemented comprehensive statewide supports. We focused on rigorous standards-based
instruction and ensuring the quality of the
high school diploma. We continued to invest
heavily in collecting, reporting and supporting
use of transparent, real-time data so we could
better understand and mobilize around students’ needs and progress. We established
statewide teacher induction and mentoring,
and focused professional development and
feedback on improving teachers’ professional

II. Our Journey
Our belief in the ability and potential of
each and every child in our public schools led
the BOE and DOE to set clear statewide standards linked to high expectations for all students. In a rapidly changing world, we cannot
know what our entering kindergarteners will
one day dream of achieving when they graduate from high school or the opportunities and
challenges that they will address as they grow
into leadership locally and globally. Our job
is to equip these students with the knowledge
and capabilities to succeed at their chosen
path in life.
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practice. These initiatives provided a common
foundation for educators to support students—including a common language and
high expectations for teachers’ professional
practice and student learning. With this new
infrastructure in place, and a great deal of hard
work on the part of educators, students, families, and key community partners, Hawaiʻi
was one of two states that led the nation in
overall gains in national math and reading
proficiency over 10 years.1
Building on an improved foundation in
math and reading, a statewide “P-20” effort—
from early childhood education through lifelong learning—has helped us work with early
education and higher education partners to increase students’ career, college, and community readiness. Advanced course-taking and

early college programs in which high school
students earn college credit have both increased substantially.
Lastly, as we look to the future, we know
that part of the legacy of our special island
home is to support the community relationships, culture, values, and sense of place that
enables students to thrive. Since the launch of
the 2012 Strategic Plan, the BOE passed policies establishing the Office of Community Engagement and the Office of Hawaiian
Education (OHE). These new offices are a
crucial component to support all students becoming career, college, and community ready.
With clear goals, Hawaiʻi can be a national
leader in education by mobilizing the incredible strengths of our diverse communities behind the high standards our students deserve.

2011-2015

30%

Increase in the number of students taking
Advanced Placement exams.

28%

Increase in the number of students
passing Advanced Placement exams.

43%

Increase in Early College program
enrollment to earn University of Hawai‘i
credits.

Students, education leaders and Polynesian Voyaging Society crewmembers aboard the Hikianalia at the Marine Education Training Center, Honolulu.

III. Equity and Excellence: The Next Leg of Our Journey
Over the past 10 years, Hawaiʻi has
achieved steady progress in students’ educational outcomes—whether measuring academic achievement or college enrollment. We
are inspired by the growth to date; however,
our students are not succeeding equally, and
we see persistent gaps in achievement between
students. Supporting positive outcomes for all
of our students from this point on will require
the DOE, charter schools, state agencies, and
family and community stakeholders to come
together in new ways, and we have therefore
made significant changes in this updated and
extended Strategic Plan. Since the Great Re-

cession, a historic shift has occurred in our
state. Despite an improving economy and low
state unemployment, many families continue
to struggle financially — more than 50 percent
of Hawaiʻi’s public school students are now
economically “high needs.” Other high-needs
students include English learners and students
receiving special education services. In total,
57 percent of students were high needs in
2015. We must also consider the needs of students in ethnic groups that are historically underrepresented in career, college, and
community success metrics. Hawaiʻi, like
many states across the country, continues to

struggle with an “achievement gap” that separates the engagement and achievement of
high-needs students from that of their nonhigh-needs peers.
As we reviewed the Strategic Plan during the
2016 update with students, educators, and other
key members of our community, we focused
on building upon our strengthened foundation
to close the achievement gap and attain equity
and excellence for all students. Our commitment to transparency in reporting student data
and establishment of new data tools and partnerships has helped us understand the scope
and scale of our achievement gap, and made us

[1] The United States Chamber of Commerce Foundation, Laggards to Leaders: How Three States Found Their Way Forward, (Washington D.C., 2015)
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national leaders in moving beyond federal categories of high-needs students to create a candid local picture in the best interest of our
students and islands. During the first years of
the Strategic Plan, implementation of our
strategic priorities helped us increase teachers’
and leaders’ skills and knowledge to make
data-informed decisions in the best interest of
students. This work will now continue to be
complemented by new real-time data resources, focused professional development for
classroom, school, and regional strategies to
address every student’s needs and close the
achievement gap to attain equity and excellence. This also requires partnerships with families and the community for student needs that
extend beyond the classroom.
The impact of the Strategic Plan depends on
the effectiveness of implementation and the
extent to which students benefit from our
aligned efforts to provide high-quality education and key supports. Schools are supported
by 15 Complex Areas that include their regional K-12 schools and by DOE state offices.
The BOE and DOE will focus state office re-

IV. Vision
Hawaiʻi's students are educated, healthy, and joyful lifelong learners who
contribute positively to our community and global society.

V. Mission
We serve our community by developing the academic achievement,
character, and social-emotional well-being of our students to the fullest
potential. We work with partners, families, and communities to ensure that
all students reach their aspirations from early learning through college,
career, and citizenship.
sources on transparent and efficient supports
for statewide operations and on key statewide
strategic initiatives to close the achievement
gap and support equity and excellence in student outcomes. Statewide strategic initiatives
will work in concert with the updated objectives for our three main goals of Student Success, Staff Success, and Successful Systems of

Support to ensure all students and schools can
demonstrate proficiency in critical building
blocks of learning. We must be steadfast in our
mission to develop our keiki so that each student and each graduate is prepared to succeed
in their post-high school pursuits of careers,
postsecondary education and training, and
contributing to our community.

VI. Nā Hopena A‘o
We believe that our special island home prepares us to lead globally. Our unique values,
sense of place, and strong community relationships are increasingly important here and
around the world.
In 2015, the BOE approved policy E-3, Nā
Hopena Aʻo, or HĀ, to help advance our mission: “HĀ is a framework of outcomes that reflects the Department of Education’s core
values and beliefs in action throughout the
public educational system of Hawaiʻi. The
DOE works together as a system that includes
everyone in the broader community to develop
the competencies that strengthen a sense of Belonging, Responsibility, Excellence, Aloha,
Total well-being and Hawaiʻi (“BREATH”) in
ourselves, students, and others. With a foundation in Hawaiian values, language, culture and
history, HĀ reflects the uniqueness of Hawaiʻi
and is meaningful in all places of learning. HĀ
supports a holistic learning process with universal appeal and application to guide learners
and leaders in the entire school community.”
HĀ is being implemented in the DOE
through a three-year action plan (2016-2018)
developed and led by the Office of Hawaiian
Education. Other partner organizations are
also adopting HĀ. To learn more about
implementing HĀ and OHE, please visit
bit.ly/NaHopenaAo.
DOE/BOE STRATEGIC PLAN 2017-2020
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7%

VII. Student Goals and Aspirations
BOE policy 102-15 establishes a Vision of
a Hawaiʻi Public School Graduate that states
all graduates will:
• Realize their individual goals and
aspirations;
• Possess the attitudes, knowledge, and
skills necessary to contribute positively
and compete in a global society;
• Exercise the rights and responsibilities
of citizenship; and
• Pursue postsecondary education and/or
careers.
Recent statewide surveys of public school
students’ aspirations show that 93 percent of
all high school juniors hope to pursue additional education or certification sometime

High school diploma

after high school. We must work together
with all stakeholders to provide students
with the tools and knowledge that
allow them to reach their goals and
access opportunities. The same rigorous foundation of academic skills,
General Learner Outcomes and
other “life skills” are needed for a
full range of postsecondary aspirations, whether students are pursuing
industry certifications, a college degree, military training, on-the-job
training, a trade apprenticeship, or the
launch of their own enterprise.

3%

Technical/Vocational
certificate

13%

30%

2-year degree

Graduate degree

47%
4-year degree

SOURCE: ACT Aspirations Survey, Hawai‘i
public student repondants, 2014-2016

VIII. Goals and Objectives for Achieving Student Aspirations

N

Ā

P E N A
H O

GOAL 3

A‘
O

Successful Systems of Support

GOAL 2
Staff Success

GOAL 1
Student Success
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The three primary goals of the 2012 Strategic
Plan continue to serve as an organizing framework: Student Success, Staff Success, and Successful Systems of Support. As we work
together to fulfill the community mandate for
supporting Student Success, we know that closing our state’s achievement gap and achieving
equity for all students will require expanded financial and community resources for teachers
and lenders. The Strategic Plan objectives under
each goal are intended to set a common direction statewide for schools and community partners. These objectives will be implemented in
a tailored and customized approach through
school- and Complex-level implementation
plans, which address existing school and community strengths and challenges.

GOAL 1 STUDENT SUCCESS
All students demonstrate they are on a path toward success in college, career, and citizenship.
OBJECTIVE 1: EMPOWERED. All students are empowered in
their learning to set and achieve their aspirations for the future.
K-12 learning opportunities expand students’ horizons through a range of topics,
solutions, and possibilities for their education and their future. Students’ personalized
plans, including career, postsecondary, and training goals, are informed by learning
opportunities throughout the K-12 continuum. Students are engaged and motivated
because learning is relevant and builds on their strengths. Students’ voice and
curiosity are nurtured, which prepares them to have and exercise positive choices
for their learning, their future, and their contributions to family and community.

1a.

1b.

1c.

Increase student engagement and empowerment through relevant, rigorous
learning opportunities that incorporate students’ voices. Students are
encouraged to apply their learning through life experiences, questions, and
challenges. Students practice creative problem solving and can see
themselves as part of a community effort to address complex questions and
challenges that impact our islands and the world.
Ensure that high school graduates demonstrate the General Learner
Outcomes (GLOs) and have the abilities, habits, and knowledge to set and
achieve their short-term and long-term career, community, and
postsecondary education goals. Students can identify the training, certificate,
apprenticeship, and/or college degree requirements for their career and
community passions, and are equipped with the knowledge and skills to set
and achieve their goals.
Throughout their K-12 education experience, students have diverse
opportunities to explore, plan, and prepare so that they graduate from high
school ready to succeed. Students have access to high-quality career and
college counseling, mentorship opportunities, internships and advanced
courses (e.g., Early College) to support their long-term success.

OBJECTIVE 2: WHOLE CHILD. All students are safe, healthy, and
supported in school, so that they can engage fully in high-quality
educational opportunities.
Students’ physical, social, mental, emotional, and cognitive development are critical
as they move from early childhood to adolescence to adulthood. Students’ wellbeing and health increase their readiness to learn. Students succeed when their
individual needs are met and their innate gifts and abilities are nurtured.

2a.

Provide students with learning environments that are caring, safe, and
supportive of high-quality learning.

2b.

Address students’ physical, mental, and behavioral health through school
programs and partnerships with families, community organizations, and
government agencies that support students’ well-being.

2c.

Cultivate a community and school culture where attendance is valued,
encouraged, and supported.
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OBJECTIVE 3: WELL-ROUNDED. All students are
offered and engage in a rigorous, well-rounded
education so that students are prepared to be
successful in their post-high school goals.
All students should experience a rigorous and well-rounded
standards-based education that covers a variety of academic subject
areas. In response to the federal No Child Left Behind Act’s testbased school accountability, our schools’ curriculum and instruction
too often focused narrowly on reading and mathematics. Students
should experience the interdisciplinary nature of education, and
develop the abilities and skills necessary to have a “breadth of
knowledge that leads to joy in learning, respect for others, and a
lifelong spirit of inquiry (that) inspire(s) and meet(s) the needs,
interests, and abilities of all students” (BOE Policy E-105). This
includes assessments to inform planning for learning by teachers,
schools, and policymakers, and to validate and report students’
academic progress to students, their families, lawmakers and the
community.

3a.

Provide students of all backgrounds, ages, and needs with a
challenging and quality standards-based education in all
subject areas.

3b.

Ensure that each student’s learning is personalized, informed
by high-quality data, and advances them toward readiness for
success in career, college, and community.

OBJECTIVE 4: PREPARED AND RESILIENT.
All students transition successfully throughout their
educational experiences.
Students who feel connected to school are more likely to engage
and to learn. Students’ transitions between schools — whether
advancing to middle or high school or transferring between
schools — can disrupt their sense of connectedness to school.
Intentional planning to support students’ transitions can make the
critical difference for student success.

4a.

Identify and address student strengths and challenges
early so that students can transition into early elementary
grades ready to learn and with a cognitive foundation for
reading that prepares them for the future.

4b.

Support students’ transition in adolescence (grades 5-10)
through school practices, counseling, and research-based
experiences that advance total well-being.

4c.

Create innovative learning options to earn a high school
diploma.

4d.

Support students who are transitioning between grade
levels or transferring to a new school.

4e.

Ensure that every high school graduate or completer has
an identified next step after high school aligned with their
future aspirations.

GOAL 2 STAFF SUCCESS
Public schools have a high-performing culture where employees have the training, support, and
professional development to contribute effectively to student success.
OBJECTIVE 1: FOCUSED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT. Develop and grow employees to support
student success and continuous improvement.
Education is a “people business.” Research, student feedback, and our own experiences confirm that competent and committed teachers
have the greatest influence on student achievement beyond students’ families. Our greatest investment and primary strategy to retain
teachers is supporting teachers’ professional and collegial practice including coaching and mentoring so that they are successful in the
classroom with their students. When teachers excel, students thrive.

1a.

Realign professional development resources to support student success
objectives as needed by individuals, schools, complexes, and state offices
(e.g., interdisciplinary and relevant lessons, social-emotional learning,
language development, instructional strategies to address all types of
learners, quality classroom assessments).

1b.

Prioritize professional development for educators and leaders that increases
knowledge, understanding, and ability to use inclusive practices and multitiered supports with students that need diverse instructional methods,
including special education students and English learners.

1c.

1d.
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Increase consistency of all students having a caring teacher who provides
quality instruction that meets their needs and enables them to progress
toward becoming ready for career, college, and community. Strengthen the
teacher, principal and educational leader development pipeline to support
shared and effective leadership at all levels.
Provide support for new employees to become effective (e.g. quality induction
and mentoring for all beginning teachers, new principals, and leaders).
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OBJECTIVE 2: TIMELY RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENT.
Timely recruitment and placement of applicants to better serve all
students to address achievement gaps and attain equity.
Ensuring that every student has a caring, prepared teacher for every class begins
with attracting, hiring, and assigning teachers in a timely manner to fulfill educational
programs at every school. Some schools and students are disproportionately
affected by vacancies, which impacts our ability to ensure equitable resources in
education for all students across the state.

2a.

Implement targeted efforts to recruit and place educators for specialized
assignments and high demand skills and abilities (e.g., special education,
secondary science, career-technical education, deaf and hard-of-hearing,
Hawaiian language, multilingual).

2b.

Implement targeted recruitment efforts to fill vacancies in locations with
consistent shortfalls at the beginning of the school year.

OBJECTIVE 3: EXPANDED PROFESSIONAL PIPELINE. Expand
well-qualified applicant pools for all Hawaiʻi educator positions and
expand the number of candidates who are prepared to support
Student Success objectives.
Local and national trends point to declines in the number of candidates in teacher
preparation programs. Partnerships are critical to expanding the number, type, and
quality of candidates for educational positions to serve our students. This includes
partnerships with public schools to interest young people early on in education as a
profession, and support from higher education institutions and community
organizations to promote the teaching profession. There will be an emphasis on
developing partnerships that result in more Hawaiʻi-connected educators, as locally
connected teachers are more likely to be retained.

3a.

Partner effectively with local educator preparation programs to develop qualities
and competencies that facilitate Goal 1 Student Success objectives. Educator
preparation programs include teacher certification programs and middle and
high schools’ career pathways programs to develop future teachers.

3b.

Partner with appropriate organizations to develop programs to fill gaps in
preparing a full range of educator positions (e.g. behavioral analysts,
physical therapists, school counselors).

3c.

Celebrate the teaching profession in partnership with professional
associations and other community organizations to attract more candidates
to the teaching profession and public schools as a place of work and service.
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GOAL 3 SUCCESSFUL SYSTEMS OF SUPPORT
The system and culture of public education work to effectively organize
financial, human, and community resources in support of student success.
OBJECTIVE 1: INNOVATION. Foster innovation and scaling of effective
instructional and operational practices to meet and exceed our
educational goals.

BRIGHT SPOTS
A Bright Spot is a best practice
within Hawai‘i’s public schools
that is successfully closing the
achievement gap and improving
student outcomes. School-based
and Complex Area leadership
teams share Bright Spots and
visit each others’ schools to learn
how to expand these effective
practices.

Meeting the challenges of our students, communities, and world for today and the future requires innovation and creativity in our approaches to teaching, learning, leading, and problem
solving. Hawaiʻi public schools will foster innovation and the expansion of existing public
school “Bright Spots,” which includes learning from charter schools that were established as
innovation labs. Supporting innovation includes making changes based on lessons learned,
and providing opportunities for risk taking that are balanced by awareness of the impacts of
failure for our students and boundaries of law and collective bargaining agreements.

1a.

Identify and scale local public education “Bright Spots” through statewide professional
networks to best support Strategic Plan objectives and statewide strategic initiatives.

1b.

Foster a culture of innovation to support Student Success and to improve operations
(e.g., through collaboration, time, resources, flexibility, safe space for risk taking,
recognition).

OBJECTIVE 2: ADEQUATE AND EXPANDED RESOURCES. Secure
adequate resources to support school and community-based plans for
student success.
Analyses of Hawaiʻi’s school funding repeatedly find that resources are distributed equitably
but are inadequate for quality public schools. Public education funding has not maintained
pace with inflation and has endured budget cuts and restrictions that have required
education leaders to maximize available resources and make difficult choices. Additional
funds and partnerships are needed to achieve the goals of this Strategic Plan for all schools
and every student.

2a.

Work with stakeholders to secure and maximize state resources for public education
(i.e., state funding, capital improvements and repair and maintenance of facilities,
partnerships with state agencies).

2b.

Partner with families and communities to engage relationships, resources, and expertise to support Student Success strategies (e.g., through School Community
Councils, grants and gifts, family education, partnerships, etc.).

2c.

Maximize allocation of resources toward strategic uses to advance equity and excellence (e.g., through review of base funding in weighted student formula, charter
schools’ per-pupil funding).

OBJECTIVE 3: EFFICIENT AND TRANSPARENT SUPPORTS. Increase
efficiency and transparency of instructional and operational supports to
promote student learning and help schools while stewarding public
education resources.
Public education’s human, social, community, and financial resources must support student
learning. State office operational supports will be efficient and transparent to provide a high
level of service and accountability.

3a.

Enhance support for development, implementation, and reporting of schools’
Academic and Financial Plans and expenditures.

3b.

Provide timely and user-friendly data to support strategic decision-making and
accountability for Student Success.

3c.

Implement department-wide priority projects for heat abatement, student information and reporting systems, and environmental and resource sustainability.
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3d.
3e.

Strengthen culture of continuous improvement to provide efficient transactions and operations.
Continue to improve communication to
promote understanding and engagement of stakeholders.

IX. Implementation
The Strategic Plan influences the educational opportunities and outcomes for all public school students. While local and national
goals are shared by schools statewide, there is
flexibility in how schools and Complex Areas
will develop their implementation plans to
meet these goals and objectives because each
community has different strengths, challenges, priorities and resources.
Successful implementation of the Strategic
Plan requires sound decision making and information sharing throughout the entire organization with particular emphasis on the three
main levels of decision making and responsibility within the DOE: school, Complex and
state office. Implementation within this “trilevel” structure enables schools, Complexes
and state offices to better meet the education

needs of unique learners and communities
across the state. Leaders at each of these levels
make long term (strategic), short term (tactical) and daily (operational) decisions regularly. These decisions should be in overall
alignment with BOE and DOE policies, this
Strategic Plan, and state and federal laws and
regulations.
This updated Strategic Plan strikes a new
balance between maintaining shared expectations for all schools and students, and supporting diverse approaches and community-based
objectives. Schools, classrooms, Complex
Areas and communities have diverse perspectives about how to define, measure and
achieve success. As schools and Complex
Areas determine how best to align their implementation and Academic and Financial plans

to the updated Strategic Plan, they will be addressing statewide expectations represented in
this Strategic Plan while prioritizing actions
and strategies that are meaningful to their students, school, and community. This Strategic
Plan increases flexibility in the priorities for
school-level implementation to address local
strengths, aspirations, assets and needs.
The BOE adoption and approval of this
plan will require schools, Complex Areas and
state offices to immediately begin key discussions, decisions and implementation plans
aligned to this Strategic Plan. Parents, caregivers, community organizations and other
education stakeholders and partners are encouraged to participate at each level and support implementation efforts in their local
school and Complex Area.

The Principal leads the school’s effort to develop an Academic and Financial Plan that aligns to the
state Strategic Plan based on the strengths and needs of their students and community. Each school’s
plans are reviewed by its School Community Council and approved by the Complex Area Superintendent. Public charter schools’
plans are approved by their local governing board within the context of each school’s performance contract, which is approved by
the Hawaiʻi State Public Charter School Commission. School budgets are primarily funded by the state legislature and allocated
based on each school’s student enrollment. DOE schools’ budgets are further allocated on student characteristics of needs, based
on a Weighted Student Formula, as legislatively required by Act 51, Reinventing Education Act of Hawai‘i (2004).

SCHOOL LEVEL

Complex Area implementation plans ensure that resources are allocated appropriately within the region.
The Complex Area Superintendent provides direct support and oversight for school-level implementation.
Many Complexes’ schools share common objectives and strategies to provide a seamless experience for students and ensure smooth
transitions between the grade levels and between schools when students transfer among schools within a Complex.

COMPLEX AREA LEVEL

There will be statewide implementation plans for efficient and transparent operations of our public
schools, and for key statewide strategic initiatives to close the achievement gap and to ensure equity
and excellence for our students. The state office coordinates statewide professional learning networks, “Bright Spot” best practices
sharing, and innovative partnerships to advance statewide strategic initiatives. Examples of these initiatives include:

STATE LEVEL

Well-Rounded Education

K-12 Career Readiness Pathways

Well-rounded, standards-based education
should be engaging and relevant to students
and build on their strengths. Statewide training, clear standards in all content areas, learning networks, assessments, and resources will
focus on helping students develop the rigorous
skills and joy for learning that will serve them
throughout their lives.

K-12 career pathway programs can increase
student engagement and support long-term
student success through real-world learning
opportunities and empowering students to
achieve their aspirations. The DOE will be
launching a career readiness initiative between
business, higher education, and state agencies
to improve K-12 career pathways statewide
and increase the career and college readiness
of high school graduates.

Inclusive Practices
Experience and research show that inclusive
practices are best for high-needs students. Students that are most severely impacted by our
achievement gap, including those receiving special education services and English learners, deserve high-quality education within the regular
classroom setting. Statewide training and support will be provided for inclusion in classrooms
that is balanced with specialized supports.

Leadership Institute
DOE leadership practices throughout the
education system will support Strategic Plan
objectives at school, Complex Area, and state
office levels. This includes state-led induction
and mentoring, ongoing professional development, and administrator certification to iden-

tify and cultivate leaders — teachers and administrators — who support shared responsibility for instruction. Complex Area and
school leadership development will include a
special focus on isolated, rural locations and
designing education career pathways for middle and high school students.

Transitions
Proactive planning to support student transitions between grade levels makes a critical difference in student success. The DOE will
provide data and supports to identify and address student strengths and challenges early and
implement holistic best practices at key transition points in a student’s educational journey
(kindergarten, middle school, high school, and
graduation). This includes identifying policies
and practices that support innovative ways to
earn a high school diploma.
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X. Statewide Indicators for Equity and Excellence
To measure progress on the Strategic Plan,
the BOE and DOE commit to regular reporting
on 12 key statewide success indicators and ensure students achieve the BOE’s Vision of a
Hawai‘i Public School Graduate (Policy 10215). We strive to increase our graduation rate
to 90 percent by 2025, which would make our
on-time graduation rate one of the highest in
the nation. We also strive to ensure that the high
school diploma is meaningful and represents
career, college, and community readiness as
embodied by academic standards and General
Learner Outcomes. This also contributes to our
state’s “55 by ‘25” goal of more working age

adults having a 2- or 4-year college degree to
meet the forecasted needs of our economy.
Data on statewide indicators will be reported
regularly to the BOE and the public on a “dashboard” to monitor progress toward equity and
excellence; additionally, the data will be analyzed and reported for different groups of students and schools to ensure equity in outcomes.
An equity analysis will focus on high-needs student groups as well as students in regions that
have faced historical challenges with access
(e.g., more remote rural schools). Information
for each indicator on Status, Progress, and Equity will be reported at least annually. To fulfill

our commitment to equity and excellence, we
will examine each indicator to identify the
achievement gaps between high-needs students
and non-high-needs students so we can direct
our efforts and resources effectively.
Statewide indicators represent the overall
health of public education, focusing on those
which have greatest impact on student success,
as well as state and federal requirements. They
do not comprehensively represent diverse measures of success valued by our state’s nearly 300
schools. Schools can address their unique approach to indicators through their Academic and
Financial Plans and charter school contracts.

STUDENT SUCCESS INDICATORS — 2016 BASELINE AND 2020 TARGET
1. CHRONIC ABSENTEEISM. Percentage
of students who are absent for 15 or more
days during the school year. Student attendance is a powerful predictor of student success, even accounting for other factors such
as prior academic preparation and poverty.
Students need to be in school to benefit from
educational opportunities. The habit of
“showing up” is an important life skill.
BASELINE: 15% TARGET: 13%
2. SCHOOL CLIMATE. Percentage of students reporting positive school climate as
measured by the Safety Dimension of the
School Quality Survey. Feedback during the
Strategic Plan review identified positive
school climate as a highly valued support for
student success.

grade on-time. Transitioning successfully
into high school, as represented by promotion from 9th to 10th grade on-time, is a critical milestone—students who are on-track in
9th grade are more likely to graduate.
BASELINE: 90% TARGET: 94%
6. ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT. Percentage
of students meeting achievement targets on
statewide assessments in English Language
Arts/Literacy, Mathematics, and Science.
Our assessments are designed to measure
progress and provide information about the
extent to which students are on path toward
college and career readiness.
ELA: BASE: 51% TARGET: 61%
MATH: BASE: 42% TARGET: 54%
SCIENCE: BASE: 43% TARGET: 64%

BASELINE: 73% TARGET: 79%
3. INCLUSION RATE. Percentage of students receiving special education services
who are in general education classes for 80
percent or more of the school day. Inclusion
is a commitment to success for all students.
Research shows that inclusive practices result in advances in students’ attendance,
achievement, referral rates and postsecondary outcomes.
BASELINE: 37% TARGET: 51%
4. THIRD GRADE LITERACY. Percentage
of 3rd graders demonstrating reading of “At
or Near” or “Above” grade-level expectation
on Smarter Balanced Assessment. Reading
at grade level by 3rd grade is a critical milestone of student success because literacy is
a foundation for future learning.
BASELINE: 65% TARGET: 76%
5. NINTH GRADE ON-TRACK. Percentage
of first-time 9th graders promoted to 10th
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7. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION. On-time
rate based on federal methodology for Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate of students
for earning a diploma within four years. A
high school diploma represents rigorous
standards of learning and the vision of a
Hawai‘i public school graduate.
BASELINE: 82% TARGET: 86%
8. CAREER & TECHNICAL EDUCATION
CONCENTRATOR. Percentage of 12th
graders who complete a CTE Program of
Study. CTE Concentrators have completed a
program of study that provides opportunities
for learning and applying academic and technical skills and knowledge within a career
pathway.
BASELINE: 38% TARGET: 50%
9. COLLEGE-GOING GRADUATES.
Percentage of high school completers enrolled in postsecondary institutions nationwide—vocational or trade schools, 2- or

4-year colleges—in the fall following graduation. Enrollment in postsecondary education
to attain a certification, degree or other training that prepares students to pursue a career
represents a key post-high outcome for K-12
education—those with a postsecondary credential are more likely to be employed, have
higher earnings, and be healthier.
BASELINE: 56% TARGET: 62%
10. TEACHER POSITIONS FILLED.
Percentage filled as of August 1 each year.
Teachers are our greatest investment in the
quality of our students’ education. We commit to filling positions with qualified teachers
so that each school year begins with classrooms fully staffed.
BASELINE: 96% TARGET: 98%
11. TEACHER RETENTION. Percentage of
teachers retained after five years. Continuing employment of qualified and effective
teachers results in benefits to students as
teachers gain experience and expertise, and
reduces expenditures of recruitment resources.
BASELINE: 52% TARGET: 60%
12. REPAIR & MAINTENANCE BACKLOG. Dollar amount in list of unfunded or
deferred major R&M projects. School facilities’ needs in the Capital Improvement Projects R&M backlog include infrastructure,
hazardous material removal, health &
safety, and structural improvements associated with existing facilities. Reducing the
backlog must be accompanied by efforts to
build new and state-of-the-art facilities to
meet changing demographics and support
innovative learning.
BASELINE: $279M TARGET: $239M
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Hawaii Department of Education

Every Student Succeeds Act
Summary of Statewide Engagement
In January 2016, the Hawaii Department
of Education began to solicit input that
would impact development of the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
Consolidated State Plan. Public
engagement occurred statewide through a
variety of forums, culminating in a final
plan presented to the Board of Education
on June 20, 2017.

Public Comment

458 people participated in a public comment

period to provide feedback on Hawaii’s ESSA
Consolidated State Plan through an online survey
between April 18 and May 18, 2017.

Statewide Meetings
The Hawaii Department of Education convened
or participated in over 230 meetings to share
information and gather feedback on ESSA,
including meetings with:

During the public comment period, there were:

Governor | Legislative Leaders | HSTA
School Leaders | Teacher Leader Work Group
Native Hawaiian Education Advocates
Charter Schools & Commission| Community Partners
Teacher Education Coordinating Committee
Hawaii State Student Council | HE`E Coalition

7,989
4,149
1,350
186
105

Board of Education
Between January 19, 2016 and June 6, 2017, the
Board of Education heard 35 presentations on
topics impacting ESSA and acted as a public forum,
collecting 450 pieces testimony on these topics.

views of the draft consolidated plan.
views of the executive summary of the plan.
views of the feedback page on the website.
plays of the ESSA video.
views of the public comment press release.

Plan Alignment
The Consolidated State Plan draft is aligned with
Hawaii’s Blueprint for Public Education and
the 2017-2020 Strategic Plan, both created
through unprecedented stakeholder engagement.

From January 2016 to June 2017, there were:

273
176
22
13

pieces of written testimony.
pieces of oral testimony.
general board meeting presentations.
committee presentations.

Visit bit.ly/HIDOEESSA to learn more or
connect with us at HawaiiPublicSc
chools.org

2,125 meeting attendees 2,573 survey responses
1,019 summit attendees
108 focus groups
20 meetings/forums
9 community meetings
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic

JUNE 2017
BOE - General Business Meeting

6/20/2017

Approval for Submission of
the ESSA plan

CAS/HIDOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

6/14/2017

ESSA plan progress

Dr. C. Kishimoto

Incoming HIDOE Superintendent

6/8/2017

ESSA plan

Charter School Commission Board Meeting

Charter school board members

6/8/2017

ESSA plan

6/6/2017

ESSA plan public comment
results

Legislators

6/6/2017

ESSA plan progress

Principals

6/6/2017

ESSA plan

Principals

6/5/2017

ESSA plan

Principal Meeting - Castle-Kahuku

Principals

6/2/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Principal Meeting - West Hawaii

Principals

6/1/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Principal Meeting - West Hawaii

Principals

6/1/2017

ESSA plan

Charter school commission

CSC leadership
OSIP

5/30/2017

ESSA plan

Senator Michelle Kidani

Legislator

5/26/2017

ESSA plan progress

CAS/HIDOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

5/24/2017

ESSA plan progress

Principal Meeting - Pearl City-Waipahu

Principals

BOE - General Business Meeting
Senator Jill Tokuda & Representative Roy
Takumi
Principal Meeting - Farrington-KaiserKalani
Principal Meeting - Kauai District

MAY 2017

5/23/2017

ESSA plan

BOE - General Business Meeting

5/23/2017

Strive HI 3.0

Governor David Ige

5/19/2017

ESSA plan progress

Webinar - Charter Schools

Charter School staff

5/19/2017

Multi-level school
classification

ESSA public comment period response
(not included in survey)

Special Education Advisory Council

5/18/2017

various

ESSA public comment period response
(not included in survey)

National Indian Education Association

5/18/2017

various

ESSA public comment period response
(not included in survey)

Office of Hawaiian Affairs

5/18/2017

various

Principal Meeting - Hana-LahainalunaLanai-Molokai

Principals

5/18/2017

ESSA plan

Hawaii Congressional Delegation Staff

Staff from delegation - DC office

5/17/2017

ESSA plan

Principal Meeting - Kau-Keaau-Pahoa

Principals

5/16/2017

ESSA plan

Principal Meeting - Honolulu District

Principals

5/16/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Principal Meeting - Hilo-Waiakea

Principals

5/12/2017

ESSA plan

Joint Complex Area Support Team (CAST)

Complex Area Support personnel

5/12/2017

ESSA plan

Teacher Education Coordinating Council
(TECC)

IHE

5/11/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Principal Meeting - Kaimuki-McKinleyRoosevelt

Principals

5/9/2017

ESSA plan
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Webinar - DOE Schools

Date

Topic

5/9/2017

Multi-level school
classification

HSTA

HSTA

5/9/2017

ESSA accountability

Principal Meeting - Kailua-Kalaheo

Principals

5/9/2017

ESSA plan

Principal Meeting-Baldwin-Kekaulike-Maui

Principals

5/9/2017

ESSA plan

Native Hawaiian Education Advocacy

Council for Native Hawaiian
Advancement
Kamehameha Schools
Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Native Hawaiian Education Council
OSIP

5/8/2017

Post 2017 State Legislature
debrief on ESSA
accountability

Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

5/8/2017

ESSA plan

Hawaii State Student Council

Student Council Members

5/6/2017

ESSA plan

Principal Meeting - Central District

Principals

5/5/2017

ESSA plan

HE'E

Community Stakeholders

5/2/2017

ESSA plan

Community Partners Meeting

various

5/1/2017

ESSA plan feedback

E-Blast (email to HIDOE staff)

HIDOE

4/28/2017

Reminder about ESSA/Strive
HI feedback

Teacher Leader Work Group 2016-17

Classroom teachers
Non-classroom teachers

4/27/2017

ESSA plan

CAS/HIDOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

4/26/2017

ESSA plan
public comment period

Principal Meeting - Hana-LahainalunaLanai-Molokai

Principals

4/20/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Secondary Principal Forum

Secondary principals

4/20/2017

ESSA plan
public comment period

Principal Meeting - Kau-Keaau-Pahoa

Principals

4/18/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Principal Meeting - Central District

Principals

4/18/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Public Comment Period Posting survey

All stakeholder groups

4/18/20175/18/2017

ESSA plan
public comment period

4/18/2017

Board action on public
comment process for Every
Student Succeeds Act
("ESSA") consolidated state
plan draft

APRIL 2017

BOE General Business Meeting

Principal Meeting - Campbell-Kapolei

Principals

4/17/2017

Strive HI

CAS/HIDOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

4/12/2017

English Language Proficiency

Charter School Commission

CSC leadership
OSIP

4/5/2017

Accountability
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic
Accountability Framework

BOE Student Achievement Committee
meeting

4/4/2017

Committee Action on Every
Student Succeeds Act
("ESSA") impacts on school
accountability
Accountability Framework

BOE General Business Meeting

4/4/2017

Board Action on Student
Achievement Committee
recommendation concerning
Every Student Succeeds Act
("ESSA") impacts on school
accountability

Executive Team

HIDOE leadership

4/3/2017

Subgroups

Charter Schools

charter school leaders
governing board chairs
OSIP/Accountability

4/3/2017

ESSA updates

Charter school board members
CAS
Assessment and Accountability
Branch

4/2/2017

ESSA plan

4/1/2017

Multi-level school
classification

Accountability Webinar - Strive HI

Principals/CA

3/30/2017

Strive HI

CAS/HIDOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

3/29/2017

Teacher certification

Accountability Webinar - Strive HI

Principals/CA

3/22/2017

Strive HI

Senator Mazie K. Hirono

Sen. Hirono

3/21/2017

Senator Brian Schatz

Sen. Schatz

3/21/2017

Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard

Rep. Gabbard

3/21/2017

Congresswoman Colleen Hanabusa

Rep. Hanabusa

3/21/2017

Joint Complex Area Support Team (CAST)
Academic Review Team meeting

Complex Area Support personnel
Academic Review Team (ART) leads

3/17/2017

Strive HI

Hawaii Congressional Delegation Staff

Staff from all four delegation Honolulu
offices

3/17/2017

ESSA updates

Charter Schools

Charter school commission

3/16/2017

Charter school fiscal
reporting requirements

CAS/HIDOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

3/15/2017

Comprehensive School
Supports

Charter School Commission Board Meeting
Complex Area Superintendents conference
call
MARCH 2017

Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

3/13/2017

High School Assessments
School Accountability System
Indicators - F&C
Engagement/Achievement
Gap

Private schools

HAIS/Catholic school leadership
OSIP/STB/Accountability/OHR

3/10/2017

Private School requirements
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic

Teacher Education Coordinating Council
(TECC)

IHE

3/9/2017

ESSA updates

Charter school commission meeting

Charter school commission

3/8/2017

ESSA updates

Principal Meeting - Kailua/Kalaheo

Principals

3/7/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Principal Meeting - Kauai District

Principals

2/28/2017

Fiscal Transparency

Joint Complex Area Support Team
Academic Review Team meeting

Complex Area Support personnel
Academic Review Team (ART) leads

2/24/2017

Strive HI

High School Assessment workgroup

High school principals

2/23/2017

Grade 11 math and ELA
assessments

Committee on Weights (COW)

various educational stakeholders

2/23/2017

Fiscal Transparency

BOE Finance and Infrastructure Committee

2/21/2017

HIDOE Presentation on
Every Student Succeeds Act
("ESSA") Impacts on fiscal
reporting requirements

BOE Human Resources Committee
Teacher Qualification Input Survey

2/21/2017

Teacher qualifications

BOE Human Resources Committee

2/21/2017

HIDOE Presentation on
Every Student Succeeds Act
("ESSA") impacts on teacher
content qualifications

BOE General Business Meeting

2/21/2017

ESSA updates

FEBRUARY 2017

High School Assessment workgroup

High school principals

2/17/2017

Grade 11 math and ELA
assessments

Charter School Commission meeting

Charter School Commission

2/17/2017

ESSA updates

HE'E
COMPLEX AREA
SUPERINTENDENTS/HIDOE Leadership

Community Stakeholders
Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

2/14/2017

Fiscal Transparency

2/8/2017

Fiscal Transparency
HIDOE presentation on
special education inclusion

BOE Student Achievement Committee
meeting

2/7/2017

BOE General Business Meeting

2/7/2017

Accountability

2/6/2017

Teacher effectiveness

2/6/2017

Fiscal Transparency
Strive HI 3.0
HS Assessment Update
AP Target Setting

BOE (Darrel Galera)

1/31/2017

Accountability

HSTA

1/30/2017

Innovative Assessments
Accountability

1/27/2017

ESSA updates

Teacher Leader Work Group 2016-17

Deputy's Roundtable

Classroom teachers
Non-classroom teachers

Principals

HIDOE presentation of ESSA
impacts on school
accountability

JANUARY 2017

Charter School Commission meeting

Charter School Commission
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic

Teacher Leader Work Group 2016-17

Classroom teachers
Non-classroom teachers

1/19/2017

Accountability

Complex Area Superintendents/HIDOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

1/11/2017

Timeline
Strive HI 3.0

1/10/2017

HIDOE presentation on
initiatives to improve teacher
retention and recruitment

1/10/2017

Community Stakeholder
Presentation: HSTA - working
with the Board of Education
and Department of Education
to improve school funding
and the recruitment and
retention of teachers

1/6/2017

Strive HI
High school assessment
workgroup
SBA family reports
Priorities for ESSA planning

BOE Human Resources Committee

BOE General Business Meeting

Secondary Principals Forum

Secondary principals

DECEMBER 2016
BOE General Business Meeting

12/20/2016

Update on the Governor's
ESSA team draft of the HI
Education Blueprint

ESSA Coordination Meeting

HIDOE - various

12/19/2016

ESSA updates

All Complex Area Support Team (CAST)
meeting

Complex Area Support personnel

12/16/2016

ESSA updates

Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

12/12/2016

Assessments - ACT
Proposed Accountability
System
Academic Plans

Community Partners Meeting

various educational stakeholders

12/8/2016

ESSA updates

12/6/2016

Board Action on review and
extension of 2011-2018
Department and Board Joint
Strategic Plan: Final version

BOE General Business Meeting

Governor's ESSA team draft
of the HI Education Blueprint

NOVEMBER 2016
Academic Staff Mtg.

HIDOE - various

11/28/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA Coordination Meeting

HIDOE - various

11/22/2016

ESSA updates

Joint Complex Area Support Team (CAST)

Complex Area Support personnel

11/18/2016

ESSA updates
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic

Math leaders feedback survey

Elementary math teachers
Elementary math coaches
Secondary math teachers
Complex area math leads

11/17/2016

Curriculum

ELA leaders feedback survey

Middle School ELA teachers

11/17/2016

Curriculum

Priority School Meeting

Priority school principals
Coaches/Coordinators
OHR
DOE Directors

11/17/2016

CSI Supports

Hawaii P-20 Council Ad hoc Meeting

IHE/community members

11/15/2016

Strategic Plan goals and
metrics

BOE General Business Meeting

11/15/2016

HIDOE presentation - Update
on the review and extension
of the 2011-2018 Joint
Department of Education and
Board of Education Strategic
Plan
Update on the Governor’s
Every Student Succeeds Act
(“ESSA”) Team

BOE Human Resources Committee

11/15/2016

HIDOE presentation on
overview of teacher
recruitment data for 20162017 School Year

11/14/2016

HEMSA ESSA input

11/9/2016

Supports for schools

11/4/2016

Standards

Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

Complex Area Superintendents/DOE
Leadership
Visual Arts Teacher workgroup

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.
Teachers

World Language Teacher workgroup

Teachers

11/4/2016

Standards

Performing Arts Teachers workgroup

Teachers

11/4/2016

Standards

The Arts Hui

Arts Education/UH/Private Schools
Community

11/4/2016

Strategic Plan
Standards

ESSA Coordination Meeting

HIDOE - various

11/2/2016

ESSA updates

BOE Student Achievement Committee

11/1/2016

ESSA updates

BOE General Business Meeting

11/1/2016

ESSA updates

OCTOBER 2016
Secondary Principal Forum

Secondary principals

10/27/2016

ESSA state plan sharing and
feedback

Complex Area Superintendents/HIDOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

10/26/2016

Draft plan

Joint Complex Area Support Team (CAST)

Complex Area Support personnel

10/21/2016

ESSA updates

Exit pass from all principals' meetings

Principals

10/20/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Hana-Lahainaluna-Lanai

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

10/20/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic

BOE General Business Meeting

10/18/2016

Strategic Plan

BOE Human Resources Committee

10/18/2016

Strategic Plan

10/17/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Pearl City-Waipahu

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

Hawaii Elementary & Middle School
Administrators Association (HEMSAA)
/Hawaii Association of Secondary School
Administrators(HASAA) Principal Forums

voluntary representation of principals,
VPs, and other educators

10/14/2016

Accountability system
Student engagement
Teacher collaboration
21st Century skills

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Baldwin-Kekaulike-Maui

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

10/11/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

10/10/2016

Curriculum
Assessments
Teacher certification

ESSA Community Workgroup Boot Camp
debrief

Various Community stakeholders

10/7/2016

ESSA updates

Hawaii Elementary & Middle School
Administrators Association (HEMSAA)
/Hawaii Association of Secondary School
Administrators(HASAA) Principal Forums

voluntary representation of principals,
VPs, and other educators

10/6/2016

Principal Feedback

Teacher Leader Work Group 2016-17

Classroom teachers
Non-classroom teachers

10/5/2016

ESSA Introduction
Teacher qualifications
Accountability
STB

BOE General Business Meeting

BOE members

10/4/2016

EES

ESSA Coordination Meeting

HIDOE - various

10/4/2016

Office plans
Next steps

Governor's ESSA Team meeting
BOE Meeting

Governor's ESSA team
BOE Members

10/1/2016

ESSA presentation

All interested principals (live/WebEx)
accountability

Principals

9/30/2016

Accountability update

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Castle-Kahuku

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/29/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Complex Area Superintendents/DOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

9/28/2016

Teacher certification

HEMSAA/HASSA Principal Forums

voluntary representation of principals,
VPs, and other educators

9/28/2016

Accountability system
Student engagement
Teacher collaboration
21st Century skills

principals - Ho'olako Like Charter Schools

Ho'olako Like Charter Schools

9/26/2016

Working concept of the
accountability framework

ESSA coordination meeting

HIDOE - various

9/23/2016

Clarification of
roles/responsibilities;
guidelines for ESSA template

SEPTEMBER 2016
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Meeting/Outreach
principals by complex area - Windward
District

Members
High school Principals - Windward
District

Native Hawaiian Legislative Summit
principals - Charter Schools

Date
9/23/2016

Topic
Working concept of the
accountability framework

9/22/2016
Principals - Charter Schools

BOE Human Resources Committee

BOE Finance and Infrastructure Committee

BOE General Business Meeting

9/22/2016

Working concept of the
accountability framework

9/20/2016

HIDOE Presentation on
status of Goal 2, Staff
Success in relation to the
review and extension of the
2011-2018 Joint Department
of Education and Board of
Education Strategic Plan

9/20/2016

HIDOE Presentation on
status of Goal 3, Successful
Systems of Support in
relation to the review and
extension of the 2017-2018
Joint Department of
Education and Board of
Education Strategic Plan

9/20/2016

HIDOE presentation - Update
on the review and extension
of the 2011-2018 Joint
Department of Education and
Board of Education Strategic
Plan

Principal Meeting - Central District

Principals

9/20/2016

Working concept of the
accountability framework

principals by complex area - Middle school
Principals - Leeward/Kauai/Big Island
Districts

MS Principals - Leeward/Kauai/Big
Island Districts

9/19/2016

Working concept of the
accountability framework

principals by complex area - Middle school
Principals - Windward District

MS Principals - Windward District

9/19/2016

Working concept of the
accountability framework

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Molokai

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/19/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

ESSA principal meetings

Principals/OSIP

9/19/2016

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Hilo-Waiakea

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/16/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Accountability Design Workgroup

various HIDOE/non-HIDOE
stakeholders

9/15/2016

Draft of the Accountability
Framework to be proposed

BOE Community Meeting

BOE/Principals/OSIP

9/15/2016

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/15/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Complex Area Superintendents/DOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

9/14/2016

Indicators

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Kailua-Kalaheo

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/13/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Farrington-Kaiser-Kalani

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/13/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Principals - Leeward (Accountability)

Middle and high school Principals

9/9/2016

Accountability update

principals by complex area

High school Principals Leeward/Kauai Districts

9/9/2016

Working concept of the
accountability framework

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Honokaa-Kealakehe-Kohala-Konawaena

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/8/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Kaimuki-McKinley-Roosevelt

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/8/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Principal Meeting - Central District

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

9/7/2016

Working concept of the
accountability framework

BOE Student Achievement Committee
meeting

9/6/2016

HIDOE presentation Presentation on standardsbased education, including
statewide assessment

BOE General Business Meeting

9/6/2016

Governor's ESSA task force
EES
Assessment

ESSA principal meetings

Principals/OSIP

9/1/2016

ESSA updates

High School ELA survey

High school ELA teachers

9/1/2016

Curriculum

8/27/2016

Accountability system
Student engagement
Teacher collaboration
21st Century skills

AUGUST 2016
Hawaii Elementary & Middle School
Administrators Association (HEMSAA)
/Hawaii Association of Secondary School
Administrators(HASAA) Principal Forums

voluntary representation of principals,
VPs, and other educators

Accountability Design Workgroup

various HIDOE/non-HIDOE
stakeholders

8/26/2016

Comprehensive Support and
Improvement reporting;
Targeted Support and
Improvement reporting

Secondary Principal Forum

Secondary principals

8/25/2016

Accountability system

Complex Area Superintendents/DOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

8/24/2016

Accountability system

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Kauai

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

8/23/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Governor's ESSA Team meeting

Governor's ESSA team

8/20/2016

Accountability Design Workgroup

various HIDOE/non-HIDOE
stakeholders

BOE General Business Meeting

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Central

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals
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8/18/2016

Weights (Indicators and
Measures); Rating
(Performance levels,
summative rating, reporting)

8/16/2016

HIDOE presentation - Update
on the review and extension
of the 2011-2018 Joint
Department of Education and
Board of Education Strategic
Plan

8/16/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Hawaii Consolidated State Plan

Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Kau-Keaau-Pahoa

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

8/12/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Complex Area Superintendents/Principals Leeward

Complex Area
Superintendents/Principals

8/12/2016

ESSA presentation by Dept.
Supt. & OSIP

Complex Area Superintendents/DOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

8/10/2016

Accountability
Assessments

Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

8/8/2016

Accountability

All Complex Area Support Team (CAST)
meeting

Complex Area Support personnel

8/5/2016

ESSA updates

Accountability Design Workgroup

various HIDOE/non-HIDOE
stakeholders

8/3/2016

Subgroups; School
Quality/Student Success
Indicator

8/2/2016

Accountability

7/25/2016

ESSA update

Accountability Design Workgroup

various HIDOE/non-HIDOE
stakeholders

7/20/2016

ESSA Accountability
Indicators: Academic
Achievement, Other
Academic Indicator,
Graduation Rate, ELP

High School Assessment Webinar

High school Principals

7/20/2016

ACT and SBA

BOE Student Achievement Committee
meeting
JULY 2016
Complex Area Superintendents/HIDOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

Accountability Regulations

BOE General Business Meeting

7/19/2016

HIDOE presentation - Update
on the review and extension
of the 2011-2018 Joint
Department of Education and
Board of education Strategic
Plan
Board Action on formal
comment on Federal Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking to
amend Federal regulations to
implement changes
contained in ESSA –
accountability and state plans

Governor's ESSA team teacher survey

HIDOE teachers

7/18/2016

Various

Complex Area Superintendents/DOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

7/18/2016

HS assessments

Education Leadership Institute (ELI)
Conference

All HIDOE Education Officers

7/15/2016

Accountability
School Supports

ESSA principal meetings

Principals/OSIP

7/12/2016

ESSA updates
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Meeting/Outreach
Education Institute of Hawaii (EIH)
Education Summit

Members

Date

Topic

All stakeholder groups

7/9/2016

Overall ESSA

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

7/6/2016

Accountability Framework

Accountability Design Workgroup

various HIDOE/non-HIDOE
stakeholders

6/29/2016

Overview of the
Accountability Framework

High School Principal Survey

High school Principals

6/21/2016

ACT and SBA

Complex Area Superintendents/DOE
Leadership
JUNE 2016

BOE General Business Meeting

6/21/2016

HIDOE presentation - Update
on the review and extension
of the 2011-2018 Joint
Department of Education and
Board of Education Strategic
Plan
Update on Governor’s Every
Student Succeeds Act
(“ESSA”) Team

ESSA principal meetings - Hana-Lanai

Principals/OSIP

6/1/2016

ESSA updates

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

5/25/2016

ESSA updates

MAY
Complex Area Superintendents/HIDOE
Leadership

BOE General Business Meeting

5/17/2016

HIDOE presentation - Update
on the review and extension
of the 2011-2018 Joint
Department of Education and
Board of Education Strategic
Plan
Update on Governor’s Every
Student Succeeds Act
(“ESSA”)

ESSA principal meetings - Kau-KeaauPahoa

Principals/OSIP

5/17/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA principal meetings - Central District

Principals/OSIP

5/17/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA principal meetings - Honolulu District

Principals/OSIP

5/17/2016

ESSA updates

Joint Complex Area Support Team (CAST)

Complex Area Support personnel

5/13/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA principal meetings - Molokai

Principals/OSIP

5/12/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA principal meetings - West Hawaii

Principals/OSIP

5/12/2016

ESSA updates

Complex Area Superintendents/HIDOE
Leadership

Complex Area
Superintendents/Deputy Supt.

5/11/2016

EES

ESSA principal meetings - Kailua-Kalaheo

Principals/OSIP

5/10/2016

ESSA updates

Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

5/9/2016

EES

ESSA principal meetings - Hilo-Waiakea

Principals/OSIP

5/6/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA principal meetings - Kahuku

Principals/OSIP

5/5/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA principal meetings - Castle

Principals/OSIP

5/5/2016

ESSA updates

Governor's ESSA Team meeting

Governor's ESSA team

5/4/2016
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Meeting/Outreach

Members

Date

Topic

APRIL 2016
All Complex Area Support Team (CAST)
meeting

Complex Area Support personnel

4/29/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA vice-principal meetings - Leeward
Vice Principals

Vice Principals/OSIP

4/26/2016

ESSA updates

ESSA vice-principal meetings - Central
Vice Principals

Vice Principals/OSIP

4/26/2016

ESSA updates

CAS/DOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

4/20/2016

EES

ESSA principal meetings - Leeward

Principals/OSIP

4/12/2016

ESSA updates

CAS/DOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

4/6/2016

ESSA updates

Senator Mazie Hirono

Senator Hirono's staff DC Office

4/5/2016

ESSA progress

ESSA principal meetings - Kauai

Principals

4/5/2016

ESSA updates

Secondary Principal Forum

Secondary principals

4/4/2016

ESSA updates

Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

3/14/2016

ESSA updates

Joint Complex Area Support Team (CAST)

Complex Area Support personnel

3/11/2016

ESSA updates

BOE Student Achievement Committee
meeting

3/1/2016

Strive HI transition to ESSA
(subgroups, n size,
accountability)

BOE General Business Meeting

3/1/2016

Strive HI transition to ESSA

2/16/2016

Title I, Part D

2/2/2016

Update on Every Student
Succeeds Act (“ESSA”):
Impact on the Department of
Education and Board joint
strategic plan

MARCH 2016

FEBRUARY 2016
Department of Public Safety

Department of Public Safety
School Transformation Branch

BOE General Business Meeting

JANUARY 2016
Legislators - EDN/EDU (Budget) Briefing

Senate and House Committees on
Education

1/27/2016

ESSA presentation

CAS/HIDOE Leadership

CAS/Deputy Supt.

1/27/2016

Accountability framework

All Complex Area Support Team (CAST)
meeting

Complex Area Support personnel

1/22/2016

ESSA presentation

1/19/2016

Presentation on Every
Student Succeeds Act
(“ESSA”)

BOE General Business Meeting
Deputy's Roundtable

Principals

1/11/2016

ESSA presentation

Secondary Principal Forum

Secondary principals

1/5/2016

ESSA presentation
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ESSA Public Comment
Summary of Online Survey Feedback
The Every Students Succeeds Act
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) is the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, which governs most of the federal funding for K-12 education. ESSA replaces the No Child Left Behind
Act. The law requires states and school districts receiving federal assistance to help schools better serve
educationally disadvantaged students. ESSA includes significant mandates, particularly on academic
standards, student testing, school accountability, and teacher qualifications.
ESSA Public Comment
In order to apply for funding for ESSA programs, the Hawaii Department of Education (HIDOE) will be
submitting a consolidated state plan to the U.S. Department of Education in September 2017. ESSA requires
that the draft state plan be available for public comment for 30 days; HIDOE’s draft was available from April
18, 2017 to May 18, 2017 and solicited 458 response. HIDOE’s aim was to collect meaningful feedback on
the goals, targets, and supports for all students and for student subgroups. The survey results and other
feedback from stakeholders will inform the final draft that HIDOE will submit to the federal government.
Report Contents
This report contains:
 One-Page Summary of Public Comment
 Question List from Public Comment Survey
 Extended Summary of Each Question Including Qualitative Input

Page 2
Page
3
Page
4
-

Next Steps
The public comment period closed on May 18, 2017. A summary of the public comments will be presented
to the Board of Education (BOE) on June 6, 2017. On June 20th, HIDOE will present a revised consolidated
state plan to the BOE for authorization to submit the plan to the U.S. Department of Education. The
Governor will have 30 days to review the plan. The final consolidated state plan is due to the federal
government on September 18, 2017.

Hawaii Department of Education

ESSA Public Comment
Summary of Online Survey Feedback
The public comment period opened for the ESSA Consolidated State Plan on April 18, 2017 and closed on
May 18, 2017. After revisions are made, the final plan will be proposed to the Board of Education on June
20, 2017.



Areas of Agreement
Ethnic Subgroups
76% of respondents agree that the major
racial/ethnic subgroups identified by HIDOE are
appropriate for monitoring performance.

Respondents were asked to answer 17
questions through an online survey.
The questions focused on topics that
have generated a great deal of
discussion, including:
– Subgroups
– Long-Term Goals
– Identifying Schools for Supports
– Indicators and Measures
– Teacher Certification and
Recruitment
– English Language Learners
– Use of Federal Funding

Areas of Disagreement
Chronic Absenteeism
54% disagreed with the proposal of using chronic
absenteeism as the “State-Selected Measure of
School Quality or Student Success.”

Median Student Growth Percentile (MGP)
64% agree that growth as a measure is valuable for
elementary and middle schools.

Long-Term Goals
Timeline for Identification of Schools
76% agree that schools should be identified for
comprehensive and targeted support and
improvement every 3 years.
Teacher Certification Options
78% believe that the teacher certification routes are
sufficient for the needs of our state.
Timeline for Achieving English Language Proficiency
59% believe that 5 years is an appropriate timeframe
for English Learners to achieve English language
proficiency.

57% believed that our proposed long-term goals for
ALL students were too ambitious.
79% believed that our proposed long-term goals for
the student subgroups were too ambitious.

Proposed N-size of 20
A slim majority of respondents (52%) disagreed
with the proposed n-size of 20. However, there is a
divide among this majority on whether the
appropriate n-size should be higher or lower than 20.

Hawaii Department of Education

ESSA Public Comment
Summary of Online Survey Feedback
Survey Questions
1.

What is your primary role in education?

2.

If you are a public school system employee, please select one.

3.

Are the subgroups that HIDOE proposes to include as the major racial and ethnic student subgroups
appropriate subgroups for monitoring performance?

4.

As a minimum n-size for accountability and reporting, Hawaii proposes a minimum number of 20 students.
Thus, a subgroup of students would be included in the school accountability system as a subgroup if it has at
least 20 students. For example, if the English learner subgroup in a school has 15 students and the children
with disabilities subgroup has 22 students, the English learner subgroup would not be included in the school
accountability system and the children with disabilities subgroup would be included. Is 20 the appropriate
minimum number of students in a subgroup to include that subgroup in the school accountability system?

5.

Are the proposed goals (long-term goal and interim) ambitious and attainable for our schools?

6.

Do you have a suggestion for an alternative method for determining long-term goals for all students and/or
for student subgroups?

7.

Is growth, as measured by the median growth percentile (MGP), an appropriate measure for the "Indicator of
Student Growth or Other Academic Indicator: Academic Progress" for elementary and middle schools?

8.

Is the percentage of students who are chronically absent an appropriate measure for the "State-Selected
Measure of School Quality or Student Success"?

9.

Is three years the appropriate amount of time for schools with struggling students to improve their school
performance to no longer meet the identification requirements (three years is the maximum amount of time
ESSA allows)?

10. If an identified school continues to struggle without making measurable improvement after three years, what
types of rigorous interventions would better support student achievement?
11. Are the available routes to teacher certification sufficient to meet the needs of our state?
12. What strategies would you recommend for increasing recruitment of teachers at geographically-remote or
rural schools?
13. What strategies would you recommend for increasing recruitment of teachers at schools with the most
struggling students (schools identified for comprehensive or targets supports and improvement)?
14. In consultation with the World-class Instructional and Design Assessment (WIDA) Consortium Research
Department, Hawaii has proposed to use a timeframe of up to five years - dependent on the level in which
the student enters the language instruction education program - with our English learners generally advancing
one proficiency level each year as determined by the English language assessment composite scale score. Do
you agree that this timeframe is appropriate for English learners to achieve English language proficiency?
15. How would you prioritize the use of federal funds for these state-level efforts and activities?
16. Please explain your ranking above, as appropriate.
17. Do you have additional feedback on any other portion of the drafted plan? Please provide specific references
to the sections of the plan, as appropriate.
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ESSA Public Comment
Summary of Online Survey Feedback
Survey Responses
Question 1

What is your primary role in education?

Question 2

If you are a public school system employee, please select one.

Question 3

Are the subgroups that HIDOE proposes to include as the major racial and
ethnic student subgroups appropriate subgroups for monitoring performance?

Prevailing themes from the 75 respondents who commented include:
Respondents proposed further disaggregation of the Pacific
Islander student subgroup.
“I hope they also choose to address
Micronesians separately from Pacific
Islander because they are a large group with
diverse needs separate from other Pacific
Islands.”

“Pacific Islander group is too vague even
with Native Hawaiian taken out.”

Respondents requested a category of “Other” for students
with mixed races.
“Most students now are mixed. Will mixed be
an option or will students be able to select
more than one?”

21 References

10 References

“We have many mixed people, and I wonder
if it is appropriate to somehow identify
oneself as mixed. It is often difficult to
identify with just one racial or ethnic group.”

5

Question 4

Is 20 the appropriate minimum number of students in a subgroup to include that
subgroup in the school accountability system?

Prevailing themes from the 104 respondents who commented include:
Some respondents indicated a preference for a lower n-size.
“Reduce the “n” size for reporting from the
“n” size of 20 outlined in the ESSA State
Plan to an “n” size of 10 in order to ensure
that schools are held accountable for the
academic improvement of high needs
subgroups. There are national studies
recommending 10 or lower as a minimum
subgroup size. Higher numbers undermine
disability subgroup accountability.”

“Several small schools (both charter and
DOE) have populations of subgroups well
below 20. That high of a number risks large
swaths of subgroup students not being
counted.”

Other respondents felt a higher n-size was more appropriate.
“For schools with a higher school population,
20 seems like a very small number of
students.”

20 References

“30 is the quantifiable number for effective
research.”

Others felt that a percentage of the schools population was
appropriate for n-size.
“Perhaps to be fair, it should be a
percentage of the school population rather
than a number.”

50 References

20 References

“I think the number shouldn't be a number,
it should be a percentage of the school's
population. This makes it more equitable for
schools with large/small populations.”
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Question 5

Are the proposed goals (long-term goal and interim) ambitious and attainable for
our schools?

Question 6

Do you have a suggestion for an alternative method for determining long-term
goals for all students and/or for student subgroups?

Prevailing themes from the 162 respondents who commented include:
Respondents felt the goals set forth in the ESSA plan were
unrealistic.
“Using the DOE’s own historical trend data,
the department should determine more
realistic targets relative to available
resources. Raising achievement
benchmarks without also increasing
resources and student supports places an
unfair burden on schools and teachers.”

“Relook at our educational system and how
it is underfunded. We cannot set ambitious
goals without providing adequate funding to
support schools and students.”

Respondents also commented on the example of an
alternative method as an acceptable option for determining
long-term goals.
“I like the alternative method. You MUST
take the baseline into consideration,
otherwise this is poor measurement practice
(think NCLB) to assume you can set the
same bar regardless of baseline.”

54 References

31 References

“The alternate goals seem a lot easier to get
to and seem more fair for the subgroups.”
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Question 7

Is growth, as measured by the median growth percentile (MGP), an appropriate
measure for the "Indicator of Student Growth or Other Academic Indicator:
Academic Progress" for elementary and middle schools?

Prevailing themes from the 73 respondents who commented include:
Respondents commented on assessment options as
indicators for academic progress, with a preference for the
inclusion of authentic assessments.
“Teachers have repeatedly asked for
authentic assessment for our students.
These include project-based learning and
student portfolios.”

“Measurement should be by a portfolio of all
accomplishments.”

Other respondents included comments on growth as a
measure overall.
“Growth should be personalized to the
school and subgroups, using the current
data points used by the schools.”

30 References

19 References

“I like a growth measure, it just puts
pressure on teachers in particular grade
levels when it really needs to be a
schoolwide effort. Perception matters.”
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Question 8

Is the percentage of students who are chronically absent an appropriate measure
for the "State-Selected Measure of School Quality or Student Success"?

Prevailing themes from the 105 respondents who commented include:
Respondents indicated that families had a large role in
student chronic absenteeism.

“I don't know an alternative, but attendance
is completely up to the parents and families.
There is only so much the school can do to
improve absenteeism.”

“There has to be a program or services that
places some ownership/responsibility on
the parents. Everything in place for a
student in school means absolutely nothing
if there isn't an accountable plan for
parents.”

Other respondents felt that more state-level support is
needed to help address chronic absenteeism.
“The state may need to provide more
support to families and determine reasons
for chronic absence. We need to solve
underlying reasons before we can demand
student attendance. Homelessness and
other socioeconomic issues that impact
attendance can't easily be fixed by
attendance mandates.”

36 References

14 References

“Need funding to support reduction of
chronic absenteeism. Dedicated counselors
to fighting this issue? More PD for
counselors and teachers on successful
strategies for reducing chronic
absenteeism.”
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Question 9

Is three years the appropriate amount of time for schools with struggling students
to improve their school performance to no longer meet the identification
requirements?

If an identified school continues to struggle without making measurable
Question 10 improvement after three years, what types of rigorous interventions would better
support student achievement?

Prevailing themes from the 187 respondents who commented include:
Respondents pointed at leadership as a rigorous
intervention.
“Evaluation of school systems which include but are
not limited to administrative effectiveness and
ability to help teachers and staff deal with issues.
This evaluation should include all administrative
positions from the principal, CAS, and above and
should include evaluations of those positions by
teachers and other faculty who work at the school.”
Respondents also identified the role community
plays in assisting struggling schools.
“The described interventions are rigorous in and of
themselves. However, there is immense potential to
be intentional in integration of community expertise,
resources, and supports to strengthen rigorous
interventions that are grounded in place and more
likely to be implemented with fidelity. Integrating
community resources and expertise into turnaround
efforts also provides an opportunity to better
allocate resources and minimize redundancies.”

48 References
“Allow the CAS [Complex Area
Superintendent] and complex
support staff identify where the
shortfalls occur and what can be
done to make improvements. I feel
a lot depends on the leader(s) of the
school to set the pace as to the
direction is headed.”
46 References

“The rigorous intervention should be
about the school (teacher quality,
principal quality, curricular
resources, high expectations and
rigor), but there also has to be a
coming together with the
community.”
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Question 11

Are the available routes to teacher certification sufficient to meet the needs of our
state?

Question 12

What strategies would you recommend for increasing recruitment of teachers at
geographically-remote or rural schools?

Prevailing themes from the 225 respondents who commented include:
The majority of respondents proposed a variety of benefits
and incentives, with monetary benefits as the primary focus.
“Partially/Fully funded housing for teachers
willing to move to geographically isolated
areas.”
“Incentivize enrollment in teacher education
programs through scholarships and student
loan forgiveness for teachers willing to work
in remote areas.”

152 References

“Offer higher, more competitive salaries.”
“Differentiated pay to attract teachers to
hard to fill schools.”
“Offer traveling expense such as gas
allowance if traveling distance is more than
10 miles from residence to school.”

Many respondents proposed ways to improve the teacher
pipeline, including the use of local talent to fill vacancies,
ensuring awareness of the culture in the communities
teachers will serve, and easing the process to attain or
transfer teaching licenses.

68 References
(“Grow Your Own” – 28
References)

“Make education enticing to kids at an early
stage to encourage them to come back
years later to their communities to teach.”

“Hire locally first. Groom potential teachers
from students of remote or rural areas. (Get
creative!)”

“Allow teachers who come from out of state
with teaching degrees in their state to
transfer easily and efficiently with the status
and credibility that they bring.”

“Also, more support from the school for the
first year, helping the teacher learn about
the community and culture, different
strategies that work well there.”
11

Question 12, continued

Some respondents referenced lowering class size.
“Class size should be limited.”

21 References

“Reduce class size.”

Other respondents advocated for professional development
and quality mentoring supports to recruit and retain
teachers in these areas.
“Irrespective of upfront qualifications, teachers must be
equipped to meet the administrative demands set forth.
Ongoing, free training should be provided to all teachers
if the professional development courses are in line with
the teacher's area(s) of specialty or will enhance teacher
capabilities to meet Common Core, Next Generation
Science Standards, and STEM certifications.”

20 References

“Effective on site mentoring.
Need people on campus daily
to specifically target new
teachers. Right now this
responsibility is placed on
people as an added role rather
than a primary role.”

What strategies would you recommend for increasing recruitment of teachers at
Question 13 schools with the most struggling students (schools identified for comprehensive or
targets supports and improvement)?

Prevailing themes from the 224 respondents who commented include:
The majority of respondents proposed a variety of benefits
and incentives, with monetary benefits as the primary focus.

146 References

“Increase teacher salaries, lower class size,
establish wraparound services for teachers
and students, provide teacher housing, and
incentivize enrollment in teacher education
programs through scholarships and student
loan forgiveness for teachers willing to work
in struggling schools.”

“Offering stipends and bonuses for teachers
who work at difficult to fill schools based on
student gains.”

“Incentives to attract the most qualified
teachers (have your best teachers teaching
the students with the most need).”

“More funding and time allotted for teachers
who teach students who are struggling
academically.”

“Salary increase but they need to be trained
and effective.”

Many respondents advocated for lowering class size.
“Student-teacher ratios need to be smaller
in low-performing schools so teachers can
devote more time to remediation and
additional supports needed.”

47 References
“Commitment to lower class size.”
“Definitely, reduce class size.”
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Question 13, continued

Some respondents proposed ways to improve the teacher
pipeline, including the use of local talent to fill vacancies,
ensuring awareness of the culture in the communities
teachers will serve, and easing the process to attain or
transfer teaching licenses.

28 References

“Work with UH to build their program and
keep "local" teachers in Hawaii. Pay
increase to attract "locals" to stay in Hawaii
and go into teaching.”

“You must understand or learn the culture of
Hawaii. Respect the community values and
have strong classroom management
environment.”

“We need to grow our own teachers,
recruiting from the very own communities
that we serve and providing pathways and
financial support for IA and PTT to pursue
teaching degrees.”

“The ability to get all certifications and
licensing to become a highly qualified
teacher at the school.”

Other respondents advocated for
professional development and quality
mentoring supports for teachers who work
with struggling students.

24 References

“Provide PD/mentoring for teacher who deal
with struggling students so they are able to
teach using best practices approved by
HIDOE.”

“You have to provide support. Especially for
new teachers. They need mentors, good
mentors, and people they can trust to help
them through the difficult times.”

Question 14

Do you agree that [a 5 year] timeframe is appropriate for English learners to
achieve English language proficiency?
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Question 14, continued

Prevailing themes from the 105 respondents who commented include:
There are different schools of thought about the length of
time it will take an English Learner to Achieve Proficiency.
“Research shows it takes approximately 7
years to acquire the "academic" language
to proficient within the classroom.”

32 References

“English language learners need to learn
English faster, and are capable of learning
English in 2-3 years to a level of proficiency.”

Our English Learner population requires additional funding,
resources, and qualified staff to attain proficiency in 5 years.
“I do believe that five years is an appropriate
expectation IF the student has multiple opportunities
to be instructed by teachers who are "qualified" and
"informed" about the EL learning strategies/practices
that are critical for these language learners. Many
schools do not place a value currently on pairing EL
students with qualified teachers as well as placing an
emphasis on EL language strategies being used in
the core classroom.”

“Hawai’i’s English Language
Learner population has not
received adequate support or
effective staffing to meet the DOE’s
proposed proficiency benchmarks
within five years. To do so, ELL
programming would require a
substantial boost in resources and
funding equity.”

The length of time for language acquisition varies based on
conditions or characteristics of the individual student.
“Language acquisition and learning take
between 2-7 years. Many factors affect
the process including linguistic distance
between the native and the learned,
socioeconomic status, literacy level in the
first language, motivation, age, and social
status of the language in the community.
This is not a one size fits all situation.”

Question 15

24 References

23 References

“Varied. Length of time each student spends
at a particular stage of language acquisition
may vary greatly.”
“Everyone has their own learning curve and
the older the student who enters the school
system, the harder it is to learn a new
language.”

How would you prioritize the use of federal funds for these state-level efforts and
activities?

Priority 1

Improving School Conditions for Student Learning

Priority 2

Providing Access to a Well-Rounded Education

Priority 3

Providing Supports for Successful Transitions Between Grade Levels
and/or Schools

Priority 4

Improving the Use of Technology in Order to Improve Academic
Achievement and Digital Literacy of all Students
14

Question 16

Please explain your ranking above, as appropriate.

Prevailing themes from the 175 respondents who commented include:
Improving Hawaii’s school conditions (updating facilities,
cooling, space, furniture, etc.) is critical to student success.

73 References

“Our students and teachers seem so much
happier this year in air conditioned
classrooms; more learning can take place
when school conditions are safe and
comfortable”

“Improving the conditions for student
learning which includes air conditioning and
updated furniture and classrooms will
definitely improve achievement. Schools
with limited space are working out of
storage rooms.”

“When students have a great school with
great conditions they will have higher
interest in learning. We should be able to
provide a Well Rounded Education in a
school in great shape.”

“Schools need to be an appropriate
environment for learning - cool, have
necessary equipment, and small class sizes
for effective teaching of all students.”

There is disagreement on the value of spending funds on
additional technology.

63 References

“Technology is on the forefront of life skills
to be successful in the work place, so this is
a high priority.”

“Technology is already embedded into our
culture and daily academic requirements. I
do not believe more money should be
invested into that as a top priority.”

“Technology is everywhere in education now
and in order for our public school students
to keep up with the technology around us,
students need easy access to it.”

“Although technology constitutes a helpful
teaching tool, too many teachers rely on
technology as their curriculum instead of
challenging students to learn how to think.”

A well-rounded education is important and should include
access to a diverse selection of course offerings.
“A well-rounded education (including socialemotional learning, the arts and humanities,
and a diverse set of electives) is essential.”

“Well-rounded education should include
both academic instruction, as well as social
emotional instruction and ample
opportunities for physical activity.”

There is disagreement on whether transitions are a top
priority.
“Transitional support is key to student
success. If students feel supported then
they are more likely to invest in their
academics and become self-directed.”

55 References

29 References

“Schools are already focusing on successful
transitions and it is something already being
done.”
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Question 17

Do you have additional feedback on any other portion of the drafted plan? Please
provide specific references to the sections of the plan, as appropriate.

Prevailing themes from the 108 respondents who commented include:
Accountability, Measures, Goals

22 References

“Absenteeism should not be included in the plan;
teachers have no control over that aspect.”
“I would like the state to ensure that any needs
assessment tools selected by Complex Areas for
use in school improvement will included an
assessment of student access to and involvement
in extra-curricular and afterschool activities.”
General Positive Feedback
“I am pleased with some of the changes. It is
always difficult to provide all supports with
our budget constraints, but I believe that
positive school leadership is at the core of
success. We must train our upcoming
teachers and give them support. This is not
happening across the board now.”

“In its final plan, the department
should maintain this balance by
weighting academic measurements
at no more than 51 percent of a
school’s rating, which will allow more
attention to be paid to the school
quality and student support indicators
of student success.”
11 References

“Thank you for all the work you have done!
Overall, I like the draft.”
“For the most part it looks good - hoping it
comes to fruition and not just a pipe
dream!”
“This is a good, solid plan.”

Needs of Subgroups and Equity Issues
“I would have liked to have seen more
specific information on how disadvantaged
populations would close the achievement
gap. There are many schools with under the
n group that are not reported.”
Did we learn from NCLB or are we doomed
to repeat those errors? When high poverty
schools struggle, we obviously have failed to
provide those communities with the schools
and social services they need. Why not study
what they need and figure out how to
provide it?”

10 References
“[T]he DOE needs to support principals to
learn how to appropriately educate ELLs
and require them to hire fully qualified
teachers who have expertise in working with
ELLs, including specialists who know about
language development. It is unacceptable to
rely on untrained Ed Assistants to work with
this highly vulnerable population. All
teachers need some knowledge of how to
work with ELLs, and all schools with even a
few ELLs need at least one teacher whose
primary expertise is in teaching ELLs.”

Other Topics Referenced in Question 17: Assessment; Authority; Teacher Benefits, Pay, Supports;
Evaluations; Consultation; and Partnerships
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Appendix G
OMB Control No. 1894-0005 (Exp. 03/31/2017)

NOTICE TO ALL APPLICANTS
description of how you plan to address those barriers
that are applicable to your circumstances. In
addition, the information may be provided in a single
narrative, or, if appropriate, may be discussed in
connection with related topics in the application.

The purpose of this enclosure is to inform you about
a new provision in the Department of Education's
General Education Provisions Act (GEPA) that applies
to applicants for new grant awards under Department
programs. This provision is Section 427 of GEPA,
enacted as part of the Improving America's Schools
Act of 1994 (Public Law (P.L.) 103-382).

Section 427 is not intended to duplicate the
requirements of civil rights statutes, but rather to
ensure that, in designing their projects, applicants for
Federal funds address equity concerns that may
affect the ability of certain potential beneficiaries to
fully participate in the project and to achieve to high
standards. Consistent with program requirements
and its approved application, an applicant may use
the Federal funds awarded to it to eliminate barriers
it identifies.

To Whom Does This Provision Apply?
Section 427 of GEPA affects applicants for new grant
awards under this program. ALL APPLICANTS FOR
NEW AWARDS MUST INCLUDE INFORMATION IN
THEIR APPLICATIONS TO ADDRESS THIS NEW
PROVISION IN ORDER TO RECEIVE FUNDING UNDER
THIS PROGRAM.
(If this program is a State-formula grant program, a
State needs to provide this description only for
projects or activities that it carries out with funds
reserved for State-level uses. In addition, local school
districts or other eligible applicants that apply to the
State for funding need to provide this description in
their applications to the State for funding. The State
would be responsible for ensuring that the school
district or other local entity has submitted a sufficient
section 427 statement as described below.)

What are Examples of How an Applicant Might
Satisfy the Requirement of This Provision?
The following examples may help illustrate how an
applicant may comply with Section 427.
(1) An applicant that proposes to carry out an
adult literacy project serving, among others,
adults with limited English proficiency, might
describe in its application how it intends to
distribute a brochure about the proposed project
to such potential participants in their native
language.

What Does This Provision Require?
Section 427 requires each applicant for funds (other
than an individual person) to include in its application
a description of the steps the applicant proposes to
take to ensure equitable access to, and participation
in, its Federally-assisted program for students,
teachers, and other program beneficiaries with
special needs. This provision allows applicants
discretion in developing the required description.
The statute highlights six types of barriers that can
impede equitable access or participation: gender,
race, national origin, color, disability, or age. Based
on local circumstances, you should determine
whether these or other barriers may prevent your
students, teachers, etc. from such access or
participation in, the Federally-funded project or
activity. The description in your application of steps
to be taken to overcome these barriers need not be
lengthy; you may provide a clear and succinct

(2) An applicant that proposes to develop
instructional materials for classroom use might
describe how it will make the materials available
on audio tape or in braille for students who are
blind.
(3) An applicant that proposes to carry out a
model science program for secondary students
and is concerned that girls may be less likely than
boys to enroll in the course, might indicate how
it intends to conduct "outreach" efforts to girls,
to encourage their enrollment.
(4) An applicant that proposes a project to
increase school safety might describe the special
efforts it will take to address concern of lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender students, and
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efforts to reach out to and involve the families of
LGBT students
We recognize that many applicants may already be
implementing effective steps to ensure equity of
access and participation in their grant programs, and
we appreciate your cooperation in responding to the
requirements of this provision.
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Estimated Burden Statement for GEPA Requirements
According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information
unless such collection displays a valid OMB control number.
Public reporting burden for this collection of
information is estimated to average 1.5 hours per response, including time for reviewing instructions, searching
existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of
information. The obligation to respond to this collection is required to obtain or retain benefit (Public Law
103-382. Send comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of thi s collection of information,
including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Ave., SW,
Washington, DC 20210-4537 or email ICDocketMgr@ed.gov and reference the OMB Control Number 1894-0005.
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